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Abstract
Capturing, recreating and representing a high fidelity virtual representa-
tion of the dynamic human form has long been a target for a diverse range of
applications including tele-presence, games, film and TV special effects. The
complexity of the challenge, to achieve a lifelike, faithful and believable repre-
sentation, is such that a wide range of techniques and approaches have been
developed. These are both due to research lead curiosity and requirements
to address specific objective for particular problems.
This work starts from a novel standpoint: that the processes of surfac-
ing, tessellation and texturing, commonly used in 3D reconstruction, are
computationally expensive and un-necessary. This work argues that by inte-
grating the reconstruction and rendering processes into a single process that
is aligned with the architecture of modern graphics hardware, a lightweight
component solution can be achieved that is suitable for application on the
end user systems within the many application domains.
In order to achieve this aim the research undertaken seeks to both define
an appropriate technique and develop detailed understanding of the recon-
struction process pipeline and impacting factors. This is achieved through a
complementary investigation of the tools and frameworks that are necessary
to support iterative development of the approach with reliable, repeatable
objective assessment. This reasons that by understanding the nature of the
capture, reconstruction and presentation pipeline and by objective evalua-
tion of the emerging reconstruction techniques this research will define an
approach for 3D video based reconstruction that effectively utilises the pro-
cessing potential of a single system to deliver acceptable levels of performance
(speed) and fidelity (visual quality) for a componentised, multi-purpose 3D
reconstruction and rendering solution.
This thesis describes the research that has driven the evolution of tech-
nique and documents the iterations made. It presents a novel framework
for experimentation and evaluation of the techniques and demonstrates how
the use of these tools has enabled both rapid prototyping of approach and
objective evaluation of improvement. The work concludes with a review of
the approach taken and identifies approaches for evaluation of performance
(speed) and fidelity (visual quality) that enable both repeatable experimen-
tation within the research pipeline and reliable comparison of the end-to-end
process against other techniques.
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis presents a novel simulation framework for objective exploration
of video based 3D reconstruction approaches. This offers repeatable experi-
mentation and reliable objective comparison as part of an iterative research
process. The framework is used to explore a case study which seeks to map
the reconstruction/rendering processes to the features and functionality of the
GPU system and define frameworks and tool sets for the evaluation and ob-
jective evolution of these techniques. This both demonstrates the approach
taken, and establishes metrics for controlled objective evaluation against al-
ternate approaches reported by other researchers. The case study of an evolv-
ing technique is used to question the need for model forming processes (sur-
face fitting, tessellation, decimation, and texturing), in real-time generation
of animated 3D forms from video based data. The standpoint is that these
processes are slow and un-necessary. This argues that by moving to a more
direct, combined reconstruction and rendering process, which utilises multi-
ple video streams directly, a similar visual quality of reconstruction can be
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achieved entirely within the programmable graphics hardware pipeline. This
offers future scalability within a single system architecture.
3D video based reconstruction, of the human form, is widely seen as
advantageous for application in tele-present communication and collabora-
tive virtual environment systems. The approach combines the advantageous
features of traditional collaborative virtual environment user tracking (body
posture and position) with the fidelity of video conferencing (appearance) to
present the observer with a human representation that is spatially integrated
and of sufficient quality to portray visual emotion. In essence, the observer
can both see the virtual participant and see what they are looking at, whilst
also engaging with none verbal communication queues to enhance communi-
cation
The original contribution to knowledge of this work is, therefore, the inves-
tigation of lightweight approaches to 3D reconstruction aligned to consumer
type hardware platforms. Supporting this will be investigation into simula-
tion frameworks to support development of understanding of the conditions
for video based 3D reconstruction as part of a toolkit for continual objective
analysis of the evolving process for reconstruction and rendering.
This introduction establishes the rational for the research described in
this thesis. Fundamentally this chapter will seek to inform the reader of
the rational for the research and present an overview of the work. This is
presented by answering the following set of key questions:
• What is the subject of this research?
• What is the motivation for the research?
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• Why is it timely to consider this now?
• Who potentially benefits from the research presented here?
• How will the research be conducted?
• How does this work relate to the research group?
1.1 Subject of Research
The general subject of this research is 3D video based reconstruction and is
targeted at the rendering and reconstruction of a person captured by multi-
ple, synchronised video streams. This is a wide domain, with multiple active
researchers and a wide variety of techniques and approaches [44, 32, 24, 56].
However, the general principles common to the majority of these, are that
a surface is formed, or fitted, around the intersection of segmented video
images denoting the subject of reconstruction. This reconstructed surface is
then, typically, tessellated, optimized and textured, before being passed to
the rendering pipeline. The objective is to present a lifelike, faithful and be-
lievable dynamic representation of a person with sufficient fidelity to convey
the nuances of gesture, expression and posture unique to each individual. In
achieving this, these reconstructions seek to enhance communication by en-
gaging the emotional, non-verbal effects that initiate and steer conversation
fragments, communicate empathy and establish trust. The 3D representa-
tions of people captured, reconstructed and presented using such methods
have use in tele-present and collaborative systems, both immersive and non-
immersive, in which the faithful representation of a live person offers sig-
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nificant improvements over traditional tracked avatar models that cannot
recreate the fidelity and detail of human expression [71].
This work concentrates on a specific objective; the reconstruction and
rendering of a dynamic entity from multiple segmented and synchronised
video streams. This is similar to the aims of others, however the work takes a
novel standpoint; that the formation of 3D models from the video stream data
is computationally expensive and un-necessary. By understanding the nature
of the capture, reconstruction and presentation pipeline and by objective
evaluation of the emerging approach against truth data this research will
define an approach for 3D video based reconstruction that effectively utilises
the processing potential of a single system to deliver acceptable levels of
performance (speed) and fidelity (visual quality) for a componentised, multi-
purpose 3D reconstruction and rendering solution.
The stepping off point for this research is based on previous investiga-
tions into 3D medical imaging which demonstrated techniques for real-time
3D volumetric visualisation [5, 4]. These applied an alignment of the data
structure and operations with the architecture and functionality of consumer
graphics hardware to deliver both performance gains and interactive func-
tionality. Applying this approach to the problem of 3D reconstruction will
enable the goal of the research to be met by removing the need for polygon
forming through the direct rendering of the volumetric data set formed by
the initial process in space carved reconstruction approaches.
To support the investigation into reconstruction processes understanding
of the reconstruction pipeline, and its impact on the reconstruction process
is required. It was, therefore necessary to define and create a framework for
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simulation, prototyping of data and process and objective evaluation of tech-
nique. This both supports the development process with dependable, repeat-
able analysis and allows objective measures between variants of technique to
be assessed as evolutions in approach are made. This enabled rapid recon-
figuration of a virtual capture environment which allowed refined synthetic
data sets to be produced whilst also offering the ability to undertake accu-
rate performance evaluation and highly detailed holistic objective analysis of
the resultant reconstructions against truth data gained from the virtualised
capture source.
The combination of both novel technique and a novel framework for in-
vestigation, prototyping and comparative objective evaluation form the sub-
stantial contributions of this work.
1.2 Motivation and Setting
Video Conferencing and Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs) both of-
fer the facility to display a tele-present representation of a remotely located
participant within a communication platform. However, both approaches
present issues which hinder natural conversation. Video Conferencing en-
ables the participants to see what each other looks like and recognise facial
gesture and expression which form none verbal queues to support natural
conversation. However, the lack of spatial alignment can prevent these from
being accurately focused and identified. Put simply, when the person on
the screen appears to be making eye contact, they are looking directly into
the camera, not the the observer’s image on their own screen [69]. CVEs
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use tracking mechanisms, commonly linked to an artificial representation, an
avatar, which is presented within a common spatial reference mediated by
the shared virtual environment. In effect the participants are sharing the
same space, with the tracked avatars displaying the gross movements and
virtual position of the participants. However, the fidelity of the avatar can-
not capture the detail of video, meaning that expression is lost. This is seen
in the increased use of corrective discussion which fragments conversation
and inhibits natural communication [33]. While Video Conferencing sup-
ports temporal interaction supporting conversation, it is poor at facilitating
spatial references for effective communication. Conversely, CVEs strongly
support spatial referencing, but lack the fine, none verbal queues that sup-
port conversational flow. Both spatial and temporal elements are seen as
part of the key requirements for effective collaboration [78], supporting so-
cial interaction which is critical to seamless collaboration [31]. Provided this
integration can be achieved with sufficient real-time performance and visual
fidelity, it is hoped that significant reductions in the ambiguity and fragmen-
tation in communication experienced within other tele-present and mixed
media collaborative systems can be achieved [33].
Replicating a dynamic human in a virtual form offers advantages to many
domains, particularly those concerned with virtual communication such as
distributed collaborative systems and emotional engagement. These include
games, film and TV, Video Conferencing (tele-presence) and Collaborative
Virtual Environments. Currently film/video based media, including video
conferencing, can convey with great fidelity subtle nuances such as non-verbal
expression, eye gaze and skin tone that are important for human communi-
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cation. However, the fixed viewpoint these media present imagery does not
consider the spatial relationship between the virtual and real world partic-
ipants as important. As a result these paradigms struggle to support the
communication cues of individual trust, engagement and empathy relation-
ships that need to cross the boundary of the spatial domains. Research shows
that immersive collaborative virtual environments can combine the features
of these two domains to address the weaknesses of each in supporting en-
hanced communication at a distance [71].
Video based 3D reconstruction seeks to address the recreation and rep-
resentation of a dynamic human within a medium in which temporal and
spatial factors can be aligned to deliver effective distributed communication,
collaboration, empathy and engagement. Many different approaches are re-
ported for the general problem of 3D reconstruction. However, the specific
problems of fidelity and performance necessary to support communication
techniques based on shape from silhouette [7], for the formation of a visual
hull [44], or image based rendering approaches [89] are common. The first
two of these model forming processes, aim to solve the holistic problem,
enabling free-viewpoint observation, but impose higher computational load
requirements with the need for complex and extensive computing resources
to achieve real-time rates. Image based rendering (IBR) approaches offer a
relatively lightweight approach with little computational load, but are con-
strained in that the representation is only accurate for a single specific point
of observation.
This research seeks an approach to 3D reconstruction that combines the
advantages of both techniques; the computational load of image based ren-
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dering approach coupled with the holistic integrity of the model forming
processes.
Graphics inspired processes work best when each element can be pro-
cessed independently of all others as part of a massively parallel pipeline.
As an example consider the difference between local and global illumination
models commonly used in graphics rendering. In a local model only the
drawn pixel (fragment) is considered against the configuration of lights and
viewpoint. This approach is inherently very fast and ideally suited to the
underlying hardware. In a global lighting model the propagation of a ray
of light, from source to eye, including all the events of refraction, reflection,
diffraction, etc. that this ray encounters against all of the objects in the
scene must be evaluated. This approach is inherently accurate, but does
not translate well to graphics hardware and is traditionally implemented as
a non-real-time system, such as ray-tracing or radiosity, enacted on a more
general purpose processor; the CPU. The core argument of this research is
that current processes are akin to global illumination methods. Precise, but
slow; some acceleration can be gained by optimization and most recently mi-
grating appropriate sub-processes to graphics co-processing hardware (GPU),
however, there will always be bottlenecks. This research is seeking the equiv-
alent of the local illumination model; a technique that is ideally suited to the
underlying hardware, which can leverage this infrastructure effectively and
due to its inherit structure will scale uniformly with future evolutions of that
hardware.
This research is therefore looking for an approach that delivers acceptable
levels of performance and fidelity, but is also attuned to the types of com-
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puting resources end-users are likely to have rather than the facilities and
resources research centres might utilise.
1.2.1 Related Research
This research has been undertaken within a research centre with a wider
agenda in this area. During the time this research was undertaken related
research was also undertaken by others.
Duckworth [19] undertook related research. This followed a similar aim,
in terms of reconstructing people, but investigated the use of heterogeneous
processor clusters to gain performance through parallel processing in the
solution of more traditional surface based reconstruction techniques.
Moore [61] investigated the process of capturing and segmenting image
data from multiple synchronised video streams with the aim of delivering
low latency image data, from an integrated capture and immersive display
system, in a manner than could support the related research of both this
work and that of Duckworth.
During the course of this research, collaboration between the indepen-
dent researchers was supported by their common supervisor to define and
enact experimentation evaluating the impact of the generated reconstruc-
tions. These experiments enacted subjective evaluation of the reconstructed
forms, through the matching of the participants eye gaze to that of the re-
constructed form’s, to establish the quality of representation of non verbal
communication queues within the reconstructions generated [72].
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1.2.2 The oCtAVE system
While this research is seeking a lightweight, componentisable 3D reconstruc-
tion and rendering solution, it is supported by a unique research facility, the
oCtAVE, that offers both data capture, in the form of synchronised video
streams, and large scale immersive visualisation [64]. At the time of starting
the research this facility was under construction. This was one influencing
factor in the use of simulation frameworks for initial investigations and the
use of these also enabled prototyping of issues, such as camera placement,
that were integrated into the facility as construction progressed. As the oC-
tAVE developed successive iterations of the simulation framework were con-
structed which accurately reflected the configuration and parameters of the
oCtAVE system to ensure simulation environments and the physical system
had matching characteristics.
The oCtAVE system is a mixed reality/multi modal system that offers
both visualisation and capture functionality. The display system comprises
14 projected surfaces which can be re-configured into multiple display formats
enabling it to replicate a variety of conventional systems such as power-walls
and CAVEs [14, 15]. 8 surfaces are constructed as moveable, back projected
rigs vertical screens forming the walls of the system, with the remaining 6
surfaces being formed by fixed roof mounted projectors forming the floor
surfaces. For the majority of time this is configured as an 8 sided, 5.5m
diameter octagonal system with a projected floor (Figure: 1.1).
The display system can operate in a similar manner to traditional CAVE
systems, using a Vicom tracking system to locate the user’s head position to
10
Figure 1.1: The oCtAVE system: View from above in normal configuration
without floor in place (Source: University of Salford)
11
Figure 1.2: The oCtAVE system: CAVE configuration, stereo display
(Source: University of Salford)
12
provide head tracked stereo display to all screens for an immersive experience
1.2, or each screen can be used independently as a single large screen display.
Tracking of the user within the system is enacted using a Vicon MX-
F40 system. This is supported by an array of Basler ethernet cameras which
provide video capture. Cameras are mounted to the infrastructure supporting
the display screens and can be moved/relocated as needed.
Rendering (display) is provided by a cluster of Sun Ultra40 systems,
equipped with nVidia FX-5600 graphics cards, each attached to a single
Christie S3K projector to form a single rendering pipeline. Additional com-
putation is provided by a SunFire x4600 system. All computation resources
are connected by a dedicated local network (Cisco Catalyst 4900M @10Gb/s)
1.3.
Audio facilities within the system were not utilised in this research, how-
ever these are provided by an experimental waveform synthesis system ren-
dered through an array of 256 speakers to provided spatially localised sound
sources [65].
1.2.3 Issues and challenges with the oCtAVE system
The oCtAVE system is an experimental research platform supporting a wide
range of research activities. As such, it is constantly evolving and chang-
ing and has an element of instability associated with any research platform.
It is also a significantly larger system than this research was targeting for
the platform on which the rendering/reconstruction approach would operate
on. However, each rendering pipeline within the system is equivalent to a
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Figure 1.3: The oCtAVE system: Schematic outline of computational re-
sources
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typical high end consumer system with a large screen display, rather than
a monitor, attached. These systems were used as one of the test platforms
for performance testing and were similar in performance to the laptop sys-
tems used to develop the techniques and the simulator. The screen size of
the system approx 2.5m x 2.2m was also used as the basis for calculation
of occupancy, used in performance evaluation, where the proportion of the
screen occupied by a 1:1 scale reconstruction of a person was considered as
one of the independent factors influencing reconstruction/rendering speed.
The primary use of the oCtave system was for capture of data sets for
experimental reconstruction (referred to as ”Salford” datasets). These were
captured using the Basler camera system to record multiple video streams
of an actor within the system. These streams were synchronised, segmented
and prepared as part of a fellow student’s research activity [61]. The image
sets and segmentation data gained though this research were used as test
data within this research and other collaborative research within the wider
group [19, 72]. In this camera placement for the capture system was informed
by the initial studies performed within this research (Chapter: 3).
1.3 Timeliness
Achieving believable and faithful 3D reconstruction reconstructions aims to
cross the boundary presented by the Uncanny Valley [75] and engender virtu-
alised human forms with the visual features necessary to effectively commu-
nicate trust, emotion, and conversational interaction across the virtual/real
divide. In recent years computational processing power and the availabil-
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ity of high speed, high resolution cameras have enabled researchers to make
significant progress towards this goal [29, 55, 58, 44, 24].
While the performance increase of traditional CPU based computation
shows signs of slowing, the processing power available from graphics hard-
ware, through the reprogrammable GPU pipeline is increasing at an accel-
erating rate. This is primarily achieved through the exploitation of massive
parallelism in both the processing units and the memory architecture that
feeds them [52].
The view, presented by this thesis, is that to achieve such reconstructions
in an accessible and usable format, that can be delivered to end-user systems,
approaches for the reconstruction and rendering process need to be aligned to
these rapidly evolving GPU architecture, rather than though the utilisation
of computing clusters or CPU resources. This requires a re-consideration
of the algorithmic approaches taken. Rather than seeking localised gains
within sequential stages of the process, where many sub-processes need to be
co-ordinated and controlled, creating bottlenecks, an approach in which each
independent fragment of the reconstruction can be evaluated independently
is required. This should both maximise the use of the parallel computation
hardware and offer future scalability with the relentless increase in GPU units
available within a single hardware device.
This research is therefore seeking a solution in which each screen pixel,
or rather the fragment processing pipeline controlling it, can be considered
an independent processing unit for the calculation of the 3D reconstructed
form. This, therefore, seeks an approach that matches the current state of
the art in terms of performance and visual fidelity, but offers greater potential
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for increases, on current and emerging hardware, both as a scalable system
directly dependent on the number and performance of GPU units available
within the rendering hardware. The assumption is that by combining the
reconstruction and rendering process, and enacting both within the GPU
system as a process that aligns to the graphics card architecture, current state
of the art performance can be achieved within the limitations imposed by a
single consumer type system. This further assumes that as future graphics
card performance increases, the performance of the reconstruction technique
will similarly improve to a point where it is viable for the majority of end
user systems.
1.4 Aim and Objectives
Aim: To improve upon the temporal and visual quality of 3D video based
reconstruction through new approaches to developing, doing and measuring
it.
This work will study and understand the input characteristics, process
pipeline and quantifiable objective measures of 3D video based reconstruction
that are necessary to deliver a framework for targeted reconstruction/render-
ing technique development.
Specifically the objectives for this research are:
• O1: Develop novel approaches to holistically measure the visual, spa-
tial and temporal qualities of video based reconstruction while varying
key impacting factors. This will establish developmental frameworks
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and objective measurement approaches that support development of 3D
video based reconstruction processes towards specific goals of perfor-
mance (speed) and fidelity (visual quality).
• O2: Develop a novel reconstruction/rendering technique that improves
the visual, spatial and temporal qualities of video based reconstruction.
This will determine algorithms and approaches and techniques that can
be successfully utilised in the creation of an efficient and effective re-
construction/rendering technique
• O3: Assess the novel technique for improving the balance of visual and
spatial qualities by applying a novel approach to objectively measure
its holistic performance. This seeks to determine through repeatable
objective analysis that the novel technique for 3D reconstruction aligns
to the standards set by current state of the art.
These can be articulated into a single research question: Can 3D video
based reconstruction and rendering be combined and reduced to remove com-
putationally expensive processes and deliver a GPU aligned approach that
matches current state of the art performance and quality metrics within a
componentisable form suitable for future consumer type systems.
These objectives and their relationship to the overall aim of the work
can bee seen as a set of overlapping domains which each contribute to the
answering of the research question. The inherent interdependency of the
objectives suggests an approach that iteratively refines understanding for
each objective as the work refines it’s solution and validates the approaches
taken.
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1.5 Scope
This work is primarily concerned with the reconstruction of the dynamic
objects from multiple, synchronised video streams. Within this the work
concentrates specifically on the reconstruction and rendering of the human
form, from the point at which segmented video images are delivered to the
host system through to the presentation of a rendered form within a free-view
point application. Capture, synchronisation and segmentation of the video
streams is a significant challenge outside of this research 1.4 and is actively
pursued by others [61], and while the findings of this study have informed
related works [62] this is not a fundamental goal of the research. In recent
years the use of depth based imaging systems has also become increasingly
relevant [97, 98], however these devices are in their infancy with resolutions
and speeds that cannot currently offer the levels of fidelity required across
an entire human form [88].
Within the technological platform the work seeks a solution to the re-
construction/rendering process that does not require external computational
resources. Therefore the platform boundaries for the approach are that it
should deliver levels of performance and fidelity similar to established ap-
proaches within the confines of a single computer system and the graphi-
cal processing units contained by it. This will be assessed against a priori
published findings, which report achieved performance in the range of 12-15
frames per second (fps) [102, 13, 90] and present images of the reconstruction
used in subjective evaluation [58, 57].
Development of the technique for reconstruction and rendering is antic-
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Figure 1.4: 3D Video based reconstruction pipeline, showing both stages for
traditional approaches and the approach taken by this research and high-
lighting the scope of the research undertaken
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ipated to be a process of iterative refinement. Fundamental to this is the
establishment of a robust platform for objective experimentation. This will
allow evaluation of, and how, the evolving techniques used for reconstruc-
tion/rendering approach the goals of the research. To this end it is necessary
to consider the capture of source data and additional measurement of the
reconstruction subject for objective analysis in a dependable and repeatable
experimental context.
Physical configuration, and re-configuration of a camera network compris-
ing the capture environment is a time consuming occupation, dependent on
research outside the scope of this work, and open to sources of error (for ex-
ample: signal noise, calibration timing, segmentation inconsistencies.), that
reduce the objectivity of the quantifiable analysis. Holistic, objective analysis
of fidelity of reconstruction, requires the capture and evaluation of additional
datasets which are physically impracticable due to the limitations of cameras
placement and dynamism of the source object. Understanding the nature of
the input data configuration, and its impact on the resultant form is essential
to achieve focused research towards the objectives set. Therefore the scope
of the research is defined to include tools, and techniques that aid under-
standing of the capture data and its impact on the resultant form with the
intention of formulating a framework for exploration of the capture system,
understanding of the reconstruction/rendering pipeline, and objective anal-
ysis, against source data, as part of a iterative development process which
enables objective evaluation of variants of technique against both alternate
iterations and reported data on external research. This aims to deliver a
platform for focused reconstruction technique development based on quan-
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tifiable objective measures which assess the accuracy of the reconstructed
form to that of the source object and evaluate the matching of the surface
texture to that of the source object’s appearance.
1.6 Methodology
The research methods used reflect common practices within the computer sci-
ence domain. The work is predominately formative, being concerned with the
definition of process/method/algorithm, concept, and framework. Research
methods adopted reflect common approaches, in this domain, of literature
review, concept implementation, simulation and case study [70]. This reflects
a design and modelling approach common to a high proportion of computer
science literature [96].
Common practice, within the 3D reconstruction community, is that imple-
mented algorithms are tested within a simulated environment and reported
in terms of raw performance and visual evaluation of imagery generated.
Within the VR/Tele-presence community it is common for these algorithms
to be incorporated into prototype systems for subjective evaluation of the
resultant forms impact on human factors such as conversational flow, emo-
tive engagement and trust. Whilst this work is more closely aligned with the
former, the fine grained iterative nature of technique refinement would, it
was felt, make subjective evaluation of fidelity, between two approaches with
small variation in operation, unreliable.
The process for research was devised to enable rapid prototyping through
objective evaluation, whilst minimising the impact of sources of error from
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outside the scope of the research and reducing the dependence on physi-
cal infrastructure and resources that would impose time and logistical con-
straints. In essence simulation frameworks supporting conceptual implemen-
tations that are reported as case studies in the 3 key chapters of the thesis
(Chapters: 3-5).
Iterative evolution of technique and simulation toolkit, within a frame-
work of objective analysis, though research informed enhancements is used to
enable refinement towards the research aim. Refinement of approach and step
changes made, informed by continual literature review in which features of
published approaches are considered against the parameters of the technique
being evolved and incorporated into new variants for objective evaluation
against the previous benchmark. Repeatable quantifiable objective analysis
is, therefore, seen as an important factor in the research process. Funda-
mental to this is the establishment of tools and mechanisms for gathering
reconstruction data sets that are capable of being related to a truth data
set. This allows the quality of the reconstructed form to be objectively com-
pared to the original source form. Obviously using video acquisition of a real
person simply provides the data set for reconstruction without any ability
to capture a truth based form. Using a simulated virtual capture space al-
lows this reconstruction data set to be obtained from a 3D geometric model
which itself forms the definitive base for comparison. Research into methods
of comparative evolution of the 3D reconstruction against the base model
are then used deliver a stable and consistent measure of quality that can be
used to evaluate the fidelity of the different variants of reconstruction ap-
proaches, thereby informing selection of approach for further iteration. Each
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evolutionary cycle is inspired by established theory and adapted into the
principles of the approach. Assessment of performance and quality for suc-
cessive evolutions are required at each stage to ensure that the impact of the
evolution is fully understood and to map the progress made both in terms
of performance and quality. This mapping of alternate approaches enables
a clear investigation of improvement with the ability to discard approaches
that, while theoretically sound, do not assist in achieving the overall goal of
the research.
This mapping of evolution in approach is essential to determine the
matching of approach to goal. However, the ultimate aim of this research
is to define an approach that is comparable to current techniques, while of-
fering the potential for future enhancement. In order to achieve this the
evaluation of the emerging technique must be grounded in comparison to the
established approaches. In order to achieve this the final solution needs to be
evaluated to determine both how it compares to other approaches and how it
matches the metrics required for tele-presence in collaborative communica-
tion systems. Ultimately this will enable the profiling of the final approach,
delivering metrics determining appropriate application and configuration as
a mapping to problem domain.
1.7 Impact of Literature Review on Research
The initial prototype was constructed using tacit knowledge of the problem
area as a test-bed to understand the problem domain. Prior understanding
of 3D medical imaging of volumetric datasets [5, 4, 8] was combined with
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a basic approach to space carving [44, 42] to formulate a 3D reconstruction
and rendering technique that fulfilled the general principles of free-viewpoint
rendering [28] without the need for tessellation and surface forming which
were common to this approach [30, 6, 27].
Following the initial study a more informed standpoint was taken in which
the problems and issues arising from the initial prototype were investigated.
In particular the issue of improving the believability and faithfulness of the
reconstruction was highlighted as a key target [63, 71, 80] to move towards
achieving the levels of fidelity necessary to replicate face-to-face meetings
[77]. Fundamentally this was a concern to move from a simple reconstructed
form, to a reconstruction in which the appearance of the subject was mapped
to the shape generated through reconstruction [100, 30]. Given the nature
of the reconstruction, which had no tessellated surfaces onto which texture
could be mapped [66], approaches for projecting textures and evaluating
them at the surface intersection were sought [23]. This lead to a significant
change in the reconstruction approach. It was realised that while texture
from the capture cameras could be projected onto the volume surface, this
was essentially the same technique that was being used as a pre-process to for
the space carved volume. With this realisation the reconstruction technique
under development was re-created to integrate both the space-carving and
surface texturing within a single integrated process that operated within the
GPU resources of the graphics hardware.
In refining the approach to 3D reconstruction emphasis was placed on
achieving reconstruction performance (speed) comparable to state of the art
approaches. In this the performance techniques across the 3D video based
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reconstruction domain were considered [1, 24, 26, 30, 16]. From these es-
timates of state of the art performance could be drawn [102, 13, 90] which
indicated that within the system specification being used a target of 12-15
fps was required. However in all these cases this was defined only as the
reconstruction time, not an end-to-end cycle time. Further refinements to
the reconstruction algorithm were also made by applying the principles of
’floating textures’ for weighting the texture blending operations within the
surface projections [20].
Validating the approach sought to introduce objective measures for assess-
ing the fidelity of the reconstruction. Specifically this sought to complement
traditional subjective evaluation processes [87, 56, 102] by introducing direct
comparison of the reconstruction against the ’truth’ subject. In achieving
this the work aimed to improve the development process by enabling objec-
tive, evidence based decision making during the iterative refinement cycle.
While approaches exist for assessing the video quality of the reconstruction, ie
inter-frame analysis, [22, 18], the only reference to objective analysis against
source data [39] was limited to utilising ’live’ capture information and could
not holistically assess the overall fidelity of the reconstruction.
1.8 Chapter Summary
This is formative research which is seeking an alignment of reconstruction/ren-
dering processes, for 3D video based reconstruction of a person, with the
architectures of modern GPU based graphics systems. To structure the re-
search a scope has been defined with a single aim. This is further decomposed
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into objectives which address a research question which has been defined to
provide coverage of the research scope and define a programme of work by
which the aim will be addressed.
The work seeks to develop greater understanding of the process and influ-
encing factors surrounding the general problem of 3D video based reconstruc-
tion of a dynamic human. The starting position is that current approaches
utilise un-necessary and computationally expensive stages in the formation
of their reconstructions. In particular these relate to the surfacing, tessella-
tion and texturing of the generated reconstructed form. This research argues
that these stages can be removed by defining an integrated reconstruction
and rendering approach that is aligned to GPU based systems. This should
deliver acceptable quality and speed performance within a component so-
lution that matches typical, all be it currently high end, end user systems.
To enhance the research process a simulation framework will be used to in-
vestigate influencing factors, improve developmental research prototypes and
enable objective analysis of the evolving solution.
The thesis is organised into the following chapters which establish the
context for the research (Chapter 2), present the core contributions (Chapters
3-5), and review the outcomes of the research against the aim, objectives and
research question (Chapter 6)
• Chapter 2: Background, undertakes a literature review of the state of
the art in the related fields of research.
• Chapter 3: An Initial Study into Voxel Based Evaluation and Render-
ing of 3D Reconstructed Human-Like Forms, reviews the stepping off
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point for the research and early evolutions of technique and simulation
in which previous understanding of medically inspired volumetric visu-
alisation techniques are explored as a basis for 3D reconstruction and
rendering without the need for model forming.
• Chapter 4: An approach for GPU aligned integrated rendering and
reconstruction, presents the inspirational jump between the ’massively
brutal’ and naive voxel solution toward a more GPU aligned approach
which utilises features of the rendering pipeline to deliver a working,
integrated reconstruction/rendering prototype. This also covers a sub-
stantial change in the nature of the simulation framework towards a
platform for repeatable experimentation which supports the develop-
ment process and establishes methods of objective evaluation of per-
formance (speed) and fidelity(visual quality)
• Chapter 5: Validating the Approach, undertakes objective evaluation
of the final reconstruction/rendering approach. In this quantitative
analysis of the holistic reconstruction form is undertaken to estab-
lish benchmarks for visual quality and accurate measurement of per-
formance (speed) are made to assess the matching against other ap-
proaches and characterise the scalability of the approach with evolving
GPU systems.
• Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion, reflects on the methods devel-
oped and approaches taken and contextualises the work against the
identified state of the art and more recent developments in the field.
This cumulates in the conclusions and identifies directions for future
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research.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter seeks to establish the context of the research. This is presented
through literature review, and provides a description of the current state of
the art for both the domains of real-time 3D reconstruction of people and
a wider review of tele-presence and collaborative virtual environments as a
mechanism for supporting effective communication.
These reviews establish the state of the art of current approaches that are
addressed by the research presented here and define the metrics for evaluation
of the work. In essence this will review the foundational principles for the
research undertaken; establishing the theoretical underpinnings of each and
exploring the scientific assumptions made.
This chapter concludes with a rational for the research direction which
provides contextual background to the approach taken.
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2.1 Introduction
The starting point for the research is to utilise previous understanding into
the display of volume based data [5, 4] to establish a basic prototype for
developing understanding of the factors and issues that impact upon recon-
struction fidelity and performance. This literature review is used to establish
the state of the art, in terms of reconstruction approaches, common features
of the capture/reconstruction pipeline and standards of performance and fi-
delity, including the approaches by which these were evaluated. This is an
active field of research, with multiple approaches to the reconstruction pro-
cess proposed and implemented. Initial understanding of these are sought,
though the literature review, to identify general categories of approach and
position the starting point. Of particular interest is the overlap between
model forming approaches and image based rendering techniques as the ini-
tial conceptual implementation draws on features of both. There is a signifi-
cant corpus of material for this field, with many of the published articles also
presenting some analysis of reconstruction performance and subjective, visual
presentation of quality. However, in initial literature reviews evidence of con-
sistent approaches to speed measurement and objective evaluation of fidelity
do not have strong representation. Reported used of a simulation framework
for supporting developmental research is virtually non-existent. Therefore
the specifications, definition and realisation of the simulation framework and
evaluation metrics, while guided by the literature review, are established
from first principles.
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2.2 Case for 3D Reconstruction of a Person
Reconstructing the face-to-face meeting has long been a goal for tele-presence
and collaborative virtual environments [77]. The most important factor in
this is the representation of the participants within the shared collaborative
environment. Traditionally this has been enacted through the use of 3D geo-
metric representations of a person (an avatar) which mirrors the participant’s
actions though body tracking [12]. While it is important to ensure holistically
congruent virtual characters, especially in immersive settings [94], the avatars
in question are not synthetic virtual characters, but ’iconic’ representations
linked to the actions of real people.
To ensure that communication and collaboration are as effective as pos-
sible it is desirable that the human participant has a similar empathetic
engagement with the virtual avatar to that they would experience if they
were face-to-face with the other participant [71]. However, the human being
is a complex system, presenting high levels of expression in non-verbal cues
that need to be captured and remotely represented. These are not portrayed
by traditional pre-constructed, geometrically modelled, avatars. As com-
putational power has increased and with the development of newer higher
quality, multipoint tracking systems, the approach has remained similar, but
enacted with a finer level of detail. Connecting these user tracked avatars
to animation models further expands the range and scale of the avatar fea-
tures that can be portrayed by determining appropriate animation sequences
that can be triggered to represent identified emotional states [63]. However,
the result is an iconic virtual representation of the tracked user that bases
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gross feature on actual tracked data and fine detail on implied simulation [91].
Furthermore, in order to create an effective, interactive 3D environment non-
verbal gestures must be continually updated to reflect the person and enable
low latency communication and collaboration between the real and virtual
occupants of the immersive environment. Failure to meet these conditions
leads to an abnormal representation that debilitates the real occupant as
they cannot emotionally relate to their virtual colleague [75].
Attempts to incorporate a live captured, and reconstructed, person, as
opposed to a synthetic avatar, within interactive 3D environments are not
new and have their origins in the early VirtualPlace experiments where a sin-
gle silhouette of the participant was projected into the graphical environment
[41].
The recent availability of high quality video capture, and support for
network, and computational infrastructures that can effectively utilise these,
increases fidelity of source data. Given this, researchers have made attempts
to directly capture the animated form of the real user and use this information
to create accurate representations of them within a synthetic environment
[80]. Approaches, such as the free viewpoint video system, pioneered by the
BBC [28], uses multiple images to compose a 3D image that can be navigated
in the same manner as any other 3D environment. However, the typical
approach is to carve a volume, prior to surfacing with a tessellated geometric
topology, which is subsequently textured with the image data captured from
the original sources [100, 30]. While effective, the algorithmic complexity
of this approach makes it ill suited to the real-time requirements of tele-
immersion. In addition, the requirement for an uncluttered environment, in
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which a large number of cameras can be positioned, is difficult to achieve in
an immersive virtual environment where the user must occupy an enclosed
space that forms the projection surfaces for the display system itself.
The Blue-C display system [79] attempted to resolve some of these is-
sues. This adaptation of an immersive projection system utilises transparent
screens that can be switched from an opaque state to a transparent state to
enable synchronised cameras to capture imagery through the screen material,
while also enabling projected imagery to be displayed on the screens during
the opaque phase of operation. While this approach enabled the research
and development of a real-time free viewpoint solution, issues still exist with
respect to the performance and accuracy of the reconstruction approach and
the compromises that must be made between the immersive projection sys-
tem and the capture systems [83].
The Cisco Tele presence system [76] presents an alternative vision for how
tele-presence could be achieved. In this case physical infrastructure estab-
lishes fixed seating positions and screen placements to create the impression
of an integrated space; one half real, the other virtual. While this offers
a high quality tele-presence experience [101], it does so without attempting
reconstruction, instead relaying on fixed alignment of spaces within a tradi-
tional video conferencing environment. However, this approach does indicate
quality metrics for the visual form which present the presentation of a re-
mote participant in 1:1 scale using HD (1920x1200) resolution displays at
30hz refresh.
The European Integrated Beaming project (FP7-ICT: 248620) is seeking
to expand further on the enaction of tele-presence by transcending the vir-
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tual/physical barrier to enable remote embodiment of a participant which is
able to physically interact with the displaced location [82]. In this the use of
mixed reality, multi modal displays enables participants to interact with oth-
ers through a range of capture and display devices that enable multi-sensory
embodiment and communication mediated through a range of technologies
including spatialised audio, haptics, mobile embodiments, etc. [85]. While
the use of tracked participants linked to a 3D avatar is commonly used within
the project, the inclusion of a additional spatially located devices utilises
video and depth imaging to locate embodiments in the physical environment
[68, 86].
2.3 Techniques for 3D reconstructions
Traditional approaches to representing a virtual user within an immersive
collaborative virtual environment have sought to connect an artistically gen-
erated character (avatar) to a tracked human body. As computational power
has increased, and with the development of newer, higher quality, multipoint
tracking systems, the approach has remained similar, but refined to ever finer
levels of detail. Connecting these user tracked avatars to animation models
further expands the range and scale of the avatar features that can be por-
trayed by determining appropriate animation sequences that can be triggered
to represent identified emotional states [63]. However, the result is an iconic
virtual representation of the tracked user that bases the gross features on
actual tracked data and fine detail on implied simulation.
Video-Based 3D Reconstruction (VBR) is a set of techniques used to
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recreate the 3D visual appearance of a moving thing. The use of such tech-
niques is growing in applications such as film and TV production, sports com-
mentary and collaborative virtual environment applications/tele-presence,
particularly as a way of capturing and representing participating actors. A
virtual human created by such means is fundamentally different to a conven-
tional CGI avatar, most notably because it approximates a faithful reproduc-
tion rather than an iconic one. Of particular interest was the use of VBR to
reconstruct people in a remote space to support real time non-verbal interac-
tion in collaborative, interactive 3D environments. While it is important to
ensure virtual characters are recognizable and engaging, especially in immer-
sive settings [94], conventional avatars are not synthetic virtual characters,
but iconic representations of real people. To ensure that communication and
collaboration are as effective as possible it is thought desirable that the hu-
man participant within the immersive environment has a similar empathetic
engagement, with the virtual character, to that they would experience if face-
to-face with the other participant. Fundamentally, the capture of features,
such as facial expression, eye-gaze, body positioning, etc, impart important
visual cues that enhance the flow of communication between participants
[84]. Failure to meet these conditions leads to an abnormal representation
that debilitates the real occupant as they cannot emotionally relate to their
virtual colleague [75].
In conventional approaches each image is projected into the reconstruc-
tion space, either as a segmented silhouette, or a profile curve derived from
it. The geometric shell is then defined as the surface of the volume enclosed
by the sum of each projected shape. This process is commonly referred to
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as space carving [44, 42]. The resultant shell is tessellated to form a set
of 3D vertices and indices denoting draw-able triangles, in some cases these
are optimized into efficient, render-able geometries [100, 30, 58]. Further
evaluation of the vertices maps texture data from the camera images to the
form before the reconstruction is passed into a 3D rendering process for
graphical display from any viewpoint [56]. In theory, if this can be achieved
fast enough, with the computational processing taking place between each
frame refresh, a new geometric form and texture set can be displayed for
each rendered frame, thereby achieving the goal of real-time animated 3D
reconstruction [1]. This creation of an approximation to the visual hull is
the most established method of video based reconstruction. Laurentini [44]
and Matusik [58] demonstrate how projection of multiple, vectorized silhou-
ette edges enables the computation and shading of visual hulls (geometric
shells denoting the form surface) which reconstruct 3D humans. Yue [103],
further expands these approaches to incorporate human body part segmen-
tation, thereby overcoming the difficulties within visual hull approaches to
construct concave regions and applying the techniques to reconstruction of
articulated human reconstruction. These polyhedral approaches are further
developed by Franco and Boyer [1, 24] to demonstrate how, with sufficient
performance, these reconstructions can be utilized in mixed reality environ-
ments.
These geometric approaches seek to resolve the 3D reconstruction as a
holistic whole which generates a 3D model that can be viewed from any angle.
As such they are the most popular techniques for human reconstruction.
However, these approaches impose high computational complexity inherent
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in the back-projection of points to all silhouettes. Attempts to overcome
this have predominantly sought to adapt or optimize heavy weight CPU
based processes to utilize cluster networks or GPU processing for speedup
of critical sub-processes [102]. However, this approach does not inherently
scale as more computational resources are added and significantly increases
system costs [56, 93]. In addition, the formation of a 3D form, enacted prior
to the texturing and display, disconnects two stages of the process that are
effectively utilising the same data. The result of this is that discrepancies
in the generated form, either due to mis-matched camera calibrations, or
localised depth artefacts, are further emphasised during the 3D rendering
process when source images are applied to the surface within a texturing
process. Floating Textures [20] seeks to reduce this problem by applying
texture through view-point weighted, projective texturing which seeks to
match the best image source to the viewer position. Further elaboration of
this technique also allows for depth based assessment of projective texture
occlusion to reduce additional effects such as ghosting within the textured
form.
A common alternative to polyhedral hull forming is to use projected
source images to populate a volume space comprised of voxels [13]. This
is typically enacted as a pre-processing stage, delivering a 3D texture (voxel
map) containing the reconstruction form’s occupancy, and in some cases,
localized colour values. In a few instances, this volume model is rendered
directly, with the populated colour voxels denoting the surface texture of
the reconstruction form [66]. However, it is more common to skin a binary
voxel set, which simply denotes occupancy, typically using a derivation of the
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marching cubes algorithm and apply texture to the resultant geometric form
[13, 25, 56, 30, 26, 90, 102]. In recent years the emphasis of research in these
techniques appears to have shifted to concentrate more on the mapping of
texture to a surface of sufficient quality [20, 57]. Yue further expands these
approaches to incorporate human body part segmentation, thereby overcom-
ing the difficulties within visual hull approaches to construct concave regions
and applying the techniques to reconstruction of articulated human recon-
struction [103].
Depth Based Image Rendering (DIBR) techniques seek to minimize the
computational load by attempting to create a reconstruction that is valid
from a single viewpoint, rather than solving a complete model [89]. Typically
these approaches project source image(s) into the 3D environment where
they are mapped onto an intermediate geometry located at the approximate
spatial position of the reconstruction target [16]. Whilst effective these are
often limited solutions that constrain the motion of the observer within tight
proximity to the position of image capture [21]. These approaches have
an inherent lower computational overhead than view-independent geometric
solutions with high texture fidelity, but generally lack the three dimensional
depth of geometric solutions.
High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging [53] is a potentially enhancing tech-
nology that could improve the fidelity of reconstruction. The extended range
of image fidelity, which enhances contrast in shadowed regions, offers a signif-
icant improvement in the potential problem areas for person reconstruction
such as eye sockets, where shadows hinder the capture of features such as
eye (gaze) direction. Benefits have already been demonstrated for narrow
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baseline stereoscopic imaging [54] and recent innovations are seeing adapta-
tions of the techniques to support video capture [92] which would support
video based 3D reconstruction. 3D reconstruction based on the combination
of depth and HDR imaging is reported [36], suggesting that processing of
the HDR composition is possible within the latency constraints for real-time
reconstruction for a single HDR imaging device. However, it is uncertain if
this would be possible for multiple video streams. The capture and initial
processing of imagery is outside the scope of this research, but the deliv-
ered imagery would be direct replacements for the imagery current acquired
through traditional video cameras.
2.4 Analysis of 3D reconstruction
Objective, quantitative analysis of 3D representation is rare in published lit-
erature. Authors of the many reconstruction techniques typically present
little more than mathematical explanations of their approaches which are
more concerned with the core principles of hull forming, processing architec-
ture, etc [56, 59]. With most of the research raw performance (i.e. speed
of reconstruction) is seen as important, however this typically considers only
the reconstruction time and does not include the additional rendering and
associated data preparation time. All the published approaches utilise dif-
ferent hardware configurations and platforms and leverage these to achieve
broadly similar performance (speed of calculation) rates. In most cases these
are close to that considered acceptable in video (30fps), however, the wide
range of differences in approach, system architecture and hardware configu-
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ration make objective comparison of the quality and performance of different
techniques extremely challenging [39].
Whilst basic measures of performance are commonly presented, little
other than the inclusion of example images is typically presented to demon-
strate quality. Stroia-Williams [87] and Matsuyama [56, 102] present compar-
ative images of their resultant form and discuss how these compare against
the source of their reconstruction. Similar demonstration of quality is also
presented for recent developments in the application of texture (Floating
Textures), where a set of comparative images are presented, denoting the
implications of differing approaches on the resultant textured form, which
relate the differing approaches to a ground truth image for subjective review
[20]. Kepplinger [38] argues that adequate approaches for robust subjective
assessment of free viewpoint video is lacking and more needs to be done
to define the quality influencing factors that might formulate a framework
for evaluation. In Depth Image Based Rendering Techniques (DIBR) tech-
niques such as Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) and Video Quality Met-
ric (VQM) are commonly used to assess the resultant representation, from
a single viewpoint, of 3D video delivery [22] and these form the basis for
identifying quality improving techniques [18]. Kilner [39] presents a frame-
work for objective quality assessment in free-viewpoint video production. In
this dissatisfaction with subjective analysis and conventional pixel-wise eval-
uation is expressed, arguing that these measures do not reflect the quality
of view synthesis as perceived by the user. In this model, an evaluation of
image pairs, based on a leave-one-out test, is used to measure reconstruction
quality rather than fidelity, presenting measures in quality of reproduction
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of shape and appearance rather than PSNR and VQM. Berger identifies this
framework as being more suited to the measurement of quality of 3D recon-
struction in image space, pointing out that this is only applicable to geometry
based 3D reconstruction techniques of the type presented by the research [9].
The recognition that a truly objective assessment framework for video-
based 3D reconstruction is lacking is evident. While attempts have been
made to address this the techniques applied are either subjective, or specific
to the DIBR approach and concentrate on sources of error within the cap-
ture/reconstruction pipeline rather than targeting the specific process of 3D
reconstruction itself. While Kilner does present a framework for objective
assessment that attempts to isolate the quality of the reconstruction process
this is still embedded in the live capture pipeline and highly specific to the
viewpoint chosen.
2.5 Rational for research direction
While grounded in previous research this work has a novel standpoint. Given
previous experience in volumetric rendering and the associated graphics shader
rendering processes [4] it was felt that any reconstruction process that re-
quired the computationally expensive, and traditionally utilised, processes
of surface formation, tessellation, decimation and rendering [30, 6, 27] would
always struggle with performance and scalability. However, by using ap-
proaches inspired by the previous volumetric rendering work, it was felt that
the basis volumetric technique for rendering could be adapted to directly
render the typical pre-calculated volume dataset evaluated by space carving,
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rather than performing an additional tessellation step to obtain a render-
able polygonal surface. In the final iteration of the simulator system the
need for pre-calculating the 3D volumetric image is removed by utilising the
projective texturing and multi-textureing features available through the use
of graphics shader programming.
This differs to recent published approaches, which have sought to apply
hardware parallelism and processes networks to improve performance. Typi-
cally these attempt a view-dependent plane-sweeping strategy [50] or a mod-
ified version of a plane based volume intersection algorithm [47, 48] and im-
prove performance by optimizing sub-sections within the sequential pipeline.
Some GPU Accelerated Visual Hull approaches do exist [43]. The approach
researched here is similar to these, in that it shifts much of the calculation
onto the GPU. Early investigations (Chapter 3) calculated a 3D volumet-
ric texture [42], on the CPU, which was then rendered through hardware-
accelerated plane/volume intersections [8], enacted on the GPU, to display
a lit visual hull. In this approach’s evolution a projective texturing solution
was originally sought, which could be applied to the already generated visual
hull to texture the visual form. However, in seeking this solution an alternate
approach became apparent. Projective texturing has been utilised to project
an image onto a aligned view plane for multiple image reconstruction with
a significant gain in performance when enacted using the GPU [73]. This
only partially resolves the visual form. The realisation made was that this
approach could be applied directly to the slice planes already generated to
render the 3D volumetric image, as part of a multi-textured environment
where the shader routine is provided with images for each virtual camera
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and their appropriate transformation matrices.
In principle, this is much the same as the general approach taken in the
Floating Textures [20] technique for applying multiple textured images to a
pre-processed geometric form. However, the Floating Textures utilises this
approach to minimise the visual artefacts generated by attempting to texture
an ill fitting geometric form. In this case the potential for this problem is
reduced as both the form and the texture application come from a single
stage process in which both are considered against a consistent calibration
set. This means that the texture projection is evaluated against a form
calculated from the same source data and camera calibration set, thereby
reducing the possibility of error.
2.6 Chapter Summary
This work seeks to define approaches for the real-time 3D reconstruction of
a human for application within collaborative tele-presence communication
systems. The inspiration for the research comes from both a long term in-
terest in collaborative virtual environment systems, and an observation that
the vast majority of current approaches seek to adapt techniques drawn from
Film and TV industries which are originally designed to maximise quality
in a none real-time context. These approaches essentially undertake a shape
from silhouette, space carving technique. This progressively builds up form
through processes akin to computational solid geometry (CSG) summation
of the projected silhouettes, tessellation (and decimation) of the resultant
surface and evaluation of texture mapping to apply surface detail. Adop-
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tion of these essentially sequential approaches, through the parallelisation
of key operations within their pipeline offers performance gains, especially
when the rapidly evolving computational power of GPU processing is utilised.
However, each stage is essentially a sequential activity that requires cross ref-
erencing of data within the evolving data set. This is a short term approach
that does not effectively exploit the potential offered by the evolving GPU
processing domain.
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Chapter 3
An Initial Study into Voxel
Based Evaluation and
Rendering of 3D Reconstructed
Human-like Forms
The ultimate aim of this work is to allow two people in different places to walk
around the same virtual place whilst seeing what each other looks like and is
looking at. In the medium term, the approach to this is to link two immer-
sive display and capture spaces so that the holographic form of the occupant,
in each system, is displayed within the other. This approach is nothing new
and was pioneered by Blue-C [29]. However attempts to date have failed to
reproduce facial features to a quality where either gaze or expression could be
accurately determined. This research contributes to work that is trying to re-
construct a good likeness of the head and face from all sides in real time. This
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is important where people can move around a virtually shared space. Specifi-
cally this work contributes towards this by building and using simulators that
allows experimentation with camera placement, reconstruction algorithms and
rendering processes. In this way exploration of the potential solutions can be
made without having to rely on temperamental research infrastructure. Vir-
tual cameras can be configured and adjusted in seconds without clambering
on ladders trying to fit expensive cameras above costly, delicate screens. Al-
gorithms for reconstruction and rendering processes can be evolved rapidly
within a repeatable and stable experimental environment.
In essence this is an initial study into development of technique from
a naive standpoint. However, the most important element of this chapter
is the formation of the first iterations of the simulation platform that en-
ables exploration of the reconstruction pipeline. These tools, while crude,
enable exploration of the capture configuration and develop understanding of
the pipeline sequence. Within this approaches to assessing performance are
also presented. This is initial work in defining measures that provide objec-
tive analysis to support future iterative development. The conclusions of this
chapter show that while the approach to reconstruction is flawed, the frame-
work for developing and analysing the reconstruction is, even in this initial
state, a powerful tool for supporting the exploration, discovery of knowledge
and development of these reconstruction/rendering techniques.
This is drawn from an article presented at CVMP 2010 [2]
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3.1 Introduction
Real-time 3D reconstruction of people promises to combine the winning char-
acteristics of video conferencing and immersive collaborative virtual environ-
ments. However, it remains difficult to obtain a reconstruction of a person
with recognisable facial features in real-time, as the person moves around.
Three highly related issues that require further work are camera placement,
reconstruction algorithm and rendering processes. In order to speed up de-
velopment and concentrate on core principles a series of software simulators
have been created in which all three can be varied without the need to recon-
figure a physical system. These are described and used to identify and report
evaluation of camera placement, 3D reconstruction algorithms, and textur-
ing. This also presents the initial ’brute force’ approach to 3D reconstruction
without tessellation. The approach taken is not to create a surface on which
to texture, but to directly use image data for shape throughout and specific
graphics shader functionality to render, light and texture it. The acid test of
performance was comparing what the simulated approach could achieve in
terms of frame rate and pixel density and comparing this to state of the art
commercial tele-present video conferencing.
The work described applies a simple principle: Tessellation (surface form-
ing) is a computationally expensive and un-necessary process. The advent of
access to fast processing performance directly located within the rendering
pipeline has enabled the significant redefinition of the rendering processes and
techniques for real-time computer graphics [37, 99]. Utilising this approach
the 3D volumetric data, generated through a projective space carving ap-
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proach [42], was directly rendered against an orthogonally aligned 3D planar
space, applying lighting and texture through modified shader routines.
This initial study tests this starting point concept, that 3D video based
reconstruction is possible without surfacing, by adapting techniques inspired
by previous research into medical imaging towards the display of a 3D volu-
metric form.
3.2 Approach
Given the complexity of both the hardware and software, investigations were
started by building a simulator that would allow experimentation with issues
relating to the reconstruction and rendering process in an easily reconfig-
urable and accessible way. Additionally this would enable experiments to
explore camera positioning without the laborious process of physically mov-
ing and re-configuring a complex hardware system, thereby allowing much
more efficient use of time.
The simulators have undergone two iterations. These started with a sim-
ple proof of concept solution that enabled free positioning of virtual cameras
around a geometric model, and one shot 3D reconstruction based on the
images captured by each virtual camera and the transformation matrices of
each giving a quick proof of concept demonstrator (Figure: 3.1). The sec-
ond generation simulator was created to provide a platform for repeatable
experimentation into the reconstruction and rendering processes by enabling
the definition of set configurations of camera position and model (Figure:
3.2). Plugin modules were developed for the reconstruction and rendering
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Figure 3.1: First Generation Simulator: Proof of concept stage (Images taken
from 1st person perspective)
Figure 3.2: Second Generation Simulator: A configurable platform for ex-
perimentation into reconstruction and rendering
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processes. Side-by-side visual comparison of the reconstructed form against
the original model provided subjective evaluation. Unlike the first simula-
tor, cameras were configurable entities that could be manipulated within
the space. Models of physical objects such as display walls were also added
to help understand the space and where the cameras can be placed. This
enabled refinement and evolution of the reconstruction and rendering pro-
cesses. Reconstruction was enacted by projecting each camera image into a
volumetric voxel space, enacted on the main CPU of the host computer. The
rendering process utilised a technique adapted from research into medical
visualisation [4] to directly render the 3D image without tessellation of the
reconstructed form through the use of bespoke graphics shader routines. It
was felt that any reconstruction process that required the computationally
expensive, and traditionally utilised, processes of surface formation, tessella-
tion, decimation and rendering [30, 6, 27] would always struggle with perfor-
mance and scalability. The approach used here applied the base volumetric
description, necessary to start the surface formation process, to directly ren-
der the resultant form, rather than performing an additional tessellation step
to obtain a polygonal surface. In the final iteration of the simulator system
the need for pre-calculating the 3D volumetric image is removed by utilising
the projective texturing and multi-textureing features available through the
use of graphics shader programming.
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3.2.1 Requirements
The reconstruction approach must be scalable both in terms of input data
and reconstruction. The complexity of input data is in terms of size of image,
number of images and the size and occupancy of the subject in the recon-
struction volume. The complexity of reconstruction is in terms of spatial
accuracy of reconstruction and calculation time. A scalable solution would
offer consistent performance regardless of the occupancy of the reconstruc-
tion volume and the format of the source data. Realistically, the number
of input sources (cameras) will always have an effect, as each source stream
requires processing, however, the relationship between calculation time and
number of input sources should be no more than linear. A realistic goal of
the output is a linear relationship between computation time and number of
spatial samples (voxels) to be computed. This differs to the traditional con-
sideration of direct volume rendering as a O(N2) complexity problem as the
spatial sample points (voxels) are independently processed without reference
to others. Therefore, in order to optimise the use of parallelism, there should
be a direct relationship between processing power and computation time.
State of the art video conferencing, such as Cisco Tele-presence, runs at
30Hz in HD resolution. At frame rates below 15Hz smoothly moving objects
appear to jump. It is important, however, to consider the impact of tying the
viewpoint to the observers eyes, which is necessary if interpersonal gaze is
to be accurately determined [71]. Motion sickness can be caused by latency
in viewpoint update when the viewpoint is controlled from head tracking.
No more than 40ms latency and at least 30Hz update is necessary to guard
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against motion sickness. Measures of quality of experience including presence
have pointed to 50Hz being preferable in tracked viewpoint systems. The
update rate of the display should be between 60Hz for pal and 100Hz for HD.
There are not as yet any tele-immersive system approaching 30Hz update at
anything approaching HD resolution. However, this is what is needed if it is
to become a reliable form of communication. In the experiment interest was
in capturing a person within a 3m cube, which is a typical size for a large
screen cubic immersive display device.
3.2.2 First Generation Simulator
The initial simulator was devised as a proof of concept demonstrator to
see if a projective space carving approach previously developed for medical
imaging was suitable for reconstruction of a human head, and to play with
camera placement. This simple simulator captured a single image, and the
associated transformation matrix, from the current viewpoint. Once enough
images had been captured, an occupancy model projects the source image
data into a 3D voxel volume (Figure: 3.3). In this initial iteration each
voxel is traversed and its location used in an inverse projection of each source
image’s intrinsic matrix to determine the texel projected into that voxel. The
source images, captured from the simulation tools, have a fixed background
colour which provides basic segmentation. Any voxel evaluated as having 1
or more projected source background texels is evaluated as being empty (0)
opposed to the default voxel value (255) (Algorithm: 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.3: Voxel Occupancy Model: Three camera positions with projected
silhouette images carving a form at the region of intersection, sampled by a
voxel volume
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Algorithm 3.2.1: First Generation Simulator: Voxel Occupancy()
global voxels[numV oxels]
global voxelLocation[numV oxels]
global sourceImage[numImages]
global sourceImageInverseProjection[numImages]
procedure evaluateVoxel(n)
for i← 0 to numImages
do

if reverseTextureProjection(voxelLocation[n],
sourceImage[i],
sourceImageInverseProjection[i])) = background
then return (false)
return (true)
procedure populateVolume()
for i← 0 to numV oxels
do

if evaluateVoxel(i)
then voxels[i]← 255
else voxels[i]← 0
In the case of the first source image all voxels are tested and either enabled
or disabled depending on their occupancy of the reconstruction entity’s profile
within the source image. For each following image evaluation, only enabled
voxels are tested for occupancy of the camera image, with zero occupancy
disabling the state of the voxel. In this manner the reconstructed form utilises
a reduction occupancy model that offers increasing refinement proportional
to the number of images used. An adapted form of the MC slicing algorithm
[8] was then applied to generate view direction aligned planes for evaluating
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the 3D volumetric texture to render the volume image, thus displaying the
form. A crude shader routine was also implemented to test each processed
fragment to determine if it occurred on the boundary of the form and, it
so, calculate a surface normal and apply basic lighting calculations. This
enabled the display of a 3D form, rather than a fixed colour shape which
would appear as a silhouette without any ability to determine the surface
detail (Algorithm 3.2.2 & 3.2.3, Code: Appendix A.1 & A.2).
Algorithm 3.2.2: First Generation Simulator: Vertex Shader()
global vStep
global vAmbient
global vDiffuse
global vLightDirection
main
vStep← samplestepsize
vLightDirection← normalised(modelV iewMatrix ∗ lightSourcePosition)
vDiffuse← materialDiffuse ∗ lightSourceDiffuse
vAmbient← materialAmbient ∗ (lightModelAmbient + LightSourceAmbient)
gl Position = ftransform()
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Algorithm 3.2.3: First Generation Simulator: Fragment Shader()
global vStep
global vAmbient
global vDiffuse
global vLightDirection
global vNormal
procedure isEdge()
bEdge← false
vNormal← 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
comment:Repeated for vStep = 26 surrounding positions of current fragment
vPos← current(vStep)
vCol← texture3D(volume, textureCoords + vPos)
if vColour.Alpha! = background
then
{
vNormal← vPos
else
{
bEdge← true
if bEdge
then normalise(vNormal)
return (bEdge)
main
vColour ← texture3D(volume, textureCoords)
if vColour.Alpha > 0
then

gl FragColour ← vAmbient
if isEdge()
then

if dot(vNormal, vLightDirection) > 0
then gl FragColour ← vDiffuse∗
dot(vNormal, vLightDirection)
else discard
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This approach proved robust and reliable, proving the approach worked
but little more. The free hand positioning of camera for capturing images
meant that, while this was a quick and simple demonstration, repeatability
was poor. In addition the calculation time, for projecting each of the images
into the 3D volumetric texture space, was high (20-25 seconds). Rendering
efficiency was not considered important, as with comparable research by oth-
ers, and was not included in the time measurement. To explore this approach
further a more dependable and configurable platform for experimentation was
required.
3.2.3 Second Generation Simulator
In order to explore the reconstruction and rendering processes more deeply
a second generation simulator was constructed. Instead of simply capturing
an image from the current viewpoint this evolved system provided a set of
virtual cameras which could be placed within the environment with their
configuration stored for reuse in repetitive trials of the evolving reconstruc-
tion and rendering systems. These stored configurations also included details
of the geometric model used and facility was also provided to import camera
position and characteristics from the calibration data of the physical oCtAVE
system to enable matching with the real-world environment.
In evaluating the initial reconstruction approach the most significant time
element affecting reconstruction time was determined as the enaction of the
projective texture transformation for mapping texels to voxels. As the cam-
era positions and the volume region would remain constant during the recon-
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struction loop removal of this could be pre-calculated before reconstruction
processing commenced and the mapping accessed during the reconstruction
cycle. To address this a direct mapping of the pixels, comprising imaging
plane to the voxels occupying the pixel projected ray within the reconstruc-
tion volume, is maintained for each camera. This mapping is contained within
a 3 dimensional array, of the same parameters as the reconstruction volume,
with each entry being the texel index for the image projection into the voxel
space. Each source image requires a unique mapping array. While computa-
tionally expensive, and requiring a high memory overhead, this mapping is
only performed once, based on the assumption the neither the reconstruction
volume, nor the cameras, will move during the capture and reconstruction
runtime. As a result of this pre-calculated mapping, reconstruction of se-
quential frames of source images need only traverse each and every voxel
within the reconstruction volume and iterate through all of the camera im-
ages for each voxel, performing the same voxel evaluation as in the previous
iteration of the system (Algorithm 3.2.4).
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Algorithm 3.2.4: Second Generation Simulator: Voxel Occupancy()
global voxels[numV oxels]
global sourceImage[numImages]
global sourceImageMap[numImages]
procedure populateVolume()
for i← 0 to numV oxels
do

bOccupied← true
for n← 0 to numImages
do
if sourceImage[n][sourceImageMap[i]] = backgroundthen bOccupied← false
if bOccupied
then voxels[i]← 255
else voxels[i]← 0
Each voxel within the reconstruction volume is considered independently
of all others. Due to this the algorithm offers significant potential for paral-
lelisation. For performance trials a variant of the algorithm has been created
which uses OpenMP multiprocessing to utilise the multiple cores of modern
processors.
The resultant volumetric data set is directly rendered using a forward
mapped orthogonal slice plane approach derived from previous medical imag-
ing research [75]. Post processing of the voxel data is undertaken at render
time using GLSL shader routines to both smooth the resultant form and
apply a per-pixel Phong illumination calculation [40]. These processes are
similar to those used in the first simulator. This approach offers sufficient
rendering performance for real-time immersive applications (approx 100 fps)
while also removing the need for computationally expensive surface tessella-
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tion that is needed for traditional polygon rendering approaches. The use of
the GLSL shader routines facilitated the integration of image data as surface
texture onto the geometric form [51].
3.3 Experimentation and Evaluation
All tests were performed on the same laptop computer (DELL XPS M1730,
Intel X9000 Dual Core processor, 4GB Ram, dual nVidia 8800 GTX, Vista
32bit). This provided fast processors and adequate available memory for
testing purposes; however, memory read/write speed was low compared to
many graphics workstations. This system was chosen as it would provide a
stable, dependable platform for development and testing, while the systems
used within the reconfigurable laboratory would undergo many configuration
changes over this period. While this is relatively modest laptop, the results
shed light on the potential hardware requirement for an operational system
capable of enacting a continuous reconstruction at the frame rates required
for interactive immersive environments.
3.3.1 First Generation Simulator
While a crude prototype, the first generation of the simulator did enable
rudimentary experimentation with camera placement. Fundamentally the
requirement was to identify if the physical limitations of the large scale vi-
sualisation facility would present significant problems to the arrangement
of cameras. Evaluation of the resultant form was highly subjective, based
on a visual comparison of the original geometric form against the rendered
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reconstructed one.
The immersive display and capture facility has eight movable display
walls. Initial simulated tests have concentrated on the classic cubic config-
uration typically used in immersive collaborative virtual environments [81].
In this case cameras cannot be placed so that they are often in the line of
sight between the occupant and the display screens, while the occupant looks
around the environment and into the reconstructed face of a remote partici-
pant. Such occlusion not only reduces their feeling of presence, but precludes
someone looking into the projected face of a remote participant while being
filmed from directly in front of their own face.
Initial trials placed the cameras at the eight corners of the cube. This,
however, reproduced heads that looked more like a classic alien than a hu-
man as both the top and bottom were stretched into a cone, (Figure: 3.4, top
right). This was due to the projected intersection between the oblique angle
camera positions rather than any perspective distortion. In contrast to the
first configuration, forgetting about the restriction of occluding the display,
placing the cameras in an evenly spaced ring around the head offers a better
reconstruction of the head profile. However, without off axis imagery any
protuberances in the facial features are extruded horizontally round the re-
constructed form (Figure: 3.4, bottom right). An approximation to an ideal
placement of cameras requires both a ring of cameras surrounding the head
and also cameras located both under the chin and above the head to accu-
rately represent the more pointed features of the face, such as the nose, chin
and mouth (Figure: 3.4, bottom left). In addition, an ideal configuration of
cameras also requires two cameras to be located on each side of the head,
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Figure 3.4: Camera positioning, (Top left: Source Geometry, Top Right:
CAVE corners, Bottom Right: eye-level, Bottom Left : ideal
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ideally behind the ears, with their central view axis aimed at the bridge of
the subject’s nose. These final two cameras enable the eye sockets to the
carved into the reconstructed form, thereby generating a geometric structure
that is recognisable as a face. Clearly this is not a realistic solution, while
arranging a ring of cameras is potentially possible, by filming through the
display systems screens [29], any arrangement that requires cameras to be lo-
cated relative to the reconstruction object will not work in a system intended
for free movement.
3.3.2 Second Generation Simulator
The second generation simulator offered significantly more advanced control
over the virtual cameras and was used to create a repeatable configuration
for assessing the performance and visual quality of the reconstruction and
rendering processes. Each evolution of the processes was assessed against
4 key requirements which sought to determine a solution that was scalable
and computationally consistent. This aimed to refine delivery of a rendered
image within a consistent time frame, regardless of the occupancy of the
reconstruction volume, ideally independent of source image resolution and
which would scale to the multi-processor environment within our facility. All
tests measured the actual calculation time of the algorithm, by querying the
difference in the processor performance counter before and after the execu-
tion of the algorithm and multiplying the result by the processor frequency
count to obtain an execution time in seconds. For all, apart from the multi-
processor test, the algorithm operated in a single thread of execution and
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No. Cameras Low Occupancy Medium Occupancy High Occupancy
1 0.29 0.29 0.29
2 0.57 0.57 0.59
3 1.08 1.1 1.06
4 1.16 1.17 1.15
5 1.457 1.449 1.463
6 1.799 1.781 1.756
7 2.067 2.089 2.091
Table 3.1: Occupancy Test Results: Calculation time (seconds) for differ-
ing occupancy levels of the reconstructed form within the reconstruction
volume against number of cameras (images) used for reconstruction: Low
Occupancy=1.6%, Medium Occupancy=15%, High Occupancy=100%
was locked to a single processor. In each test the average calculation time
for 3 consecutive computations was recorded, with this process repeated 10
times, with a restart of the application between each. Results quoted are the
average times for each set of 10 executions.
Ideally within a real-time reconstruction process the time for each recon-
struction frame should be constant, regardless of the composition or config-
uration of the reconstruction form. This will ensure there are no temporal
anomalies between frames of reconstruction removing the chance of slow-
downs and stutters in performance as the reconstruction subject changes.
To assess this an occupancy test is used. In this test the geometric model,
occupying the virtual reconstruction volume was modified in size to occupy
a differing proportion of the volume, thereby assessing reconstruction time
with different configurations of the model. Theoretically, each sample point
(voxel) within the volume should be operating the same test, assessing the
inclusion of the voxel within the reconstruction form as a product of the
projected camera (source) image pixel’s alpha value. This means that re-
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Figure 3.5: Plot of occupancy tests (Table: 3.1), showing calculation time is
independent of form’s occupancy of the reconstruction volume
construction performance should be constant with variation occupancy and
have a linear relationship with the number of source images used.
Trials were enacted at 3 occupancy levels; 100% (High Occupancy), @15%
(Medium Occupancy) and @1.6% (Low Occupancy), with the low occupancy
variant representing the occupancy level of a normal head in a real (rather
than simulated) CAVE, and the medium occupancy level equating the occu-
pancy of the head model at 1:1 scale on a typical large scale monitor (60” HD
display). Each test was enacted for between 1 and 8 cameras. The resolution
of the voxel space was 5123 voxels and that of the input images 10242 pixels.
From the plot of the results (Figure: 3.5) we see that in the case of our
algorithm the occupancy of the reconstruction volume has little effect on the
calculation time; however the number of cameras used, and therefore images
to be evaluated, has a significant impact. The linear relationship between
number of cameras used and reconstruction time demonstrates efficient im-
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No. Cameras 1282 Pixels 2562 Pixels 5122 Pixels
2 0.566 0.587 0.582
4 1.188 1.202 1.177
6 1.749 1.751 1.806
Table 3.2: Source image resolution tests showing reconstruction time (sec-
onds).
plementation of the algorithm and reflects the 0(N) relationship predicted.
The consistent reconstruction time also shows that the approach is not prone
to temporal jitter as an animated reconstruction form changes occupancy of
the reconstruction volume.
A minor inconstancy occurs with the use of 3 cameras. While this is
constant for all 3 occupancy levels, the reasons are uncertain. Investigation
suggests this is most likely related to memory utilisation within the test
system.
The second test seeks to understand the relationship between image reso-
lution and reconstruction time. Ideally the magnitude of the source imagery
(image resolution) should have no effect on the calculation time, as the back-
ward projection used in the algorithm, casting sample voxel back to the
source image pixel, should be dependent on the number of sample points
(voxels) rather then the source image resolution. In this test the dimen-
sions of the captured images were modified and evaluated against a range of
different camera numbers.
The results (Figure: 3.6) suggest that the algorithm’s calculation time
is not dependent on the quantity of the size of each image frame but is
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Figure 3.6: Plot of source image resolution tests (Table: 3.2), showing calcu-
lation time is independent of source image resolution and linearly dependent
on the number of cameras used
again linearly proportional to the number of input sources. This confirms
the findings in the Occupancy tests (Figure: 3.5) and demonstrates that the
algorithms performance is predictably scalable with respect to number of
input sources.
The greater the number of samples (voxels) taken within the reconstruc-
tion volume, the greater the precision of the reconstructed form. While mem-
ory limitations prevent testing with high resolution reconstruction volumes,
testing could be undertaken with lower resolutions to determine the scala-
bility characteristics. At this stage, the reconstruction algorithm is intended
for use within the typically cubic display environment occupying a space of
approx 3m3. Our anticipated resolution for the reconstructed volume within
this space is 10243 voxels which will give a spatial accuracy of approximately
3mm3.
For all resolution, the processing time was directly linearly proportional
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No. Cameras 323 Voxels 643 Voxels 1283 Voxels 2563 Voxels
2 1 · 10−4 9 · 10−4 0.074 0.586
4 2 · 10−4 0.02 0.145 1.201
6 3 · 10−4 0.028 0.222 1.75
8 6 · 10−4 0.042 0.321 2.618
Table 3.3: Reconstruction volume resolution tests showing how reconstruc-
tion time (seconds) varies with the resolution of the voxel set used for recon-
struction
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Figure 3.7: Plot of reconstruction volume resolution tests (Table: 3.3), show-
ing relationship between differing resolution of the volume set and number
of cameras (source images) used for reconstruction evaluated by measuring
calculation time (second)
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No. Cameras 1 Job (Single Proc) 10 Jobs 20 Jobs 40 Jobs
2 0.58696 0.290683 0.289558 0.287681
4 1.201596 0.582306 0.565611 0.539308
6 1.750578 0.84017 0.816253 0.803806
Table 3.4: Multiprocessor tests showing how calculation time (seconds) varies
with the number of batch jobs that the processing of the volume space eval-
uation is divided into
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Figure 3.8: Plot of multiprocessor tests (Table: 3.4), showing relationship
between batch job subdivisions on the reconstruction calculation time (sec-
ond)
to the number of cameras (Figure: 3.7), with both the starting point and
slope of the graph directly proportional to resolution. For all resolutions,
8 cameras took slightly longer to process than expected if the above linear
relationship had continued.
The final element of testing sought to assess how the algorithm would
scale to multi-processor systems. In these tests an OpenMP [10] variant of
the algorithm was evaluated on the test system with a range of number of
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cameras. In order to crudely measure impact of load balancing, we used a
range of differing job sizes (with the volume space sub-divided into 10, 20 and
40 job units). These results were compared to the case of a single threaded,
single process execution. The image size was set to 2563 pixels.
These results show how the utilisation of multiple processors affects the
calculation time of the algorithm (Figure: 3.8). While accurate tests have
only been possible for a dual processor system, initial trials have been under-
taken on a quad processor system. From this data it can be observed that
a halving of the calculation time occurs when two processors are utilised as
opposed to performing the calculations on a single core. Observations on
a quad core system support this and suggest a linear relationship between
calculation time and processor number.
3.4 Discussion
These two simulators has enabled exploration of the 3D reconstruction prob-
lem without the need for reconfiguring and manipulating the hardware com-
prising the physical capture and display environment. While this has obvi-
ously avoided some of the issues of large scale system integration, currently
being explored by other members of the research centre, it has enabled rapid
evolution, development and evaluation tools and techniques for the recon-
struction and rendering process in a parallel activity to other complementary
research.
The initial simulator enabled a proof of concept, demonstrating that the
approach for reconstruction and rendering, drawn from previous medical vi-
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sualisation research and quickly demonstrating that the, initially naive, con-
cept for camera placement was inadequate. While filming through the side
screens might better resolve the facial features, this is a technical challenge
that needs to overcome and is outside the scope of this research. While at-
tempts have been made by others, most notably Blue-C [29], the quality of
the displayed image is compromised. This exploration enabled ideal camera
positioning to be identified, however, it is difficult to see how this can be
achieved, even without the constraints imposed by the display facility.
The second simulator enabled refinement of the reconstruction and ren-
dering algorithms used in the initial prototype, however this was insufficient
for the end-to-end reconstruction and rendering performance required to en-
able recreation of the face to face meeting. In addition, the key optimization,
the initial mapping of 3D volume voxels to camera image pixels, performed
once during the initialisation of the system, was hugely memory hungry. This
required a memory address to be recorded for every image that relates voxel
to pixel. Therefore in addition to the overhead of maintaining the reconstruc-
tion volume data set (512Mb for 5123 voxels and 4Gb for a 10243 voxel set)
a matching sized data structure is required for each source image (assuming
that the size of a memory address is 32 bits). This results in an overall mem-
ory requirement of 5.5Gb for a 5123 voxel space and 135Gb for a 10243 voxel
space. While the former is achievable within a normal(ish) hardware system,
the latter is pushing the boundaries of even high end server systems.
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3.5 Conclusion
The ultimate aim is to build a tele-immersion system that combines wide
baseline display and capture to allow people in different places to apparently
walk around each other. This is a complex system which will take a few
years to perfect. To speed up the process of critical aspects of the research
a series of simulators have been built, these are introduced here. These ini-
tial investigations enabled identification of camera placements and allowed
establishment of whether the desired reconstruction frame rates where fea-
sible. Through simulation it was demonstrated that while six cameras is
sufficient for capturing images from which a recognisable reconstruction of a
human head can be made, they have to be carefully placed. This placement
would not be easy in an immersive display and capture system. It was hoped
that by removing the need to tessellate the 3D reconstruction the resultant
process would be fast enough for tele-conferencing. A 30Hz update and HD
equivalent pixel density was aimed for as a target as this is what is used in
todays state of the art video conferencing. A significant disadvantage of the
approach is the amount of memory it uses. The test, and very basic, laptop
could only support a voxel space of 2563. When using the main processor on
a laptop it took 1.75 seconds to reconstruct the 3D form from 6, 10242 pixel,
cameras (Figure 3.3.2).
Clearly, while the initial investigation enabled rapid prototyping and ex-
perimentation with the capture environment and camera characteristics the
naive approach taken to reconstruction was both too slow and too expensive
in memory resources to offer a viable solution.
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3.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a deeply flawed approach to the problem of 3D re-
construction and rendering, that utilised brute force processing and massive
memory overheads to achieve a crude replication of the source object. While
it is an approach with a small modicum of novelty there is little that is ef-
ficient or effective about it. The key contribution of the chapter is related
to the simulator framework. In building these tools and using them to ex-
plore not only the reconstruction/rendering approach but also the pipeline
and configuration impacts of the capture environment on the resultant form
are identified and understood. This has started to establish a novel platform
for supporting the evolution of technique through objective measurement
that enables rapid prototyping and testing that demonstrates how such tools
could support onward design and evolution of technique.
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Chapter 4
An Approach for GPU Aligned
Integrated Rendering and
Reconstruction
This chapter describes and discusses the evolution of approaches investigated
and presents the final, refined, novel approach for 3d video-based reconstruc-
tion defined by this research. The initial, naive approach originated in previ-
ous research for 3D medical imaging and defined what has been described as a
massively brutal attempt to map 3D reconstruction in to a non-geometric vol-
ume space. While crude the initial approach demonstrated that the principle
of moving away from polygonal reconstruction towards a more parallelisable
approach offering a direct mapping to rapidly evolving GPU architectures was
potentially possible. Informed iterative refinement of this approach offered
significant improvements to the generation of a visible representation of a
human form, but did little to enhance the visual appearance (textural quality)
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of this. This challenge of mapping texture to the representational form lead to
a conceptual jump in understanding in which both form and appearance could
be evaluated as independent fragments during the graphical rendering cycle.
This both eliminates the need to tessellate and better utilises the pipeline ar-
chitecture of current GPU systems by using a view-point dependent sampling
of a view-point independent volumetric space.
This approach utilises projective multi-texturing to populate a region within
the 3D graphical environment. This region is sampled to determine form and
surface texture of the 3D reconstructed person using GLSL routines operating
on orthogonally aligned sample planes within a single integrated process. The
approach removes the need for pre-processing multiple synchronized source
images to generate a textured 3D geometric form, thereby addressing com-
mon issues relating to computational load, and mis-alignment of form and
texture. This delivers an efficient, scalable approach to real-time 3D human
reconstruction without the need for external large scale computational pro-
cessing.
This is a third, more refined iteration of the development of process that
builds on understanding developed in Chapter 3. Underpinning this is evolved
understanding of the principles of actually doing and measuring 3D recon-
struction with further enhancements to this understanding derived by the
work in the section.
The theoretical and implementation considerations of this approach are
considered, with experiments to measure its performance. These measures
assess the approaches viability in terms of magnitude of source data and
computational load, against resultant performance, to establish understanding
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of scalability with graphical processing power. This evaluation demonstrates
the matching of our approach, to current research, and demonstrates the
relationship between this approach and evolving GPU processing power.
The conclusion of this chapter will review the evolution of the approach
and align this with both the core research question and the context of the
state of the art. The chapter summary will outline the progress made against
the objectives of the research. A significant portion of this chapter has al-
ready been published in ’A GPU based, projective multi-texturing approach to
reconstructing the 3D human form for application in tele-presence’ [3]
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents this approach and reviews evaluation of the perfor-
mance and visual improvement of this with respect to our goal of matching
the fidelity and performance of high end video conferencing. The previous
generation reconstruction and rendering approaches utilized GPU acceler-
ated features, primarily projective multi-texturing, in a 3D medical imaging
inspired [4] algorithm, to enact render time space carving of a 3D shape from
silhouette images [2]. The most recent development of this is to integrate
the texturing of the 3D model surface, with the form generation process, to
define a single step process enacted at real-time display rates.
The final (at this stage) iteration of the simulator extends this further,
mapping the reconstruction process directly onto the Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) without the need for a CPU pre-processing step (Figure: 4.1).
This additionally incorporates viewpoint independent texturing and divides
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the capture stage of the simulator from the rendering process in preparation
for integration with live camera feeds from our array of networked video cam-
eras. In this a method for volume based reconstruction is presented which
eliminates the need for the formation of a volumetric model, and the resul-
tant surfacing/texturing associated with rendering this. Instead we utilize
existing graphics rendering features to populate a volumetric potential (a
volume within the 3D space that has the source data projected into it, but
has not been evaluated to determine occupancy) within the screen space of
the rendering environment, through projective multi-texturing of the source
data images. This removes the need for generation of a computationally,
and memory, intensive voxel data set and formation of a geometric surface,
whilst also reducing the generation of graphical artefacts coming from mis-
aligned form and texture spaces. The approach applies a technique, inspired
from 3D volumetric medical imaging. This creates orthogonally aligned slice
planes to sample the volume potential, and applies a GLSL enabled ren-
dering approach to evaluate and render each textured fragment without the
need for surface forming or texturing. This view dependent sampling of a
view independent volume potential thereby effectively utilizes the available
resources of the GPU system to deliver good quality, fast 3D reconstruction,
matching the computational performance metrics (reconstruction rates) of
established approaches, in a way that can be argued is more scalable with
evolving graphics hardware performance.
This is relevant because it illustrates that a bottleneck, that has for many
years prevented 3D reconstruction from realizing this potential, has been ad-
dressed. Specifically it introduces a new variant of approach that for the first
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Figure 4.1: Third Generation Simulator: Both shape reconstruction and
texturing on the GPU in one cycle
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time allows 3D reconstruction algorithms to produce the required temporal
and graphical properties to allow non-verbal communication to manage a con-
versation. It thus supports a representative, rather than severely truncated
cross section of non-verbal communication. In doing so it opens the door to
people being able to share each other’s space with faithful representations of
others. Combined with emerging capture and display techniques it could be
used to allow people to exchange both a glance and a smile while walking
across rooms joined as if through glass, or invite another to join a conversa-
tion in spaces shared between seemingly overlapping rooms. The analysis of
performance and quality undertaken here is fundamental to understanding
the suitability of this approach.
4.2 Requirements
The level of performance of the reconstruction and rendering process is par-
ticularly important if we are to reach our goal of matching the fidelity of state
of art the video conferencing, such as Cisco Tele-presence, which updates at
30Hz in HD resolution. However, it is also important to consider the impact
of tying the viewpoint to the observer’s eyes, which is necessary if interper-
sonal gaze is to be accurately determined [71]. Motion sickness can be caused
by latency in viewpoint update when the viewpoint is controlled from head
tracking. No more than 40ms latency and at least 30Hz update is necessary
to guard against motion sickness, with 50Hz being preferable (100Hz if we
consider 3D stereo rendering). Nothing has yet approached a tele-immersive
system with 30Hz update at anything supporting HD resolution. However,
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this is what is needed if it is to become a reliable form of communication.
In addition to the raw performance considerations, the reconstruction ap-
proach must be scalable both in terms of input data and reconstruction. The
complexity of input data is in terms of size of image, number of images and
the size and occupancy of the subject in the reconstruction volume. The
complexity of reconstruction is in terms of spatial accuracy of reconstruction
and calculation time. Therefore, a scalable solution would offer consistent
performance regardless of the occupancy of the reconstruction volume and
the format of the source data. Realistically, the number of input sources
(cameras) will always have an effect, as each source stream requires process-
ing, however, the relationship between calculation time and number of input
sources should be no more than linear. A realistic goal for the output is a
linear relationship between computation time and number of spatial samples
(voxels) to be computed and in order to optimize the use of parallelism, there
should be a direct relationship between processing power and computation
time.
4.3 Theoretical Description
The inputs to this reconstruction system are multiple synchronized sequences
of video streams from a set of cameras and camera calibration information.
Streams from at least five cameras are needed to capture the back and sides
of the head and to provide good representations of both left and right side
of the face. The cameras also need to be spaced reasonably evenly around
a person in order to reconstruct a believable human shape. The camera col-
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laboration data is both intrinsic and extrinsic, denoting camera position and
orientation and the lens characteristics of the capture system. Unlike the
camera images that need to streamed continuously, the camera calibration
data is only needed at start up, provided cameras are not moved. Each image
must undergo some pre-processing to correct distortion and segment the re-
construction target from the background. This preparation of the input data
is common throughout the domain of 3D reconstruction, and while processes
for enacting this may differ the resultant datasets are broadly similar.
In conventional approaches, each image is projected into the reconstruc-
tion space, either as a segmented silhouette, or a profile curve derived from
it. The geometric shell is then defined as the surface of the volume enclosed
by the sum of each projected shape. This process is commonly referred to
as space carving [42]. The resultant shell is tessellated to form a set of 3D
vertices and indices denoting draw-able triangles, in some cases these are
optimized into efficient, render-able geometries [58]. Further evaluation of
the vertices maps texture data from the camera images to the form before
the reconstruction is passed into a 3D rendering process for graphical display
from any viewpoint [56]. In theory, if this can be achieved fast enough, a
new geometric form and texture set can be displayed for each rendered frame
thereby achieving the goal of real-time animated 3D reconstruction [1].
Conceptually this approach is different. A reconstruction volume is estab-
lished which contains the space occupied by the intersecting set of projected
image frustums from every source camera/projector. In order to render the
reconstruction target within this volume, the space must be sampled at dis-
crete intervals. During this process each evaluation point is tested for in-
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clusion in the reconstruction target, determined by identifying if the sample
point occurs within the projected silhouette of the reconstruction target for
all of the projected images. If a sampled point is determined to be within
the reconstruction target, a texture value evaluated by averaging the colour
value for each projected source image pixel. Sampling could be achieved
in a variety of ways. However, as this is enacted as part of the rendering
process, only sample points occurring along the ray from viewpoint, through
a rendered screen pixel and projected into the reconstruction volume need
to be evaluated for the display of a rendered image. While this approach
delivers a viewpoint dependent representation of the reconstruction target,
this viewpoint is updated for each rendered frame giving similar rendered
visual output to the previous approach based on a rendering of viewpoint
independent 3D geometry.
In principle, this is much the same as the general approach taken in the
Floating Textures [20] technique for applying multiple textured images to a
pre-processed geometric form. However, the Floating Textures utilises this
approach to minimise the visual artefacts generated by attempting to texture
an ill fitting geometric form. In our case the potential for this problem is
reduced as both the form and the texture application come from a single
stage process in which both are considered against a consistent calibration
set. This means that the texture projection is evaluated against a form
calculated from the same source data and camera calibration set, thereby
reducing the possibility of error.
The difference between the conventional approach and this approach can
be considered as somewhat analogous to the difference between computer
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graphics global and local illumination models, with similar implications for
the mapping of technique to the underlying graphics hardware. In global
illumination models, as with traditional 3D reconstruction approaches, each
element of the final result is dependent on mapping a complex interplay
between all of the elements in the dataset. While each of these pipelines
are inherently independent, each requires significant cross referencing of the
entire dataset to achieve its goal. This leads to potential conflicts in memory
access. Additionally, while parallelism can be achieved within each sub-
process, each of the sub-process results must be evaluated and combined to a
single coherent whole before passing to the next, thereby creating bottlenecks.
In local illumination, as with this approach, a single element is considered
in isolation to all others throughout the entire pipeline. In this a single
fragment is evaluated against only the eye position, camera properties, and
lighting parameters and the result is displayed as a single pixel. Our approach
is much the same.
In terms of mapping to hardware global illumination approaches impose
non-uniform pipeline lengths, significant requirements for cross dataset ac-
cess, and inherent bottlenecks in the overall process. For these reasons it
is generally seen as enacted within the general purpose process facilities of
CPU, main memory, etc., with any elements that can be optimized through
parallelism farmed out to appropriate computational resources. This is com-
mon to most ray-tracing system implementations. In contrast local illu-
mination independence of individual pixel calculations, coupled with fixed
pipeline processing lengths for each fragment evaluation and minimal need
for cross region memory access, lends itself extremely well to modern graphics
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hardware in which the GPU units comprise a relatively large parallel pro-
cessing array. Each fragment evaluation can be considered as a batch job,
which, given the fixed set of processing operations required, can be enacted
in lock-step with all others through the parallel processing pipeline of the
GPU. This concept of screen pixels as a processing unit, operating on many
same instruction/data independent calculations, is extremely scalable. This
is demonstrated by the current evolution of GPU based graphics hardware,
where performance is being gained by an increase in number of GPU cores
in the parallel array, rather than the actual speed of these individual units.
This aimed to develop an approach for vision based 3D reconstruction
that maps directly to the underlying processing architecture of the graphics
hardware and scales with the number of GPU cores it contains. The rationale
for doing so was to make best use of commonly available graphics hardware
and scale with the growth in number of cores of future GPU systems.
4.4 Approach
The second generation simulator enabled refinements in both reconstruction
calculation time and rendering performance/quality, however a key element
was missing; the texturing of the 3D reconstructed form. As no actual ge-
ometry for the form existed, a traditional approach of calculating polygonal
texture coordinates, as part of the 3D reconstruction process could not be
utilised. Instead projective texturing features available through the GLSL
shader language were considered, with the intention of passing a second set of
image data to the graphics card to be applied to the rendered form. However,
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it was quickly realised that this approach offered a significantly enhanced so-
lution to the reconstruction process. Instead of using the CPU to cast the
image into a 3D texture space, as a pre-calculated set occurring before ren-
dering took place, this could be achieved at render time. Utilising the pro-
jective texturing features available within the GLSL fragment shader routine
a 2D image can be projected onto a geometric surface with the projection
properties defined by a local transformation matrix incorporating the spatial
and perspective characteristics of the projection source. This feature is com-
monly used for creating the illusion of spot lights and reflection in polygonal
rendering applications. In this case the textures relate to the cameras used
to capture the original images. Their images are projected onto the view
direction aligned planes derived from the MC slicing algorithm with texture
coordinates calculated by the GLSL vertex shader and multiple images be-
ing combined within the fragment shader. Weighted addition, based on the
proximity of the camera view direction to the viewers view direction, of the
multiple image RGB values is used to combine the image and a multiplication
of the alpha channel component used to enact the carving process for each
fragment. Image weightings are used to empathise the texture detail from
the camera most closely aligned to the viewers eye direction. This approach
enables both the form of the 3D reconstruction to be generated and texture
to be applied in a single step.
Further refinements were made to this version of the simulator. Texture
coordinates were computed by the projective texturing process, and there-
fore no longer needed to relate to the parameters of the 3D volumetric space.
This meant that the render time evaluation of a set of depth sorted poly-
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gons, derived from the intersection of orthogonally aligned planes with the
volume region, to determine vertices and texture coordinates was no longer
needed. Instead a set of parallel triangles, bill-boarded to remain aligned
perpendicular to the viewers eye direction were used as surfaces to evaluate
the projected image against, thereby removing the computational overhead
of the MC slicing calculations.
Source data is captured form a separate application which allows the po-
sitioning of virtual models and cameras within a 3D reconstruction of the
capture space. A sequence of images for each camera can then be captured
and recorded, along with the intrinsic and extrinsic matrix data for each
camera. This enables recording of standardized data sets that can be used,
and reused, for texturing and evaluation. This approach allows us to quickly
record many variants of our source data with differing characteristics, (eg
number of cameras, source image size, etc). Most of our trials are based
on the head model, correctly positioned and scaled to reflect the capture
configuration we anticipate using in our physical system, which supports
evaluation of the refinement of process with particular reference to the eyes
and lips. However, any model can be captured and recorded, including an-
imated sequences, allowing trials and tests with a wider variation of source
types (Figure: 4.2).
This approach constructs a 3D form using an established feature of the
graphics hardware, accessed through the use of the shader routines; projec-
tive multi-texturing [23]. In this approach camera images are uploaded to
the graphics hardware, with the associated intrinsic and extrinsic matrices
for each camera, and, for any drawn fragment compute the product of the
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Figure 4.2: Walking model of a person, captured with 8 cameras in an inward
facing horizontal ring formation. Reconstructed and rendered using GPU
base projective multi-texturing.
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projected texels alpha channel (segmentation data), for every image in the
multi camera set, to determine the inclusion of a drawn fragment in the
reconstructed form.
While this approach delivered a more visually refined 3D form, and sig-
nificantly high update rates, the nature of the rendered form was still similar
to our CPU based approach. A further refinement extends this by applying
a blended composition of the camera images onto the 3D form during the
render process, thereby texturing the surface. However, while 3D form re-
construction requires a product of every projected texture to be evaluated,
a relatively simple operation, the texturing process requires a more subtle
blending of the camera images closely aligned to the viewers gaze direction.
Colour values for the surface elements of the 3D form are therefore com-
puted as a weighted sum of the projected texel colour components, where
the weighting value for each camera image is based on the dot product of
the camera’s view direction and the viewer’s eye gaze direction. These are
integrated into a vector and normalized to deliver a unit product vector. The
weighting vector is computed for each rendered frame and uploaded as a pa-
rameter to the shader routines. The visual results of this approach (Figure:
4.3) offered a considerable improvement over the un-textured form.
4.5 Implementation
The reconstruction technique, described, has been implemented within the
research simulation framework. This platform for experimentation is con-
structed using Trolltechs (Digita’s) QT framework, for GUI [17], and Open
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Figure 4.3: 3D reconstruction by projective texturing. Top row, source im-
ages taken from a ring of 8 cameras surrounding the animated (eyes & lips)
head model. Bottom row: Reconstructed visual form (projective texture
method)
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Scene Graph (OSG) [67] for 3D rendering support. The entire application
is C++ based, with functionality for virtual reconstruction of the physical
capture and reconstruction environments; generation of synthetic data sets,
from 3D geometric models surrounded by an array of virtual cameras; loading
of live capture video sequences and camera calibration data; and evaluation
tools for assessment of performance and reconstruction quality. Using this
test application, reconstruction techniques can be implemented as plug-in
components which can potentially be used within other OSG based applica-
tions. Overall the platform provides a stable and consistent toolkit for rapid
prototyping and coherent evaluation, both of individual approaches and for
comparative evaluation between techniques.
Within the plug-in created to implement this technique several stages
comprising the process need to be created. Image and silhouette data, along
with camera calibration data are loaded by the test platform, resulting in
an array of Camera objects, each with unique intrinsic/extrinsic calibration
properties and a list of the images comprising the individual video stream.
The first action is to upload these images to the graphics hardware and de-
fine the properties for projection source location/orientation and the frustum
of propagation. This established a populated reconstruction volume within
the graphics hardwares local memory assets (Reconstruction Volume Defini-
tion). Next the sampling mechanism needs to be defined, thereby enabling
the testing of despite points within the reconstruction volume (Sampling).
Finally, the sample point evaluation process needs to be defined for deter-
mination of form and texture (Fragment Evaluation). These actions all take
place before rendering starts and define the framework within which the re-
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construction, and rendering, is performed as a parallel process in the GLSL
fragment shader. At runtime only the image data, allowing the display of
animated reconstruction, and observer viewpoint are changed.
Reconstruction Volume Definition
Image and silhouette data for each camera is pre-formatted, during the data
acquisition phase, to a combined 16Bit per pixel format (R5G5B5A1) and
passed to the graphics hardware as part of a multi-texture set. The trans-
formation matrix for each camera position/orientation is extracted from the
cameras extrinsic calibration properties and also passed to the graphics hard-
ware as a GLSL shader attribute for inclusion in the evaluation of the sam-
ple points. The definition of the projection parameters (field of view, focal
length, etc) are extracted from the intrinsic camera calibration and format-
ted into an OpenGL projection matrix for inclusion as a OpenGL texture
attribute.
Both the facility for multi-texturing (OpenGL 1.2 onwards) and projec-
tive texturing (OpenGL 1.0 onwards) have long been included in the OpenGL
standard and are available on any OpenGL compliant graphics card [23]. For-
tunately, OSG offers a simplified mechanism for applying all these parameters
from the osg::StateSet class, an instance of which is attached to the drawable
geometry defined in the sampling process.
Through the use of projective multi-texturing, a core feature on the graph-
ics hardware, we have, therefore, defined the populated reconstruction vol-
ume (Figure: 4.4). Animated sequences of video images can be uploaded
within this construct to enable reconstruction of moving subjects to take
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Figure 4.4: Formation of Reconstruction volume with intersected projection
of camera images into reconstruction space from source camera positions.
place, with the only penalty being the upload time for each image in the
sequence frame. While a 32 bpp image could be used, our trials show that
there is little, if any visible difference to the reconstructed form, while use of
a 16bit format halves the data bandwidth required.
Currently most OpenGL compliant graphics cards support 8 layers of
multi-texture, restricting the technique to 8 camera streams, however, recent
versions of the OpenGL standard are now defining support for up to 32
multi-texture layers.
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4.5.1 Sampling
The populated reconstruction volume defines a volumetric space within the
3D environment where a 3D form can potentially exist. In order to test
for this form a sampling process was adopted which discretely placed points
within the volume can be located and evaluated. The traditional approach
to sampling this sort of space would be to use a ray-casting technique. How-
ever, the usual enactment of this, as a CPU based process, fails to meet our
requirement for a GPU based solution and since the introduction of shader
based programming with both GLSL and HLSL, alternatives now exist which
can utilize GPU processing power for ray-casting.
The basic unit for GPU shader based processing is either a vertex (vertex
shader), or fragment (fragment shader). In the case of the latter a fragment is
the sub-element of a drawn polygon that corresponds to a single screen pixel.
As the drawn polygon exists in the 3D scene, a single fragment within a drawn
polygon can be considered as a sample point within the 3D scene itself. By
defining a fragment shader programme a function (or set of functions) can be
defined to be evaluated for each of the fragments drawn within the polygon
to which the shader programme is attached. These are effectively batch jobs,
with location specific attributes which are operated on, in parallel, by the
array of GPU cores.
The construction of a sampling framework for the reconstruction volume
is, therefore, simply a case of determining what 3D geometric primitive to
draw, and from this how to evaluate the fragments it generates. In the use
of GPU processing for rendering 3D volumetric data sets two approaches are
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common. Drawing a single polygon orthogonally aligned to the screen, and
drawing multiple orthogonally aligned polygons, at increasing screen depths,
which slice through the volume. The former approach generates a single
fragment per pixel, and allows a ray-casting mechanism to be enacted. In
this case a ray is computed, originating at the viewpoint and passing through
the fragment location. The fragment shader enacts a loop construct, which
walks along the ray, with a set step size, and enacts the fragment evaluation
function for each step (Algorithms 4.5.3 & 4.5.4). In the latter case, multiple
fragments are generated for each pixel, each effectively corresponding to a
single step in the ray casting method. In this latter case the polygonal
geometry of the slice primates is commonly re-evaluated for each rendered
frame so that polygons whose vertices match the boundary edge of the 3D
dataset (usually a 3D texture) can be computed along with corresponding
texture co-ordinates [8] (Algorithms 4.5.1 & 4.5.2).
In the evaluation both approaches have been implemented and tested
(Appendix B.1.1, B.1.2, B.2.1, B.2.2). For our purposes a modified version
of the slicing approach works best. The ray-casting approach generates less
fragments for evaluation, however, each fragment defines a larger processing
job and the need for a inner loop operator within the fragment shader, to
enact the walking process appears to have a detrimental effect on perfor-
mance. The slice planes method generates many more fragments, but these
are much simpler in operation and have no requirement for a loop within the
algorithm. In addition, because texture co-ordinates were evaluated based
on the fragments spatial relationship to the set of projected textures, rather
than mapping a 3D texture to a set of geometric vertices we have no need
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Figure 4.5: Definition of bill boarded slice planes used for sampling frame-
work, camera positions also shown.
to modify the drawn 3D polygons as the viewpoint changes (Figure: 4.5).
Therefore our drawn geometry is a set of rectangular polygons, which never
change their shape, maintained in constant orientation to the viewpoint with
the use of a simple billboard mechanism.
As the polygon fragments are effectively being used as sampling points
for the 3D reconstruction volume, and the fragment colour value is solely
dependent on the combination of projected texture components no illumi-
nation properties are required for these geometries and lighting is therefore
disabled. Unlike 3D medical visualization, where the use of volume based
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rendering is required to display a semi-transparent 3D object, we are seeking
to display a non-transparent form. Therefore blending functionality is also
disabled.
Algorithm 4.5.1: Third Generation Simulator: Slice Plane Vertex Shader ()
global V iewMatrixInverse
global ModelV iewMatrix
main
Position← V iewMatrixInverse ∗ModelV iewMatrix ∗ gl V ertex
comment:Resolve Texture Coordinates: for each camera image (n){
gl TexCoord[n]← gl TextureMatrix[n] ∗ Position
gl Position← ftransform()
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Algorithm 4.5.2: Third Generation Simulator: Slice Plane Fragment Shader()
global numCameras
global CameraImage[numCameras];CameraPosition[numCameras]
global CameraWeights[numCameras]
global numSteps
global V ertexPosition;EyePosition
procedure checkOccupancy(position)
for i← 0 to numCameras
do
{
alpha← textureProjection(CameraImage[i], position)
return (alpha)
main
comment: check is fragment inside form
if checkOccupancy(gl Position)
then

comment: resolve camera weights to reflect eye position
comment: and discard those at greater than 180 degrees to eye position
for w ← 0 to numCameras
do

if CameraWeights[w] > 0
then activeCameraWeights[numActiveWeights + +]← w
normalise(activeCameraWeights)
comment: evaluate fragment colour
for f ← 0 to numActiveWeights
do

gl FragColor ← CameraImage[activeCameraWeights[f ]]∗
CameraWeights[activeCameraWeights[f ]]
return()
discard()
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Algorithm 4.5.3: Third Generation Simulator: Ray Cast Vertex Shader()
global V iewMatrixInverse
global ModelV iewMatrix
global V ertexPosition
global EyePosition
main
comment:Ray castingis enacted from EyePosition through Vertex Position
V ertexPosition← V iewMatrixInverse ∗ModelV iewMatrix ∗ gl V ertex
EyePosition← V iewMatrixInverse ∗ (0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
gl Position← ftransform()
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Algorithm 4.5.4: Third Generation Simulator: Ray Cast Fragment Shader()
global numCameras
global CameraImage[numCameras];CameraPosition[numCameras]
global CameraWeights[numCameras]
global numSteps
global V ertexPosition;EyePosition
procedure checkOccupancy(position)
for i← 0 to numCameras
do
{
alpha← textureProjection(CameraImage[i], position)
return (alpha)
main
comment: Setup ray to traverse along
rayDirection← V ertexPosition− EyePosition; rayDirection← normalise(rayDirection)
samplePosition← gl Position; rayStep← raaDirection/numSteps
comment:Traverse ray sampling at each step
for i← 0 to numSteps
do

comment: check is sample point inside form
if checkOccupancy(samplePosition)
then

comment: resolve camera weights to reflect eye position
comment: and discard those at greater than 180 degrees to eye position
for w ← 0 to numCameras
do

if CameraWeights[w] > 0
then activeCameraWeights[numActiveWeights + +]← w
normalise(activeCameraWeights)
comment: evaluate fragment colour
for f ← 0 to numActiveWeights
do

gl FragColor ← CameraImage[activeCameraWeights[f ]]∗
CameraWeights[activeCameraWeights[f ]]
return()
discard() 100
4.5.2 Fragment Evaluation
Within the sampling process each sample point needs to be evaluated, both
for inclusion in the 3D form and, if included, for what the evaluated pixel
colour should be. In our technique this evaluation is performed by GLSL
shader programmes. Each GLSL programme comprises two sub-programmes,
one which operates on each drawn vertex (vertex shader) and the second
operating on each rendered fragment (fragment shader). The OSG library
provides a simple set of classes for defining and compiling these, with the
resulting compiled shader programme object attached to the OSG geometry
node defining the 3D slice planes. The OSG structure is also used to manage
the additional attributes which need to be passed to the shader programmes
for evaluation. These include each textures unique projection matrix and
an array of camera weights used to determine the relative contribution each
image make to the texturing of the 3D form.
Within the vertex shader, in addition to the required evaluation of the
vertex position to screen space coordinates, a texture coordinate for each of
the multi-texture elements is evaluated for the vertex as a product of the
screen space vertex coordinate and the appropriate texture matrix. These
texture coordinates are then interpolated for each drawn fragment to enable
the fragment shader to extract the appropriate texel colour value for each of
the projected images, relative to the fragment position. Within the fragment
shader these colour values are tested. Each value comprises a 4 component
RGBA vector, with the silhouette encoded into the Alpha channel (0: out-
side silhouette, !0: inside silhouette. Determination of whether or not a
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Figure 4.6: Evaluation of fragments within the sampling planes against the
projected image set to form 3D reconstruction. Source cameras also shown.
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fragment exists within the 3D reconstruction target is achieved by a simple
multiplication of all the Alpha values from each of the projected textures
(Algorithm 4.5.2 & 4.5.4: checkOccupancy). If this result is greater than 0,
the fragment is within the projected silhouette from all of the camera images,
and therefore within the 3D reconstruction form. In this case a second eval-
uation is performed to determine the fragment colour. This is determined
as a sum of the product of each individual project image RGB value and
camera weighting (Algorithm 4.5.2 & 4.5.4: main). The camera weighting is
a normalized N dimensional vector (N being the number of cameras within
the reconstruction system) of the dot product of each camera view direc-
tion against the viewpoint view direction. By performing this calculation
each time the viewpoint is changed, and uploading the resultant vector as an
attribute to the rendering system, a simple mechanism is defined to blend
the texture contribution from each camera source for the current viewpoint,
thereby ensuring that each fragment is generating its colour from the most
relevant camera source. This delivers a smooth textured form without the
visual ripping associated with polygonal processes that attempt to texture
each polygon from a single texture (Figure: 4.6).
4.6 Evaluation
Evaluation of this 3rd generation approach to reconstruction was undertaken
in two stages. In the first iteration a 3D geometric head model was used (Fig-
ure 4.3). This offered sufficient detail for evaluating the reconstruction of
facial features and enabled rapid performance testing and tuning of the sys-
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tem (4.6.1). Once completed the simulator was adapted to enable import of
real-world camera configurations and real-world capture data. This enabled
evaluation experimentation that was representative of the real-world recon-
struction problem (4.6.2). To enable comparison with initial experimentation
results, which used simulated capture data, 3 datasets were chosen (Figure:
4.17). Two of these were real world captures of real people; the ’Salford’
data set was captured using the oCtAVE system, while the ’Inria’ dataset
is publicly available and open source. The third is a simulated capture of a
3D human model, matching the basic characteristics of the others, captured
within the simulation tools, using the camera configuration from the oCtAVE
system. In both sets of evaluation the same Sun Ultra40 system was used.
4.6.1 Initial evaluation of performance
The final generation simulator presented a radical departure from the ap-
proaches of the first two. All of the reconstruction and rendering was enacted
on the GPUs located within the graphics cards as part of an integrated pro-
cess that both carved the reconstructed form and textured the resultant shape
in a single rendering step. As this operated within the rendering pipeline the
process was enacted each time the reconstructed form was rendered. From
trials with the second generation simulator it had been seen that the raw
rendering process, without pre-calculation of the voxel form, operated at ap-
proximately 100fps by evaluating a 3D texture, held in the graphics memory,
against a set of 1000 orthogonally aligned polygons re-calculated for each
render pass. Therefore, in evaluating this approach the key consideration is
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No. Cameras Mean Calculation Rate (fps) Std Dev
1 59.2271 14.2228745
2 51.6702071 10.9989041
3 42.357363 7.3214645
4 34.107364 3.6429878
5 31.81052 4.1082862
6 30.02572 1.8843779
7 27.7103259 2.8068184
8 29.1641 1.621907
Table 4.1: Combined reconstruction and rendering time (frames per second)
whether the fully GPU enabled process improves significantly on the com-
bined time for the calculation of the 3D volumetric texture, upload of the
texture to the graphics card, and a single pass of the rendering process.
Given that this approach also includes texturing of the reconstructed form
we would also expect visual quality to be improved as well.
Using 6 to 8 cameras this approach delivers a stable 30fps rendering time
(Figure: 4.7) when displaying the reconstructed form, of the same head model
used in previous tests, when the camera images and projection texture ma-
trices are held on the graphics card. When refreshing the camera images
(19202 pixels @ 32 bit colour) and texture matrices for display of an ani-
mated sequence this drops to 27-29fps, excluding the time taken to read the
subsequent animation frames from the computers hard drive. This suggests
that this approach is significantly quicker than the previous direct volume
rendering approaches, even when compared to the multiprocessor variant
(Figure: 4.8).
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Figure 4.7: Plot of combined reconstruction and render times (Table:4.1),
showing relationship overall performance and number of cameras (source
images) used
Img Width (pix) Img Height (pix) Img Size (pix) Rate (fps) Std Dev
128 128 16,384 29.0234 2.5747
256 256 65,536 29.8295 4.9027
512 512 262,144 22.4298 3.6155
1,024 1,024 1,048,576 29.1546 3.7556
1,920 1,080 2,073,600 30.6337 5.54
Table 4.2: Combined reconstruction and rendering time considered against
image size (6 cameras)
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Figure 4.8: Plot of combined reconstruction and rendering time considered
against image size (Table:4.2)
As with the CPU based approach, the size of the source images has little
effect on the performance of the process (Figure: 4.8). However, given that
this was performed for 6 cameras (images) in each case, and the worst case
texture upload is @63Mb, this is a significant improvement on the @0.5Gb
3D texture required for the CPU based approach. While both approaches
performance scales with texture magnitude in a similar manner, the projec-
tive texture approach simply requires less texture to be uploaded for each
frame, and therefore imposes a lower overhead.
Occupancy is a more difficult measure to evaluate. Given the changes in
the process, and the manner in which CPU based shading routines are ap-
plied, all of the shader routine operations are applied to every pixel drawn,
the actual number of GPU operations does not vary if the drawn pixel is
within the reconstructed form or not. Instead, a more meaningful occupancy
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test for this variation of the system is to consider the rendering and recon-
struction performance against the proportion of the screen occupied by the
reconstructed form. In this case performance was measured for differing sizes
of rendered forms within the display screen. Interestingly, higher proportions
of occupancy initially deliver better performance, possibly due to clipping of
the evaluation planes reducing pixel draw operations. In addition a signif-
icant increase in performance appears to occur when the occupancy drops
below 10% of the screen real-estate (Figure: 3.5). For a typical HD TV a
head displayed at 1:1 scale occupies about 13% of the screen, while for our
large scale display systems, with screens 2.2m x 2.7 this occupancy drops to
@1% of the screen area. Within this range the current hardware platform
performs adequately, however, the pixel fill rate of this system, the number
of pixels that can be processed per second (pps) is only 12 billion pps. Cur-
rent generations of consumer graphics cards offer in excess of 30 BPs, while
professional level cards deliver fill rates measurable in giga pixels per second.
These newer system should, therefore, offer more than adequate performance
for both interactive display rates (rendering at more than 60 fps) and stereo
rendering rates (120+fps).
While the transfer of the reconstruction process to operate entirely within
the graphics cards processing ability has had an impact on the raw render-
ing performance, this is more than compensated for by the removal of the
pre-calculation of the 3D volumetric texture in the second generation sim-
ulator approach. Offering a combined reconstruction and rendering time of
approximately 0.033 seconds, compared to a best equivalent time of some
1.7 seconds (Figure: 3.7, six cameras, 2563 voxels) on our test platform. In
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% Occupancy of HD screen (1920x1080) Rate (fps) Std Dev
33.7 38.4742 4.3271
24.92 31.3147 0.6683
13.45 29.9711 1.3392
3.91 54.5121 3.9108
0.85 1,050.1665 300.7567
Table 4.3: Rendering performance (fps) for reconstruction and rendering
process against proportion of screen occupied by the reconstructed form)
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Figure 4.9: Combined reconstruction and rendering time considered against
screen occupancy (Table:4.3)
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addition, as well as including texture in this process, this approach, using
the fragment shader, operates in screen pixel space thereby offering higher
resolution to the reconstructed form than the 3D volume texture approach
it is compared against (Figure: 4.9).
The improvements in visual fidelity, when a textured form was generated,
were dramatic. However, the aim is not just to reconstruct and render a
visual representation, but to do it in a real-time 3D environment, possibly
with stereo rendering, as part of a collaborative immersive communication
system.
These trials used a Sun Ultra 40 with 4x Dual-Core Opteron Processors,
8GB memory, and a single nVidia Quadro FX5600 graphics card. The simu-
lator application was constructed using a Qt [17] framework, embedding an
Open Scene Graph (OSG) [67] renderer with a bespoke volumetric rendering
node and shader routines. Rendering refresh rates was limited to a maxi-
mum of 100fps. In all trials data was captured for the actual draw time of
the reconstruction and rendering node, and for the overall frame rate of the
application. Both measures were gathered as the overall frame rate would
include additional overheads for the rendering process. Data was captured
for 2 modes of operation; constant source images, ie the image data was re-
tained on the graphics cards between frames, were used to evaluate the actual
performance of the reconstruction and rendering algorithm, while refreshed
source images, ie all of the source camera textures were uploaded for each
rendered frame, were also used to determine the impact of the upload of the
texture data on the overall process.
Our first test was to determine the effect that changing the number of
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1 3.77 · 10−4 98.23 0.1004 9.86
2 2.09 · 10−4 97.7 0.0788 12.58
3 2.13 · 10−4 77.87 0.0791 12.53
4 2.09 · 10−4 59.54 0.0792 12.52
5 2.09 · 10−4 51.96 0.0787 12.6
6 2.63 · 10−4 38.51 0.1008 9.82
7 2.09 · 10−4 37.42 0.0782 12.68
8 2.86 · 10−4 29.24 0.1004 9.86
Table 4.4: Combined reconstruction and rendering timings for differing num-
bers of source cameras (HD-1080p resolution). Measurements are made for
both the actual reconstruction and rendering time and the resultant graph-
ics application display frame rate. Variations are recorded for the raw re-
construction and rendering process, without texture upload to the Graphics
Cards (Retained Source Images) and including upload of all the source tex-
tures for every rendered frame (Refreshed Source Images).
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Figure 4.10: Impact on combined reconstruction and rendering time for dif-
fering numbers of camera source images.
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Figure 4.11: Application frame rates for combined reconstruction and ren-
dering for differing numbers of camera sources.
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source cameras had on the performance of the application (Figures: 4.7,
4.10, 4.11). In both modes the actual time taken for the reconstruction
and rendering process remained relatively constant, all be it slightly slower
for refreshed images opposed to the retained image mode, regardless of the
number of source images used. However, when using retained images the
application frame rate, strangely, progressively increased as the number of
images reduced. This may suggest that when the images are retained on the
graphics cards there is a significant overhead in managing the textures outside
of the actual reconstruction object drawing process. When the images were
refreshed for each frame the drop in frame rate suggest that the graphics cards
texture bandwidth is limiting the overall application performance. However,
it is strange that the application frame rate does not increase as the number
of source images reduces. Further investigation is needed to determine why
a relatively constant performance is recorded here.
In our second set of trials we considered the impact of image size on the
performance of the system. In this case 8 source images were used for each
test, with differing resolutions for each run (Figures: 4.8, 4.12, 4.13). As
expected, the frame rate performance of the system increased as the texture
sizes reduced. Curiously, when using the textures in a retained mode the
actual draw time increased while the application frame rate got faster. How-
ever, given our target of 30 fps, to match current high end video conferencing,
a source image size of 10242 pixels should give a close match to our required
performance on our current, slightly old graphics hardware.
Our final consideration was how the size of the reconstructed form, pro-
portional to the size of the rendering window, affected performance. This
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33 2.23 · 10−4 25.97 0.0797 12.44
24 2.11 · 10−4 28.07 0.0784 12.64
13 2.14 · 10−4 34.66 0.0785 12.63
4 2.09 · 10−4 51.1 0.0786 12.62
0.85 3.62 · 10−4 98.11 0.0785 12.62
Table 4.5: Combined reconstruction and rendering timings for differing sizes
of source images (8 cameras used).
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Figure 4.12: Impact of source image size on reconstruction and rendering
time
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Figure 4.13: Impact of source images size on application frame rate
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128 128 16,384 4.09 · 10−4 98.54 2.431 · 10−3 98.01
256 256 65,536 3.56 · 10−4 98.16 5.153 · 10−3 98.04
512 512 262,144 4.03 · 10−4 98.79 0.0143 65.55
1,024 1,024 1,048,576 2.11 · 10−4 49.15 0.0403 24.41
1,920 1,080 2,073,600 2.86 · 10−4 29.24 0.1004 9.86
Table 4.6: Combined reconstruction and rendering time considered against
screen occupancy
occupancy measure is important as the shader processing operates for each
screen pixel drawn against the rendered form. As the reconstructed object
reduces in size it occupies a reducing number of screen pixels and therefore
has a reduced GPU processing load. While the previous two trials consid-
ered constant screen occupancy, with the reconstructed form covering @24%
of a HD (1080p) resolution rendering window, our final target systems have
a differing set of characteristics. For a typical (60 inch) HD TV a head dis-
played at 1:1 scale occupies about 13% of the screen, while for our large scale
display systems, with screens 2.2m x 2.7 this occupancy drops to @1% of
the screen area. In this case we measured the performance of the system for
differing occupancy levels to determine how this would scale to these displays
(Figures: 4.9, 4.14, 4.15).
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Figure 4.14: Combined reconstruction and rendering time considered against
screen occupancy
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Figure 4.15: Frame rate of combined reconstruction and rendering considered
against screen occupancy
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For the HDTV display we have a raw reconstruction and rendering time
just over the 30fps that we hope to achieve, with a significantly better per-
formance at the large screen occupancy level. However, when the upload of
images to the graphics cards are also considered we are still hampered by the
texture bus bandwidth.
4.6.2 Evaluation of performance using real-world cap-
ture data compared with simulated capture data
In these trials datasets representative of the real-world problem for recon-
structing a person were used. Three trials were undertaken to profile the
performance of our technique. In the first two performance was compared
for the two controllable parameters we have for the technique, the number
of slice planes used to sample the volume space, and the number of cameras
used to project source data into the volume.
In the final trial performance was assessed against the virtual distance
between observer and reconstruction target. As this distance is increased the
reconstruction target moves further back into the screen, hence occupying
less of the screen space. This reduction in occupancy reduces the number of
fragments that need to be evaluated for the reconstructed form (the form oc-
cupies less screen pixels as distance increases and within the GLSL fragment
shader routine each execution results in a single screen pixel colour value),
thus enabling a assessment of scalability.
In the analysis of the new technique the raw performance of the recon-
struction and rendering technique is assessed. This this seeks to define and
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also attempts to profile the scalability of the approach to evolving graph-
ics cards. For this 3 source data sets are used. The first comes from the
simulated capture space and comprises 8 camera images, from 8 cameras lo-
cated round the reconstruction target (Data set: Sim). Each image in this
case was captured at a resolution of 5122 pixels. The second data set comes
from the Inria research centre 4D Repository [35], and comprises 8 synchro-
nized video image sequences (with image resolution of 780x582 pixels) of 201
frames (Data set: Inria). The final source data comes from the oCtAVE
physical capture space and comprises 10 camera images of resolution 10002
pixels (Dataset: Salford). For each dataset images were pre-processed to a
16bit format (5R5G5B1A) with the segmentation data encoded within the
alpha channel. Image resolution was maintained for each set (Figure: 4.16).
Analysis of the performance of the technique was undertaken on one of the
IPT system rendering computers (Sun Ultra 40, 2xAMD Dual Core Opteron
2210 processors, nVidia FX 5600 Quadro Graphics Card). This was linked
to a rear projected display screen (2.6m wide and 1.95m high) running at a
screen resolution of 1400x1050 pixels (104Hz refresh). The application view
frustum (projection matrix) was defined to present a 1:1 scale representation
of the virtual scene for an observer positioned centrally to the screen at a 1m
viewing distance.
In each test the performance was measured as the resultant graphical
frame rate delivered for 50 cycles of reconstruction and rendering including
the upload of texture, to the graphics card, for each frame. In the case of
the Sim and Salford datasets the full set of images was re-uploaded for each
frame of reconstruction. In the case of the Inria dataset each frame was up-
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Figure 4.16: Reconstructions of the 3 datasets used for testing. Left: Recon-
struction for simulated camera capture of a geometric model (Sim). Middle:
Reconstruction from Inria Dancer data set (Inria). Right: reconstruction
from the oCtAVE camera array (Salford). Each reconstruction performed
with 8 camera sources and 50 slice planes.
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Figure 4.17: Plot of combined reconstruction and render times (Table: 4.6.2),
showing relationship between overall performance and number of slice planes
used (FX5600 system)
loaded, within a looped animation sequence refreshed for each reconstruction
operation. Average frame rates are quoted (in frames per second (fps)) for 5
repetitions of the performance measure.
Evaluation of performance against sampling density (number of
slice planes)
As expected, reducing the number of sample planes used in the evaluation
of the reconstruction volume has a significant impact on the performance of
the technique (Figure: 4.17). It is slightly surprising that this is not linear,
as increasing the number of slice planes used is simply adding an additional
number of independent fragments to be evaluated, this would suggest a O(N)
complexity problem, rather than the traditional view of volume rendering as
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20 72.87304 59.97962 61.2408
30 49.45192 41.56344 41.60194
40 38.12996 32.40662 32.35962
50 32.1289 26.24566 26.18242
60 26.44288 22.06178 21.95912
70 22.6841 18.84178 18.8032
80 19.97182 16.57656 16.51274
90 17.86204 14.8153 14.73214
100 16.1526 13.38664 13.33304
Table 4.7: Combined reconstruction and rendering time (fps) for varying
numbers of slice planes used for reconstruction and rendering process, eval-
uated on FX5600 system
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being a O(N2) complexity problem. However, this may be explained by the
potential overhead each slice incurs in terms of its rendering as a geometric
primitive and the vertex operations required on that. The simulated data
set does show a slightly better performance. This is most likely due to the
smaller image size and the fact that these images are a power of 2 resolution
(eg: 5122 pixels) which often results in slightly better texture performance
on OpenGL systems.
Using a technique, made possible with our simulation framework, to as-
sess reconstruction fidelity (Chapter 5) it has been determined that 50-60
slice planes are sufficient for a 3D reconstruction of similar quality to that
generated by a space carving technique. In this case the performance of this
technique, approx 30 fps, is a good match for current high end teleconfer-
encing systems such as Cisco Tele-presence, which updates at 30Hz in HD
resolution.
Evaluation of performance against number of cameras used.
Reducing the number of camera sources used to project images into the recon-
struction volume should increase reconstruction and rendering performance
both because of a reduction in image data needing to be uploaded to the
graphics card for each frame, and because each fragment process needs to
evaluate less data (Figure: 4.18). This is not a linear relationship, although
there is a relatively linear trend within the range 4-8 cameras. 8 cameras,
and therefore 8 layers of projected multi-texture, is the maximum supported
by our current graphics hardware, and with less than 4 cameras the resultant
reconstruction is unrecognisable.
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1 99.72264 99.7244 99.90856
2 96.93162 78.65694 86.3845
3 74.39144 59.84472 67.82484
4 59.5362 47.86868 52.30754
5 48.95234 39.66454 40.7077
6 42.8829 34.14832 33.78218
7 36.72068 29.47798 29.0644
8 32.1289 26.24566 26.18242
Table 4.8: Analysis of performance of the 3 test data sets with differing
numbers of source cameras used, evaluated on FX5600 system with 50 slice
planes
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Figure 4.18: Plot of combined reconstruction and render times (Table: 4.6.2),
showing relationship between overall performance and number of cameras
(source images) used (FX5600 system, with 50 slice planes)
Evaluation of performance against virtual screen depth of the re-
construction target (scalability).
In this test assessing the potential for our approach to scale with evolutions
in graphics hardware was assessed. As the distance between the observer and
the reconstruction target is increased the proportion of the screen occupied
by the reconstruction volume is reduced. This means that the number of
screen pixels occupied by the volume is reduced and therefore the number
of fragments that need to be processed is reduced. However, as each slice
plane still needs to be evaluated, and each screen pixel defines the fragment
within the slice polygon to be evaluated, this means that, in the case of
this test, 50 slice planes will generate 50 fragments per pixel. Therefore, by
evaluating the occupancy of the screen, using the known volume dimensions
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78.9 5.8 · 107 9.4 7.7 8.1 5.6 4.4 4.7 23.2 19.1 20.1
52.6 3.9 · 107 19.6 14.5 15.3 12.1 8.3 9.2 38.8 27.6 30.3
39.45 2.9 · 107 32.1 26.2 26.2 19.8 15.4 16 46.6 38.1 38
31.56 2.3 · 107 46.2 40.4 37.9 27.8 24 23.5 63.8 55.2 53.9
26.3 1.9 · 107 54.8 55.1 50.5 36 33.9 31.4 82.1 77.4 70.9
22.54 1.7 · 107 67.3 71.7 61.7 44.4 45.5 39.7 97.7 102 89
19.72 1.4 · 107 81.1 87.6 74.6 53.8 56.6 48.1 118.4 128 108.8
Table 4.9: Comparative analysis of performance against estimated number of
fragments, averaged for each of the test data sets on three different graphics
devices.
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Figure 4.19: Comparative analysis of performance against estimated number
of fragments, averaged for each of the test data sets on three different graphics
devices. (Table: 4.6.2), showing relationship between overall performance
and screen occupancy (50 slice planes)
and the screen projection matrix we can determine the approximate number
of fragments evaluated at each screen depth (Figure: 4.19). Given that the
same processing is required for each depth, in terms of geometry and texture,
this is a fair measure of the actual processing load within the fragment shader
pipeline. In this case performance figures quoted are the average performance
for all three datasets.
Comparative performance figures are quoted for two additional comput-
ing systems; a DELL M1730 laptop equipped with a single nVidia 8800M
GTX graphics card and an Alienware M18x with an nVidia 580M GTX
graphics card. While the 8800M GTX graphics card is a similar generation
to the test machine, the 580M GTX is significantly more advanced. Deter-
mining the performance differences of these systems is challenging. However,
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our reconstruction approach is predominantly comprised of pixel (fragment)
operations and texture operations, therefore a comparison of quoted perfor-
mance for these should give an estimate for the comparative performance of
the approach on different graphics solutions, and therefore the scalability of
the approach. The 8800M GTX has a quoted pixel fill rate of 8GP(ixels)/s
and texture fill rate of 24GT(exels)/s. These compare with 19.8-39.8 for
the 580M GTX and 14.4-38.4. This suggest the FX 5600 should be 1.8x
faster than the 8800M GTX for pixel fill and 1.6 times faster for texture,
with an overall performance 1.65x better. The 580M GTX with the 8800M
GTX graphics cards can also be compared, and this suggests that the newer
graphics hardware should be 2.5x faster for pixel fill, 1.65x faster for texture
fill, and on average 1.86x faster than our baseline 8800M GTX system. If we
are to demonstrate that this approach is scalable with the graphics hardware
performance, similar differences in the performance of the approach on the
three different systems should be expected.
Analysis of the results of this evaluation confirm the estimates for perfor-
mance increase with graphics computational power (Figure: 4.19). Indeed,
the comparative performance evaluations tend towards the pixel fill rate in
both cases, suggesting that pixel fill rate is more significant as a measure
of performance for this approach than the texture fill rate. Reviewing this
data in a graphical form (Fig 4.19) highlights the scalability of the approach,
showing that each performance profile curve is an upward shift across the
entire range of test values.
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4.7 Discussion
Attempting to solve the problem of adding texture to the original volumetric
space carved, shape-from-silhouette, CPU based, approach that was naively
created has taken the 3D reconstruction and rendering algorithms in a new
direction. Considering the application of texture to the 3D voxel based form
as a projection problem has not only improved the visual quality of our re-
construction, but also found a way to utilize the GPU processing hardware to
deliver a significant performance increase over our previous approach. How-
ever, while visual quality and performance have been improved, neither gain
is made without issue.
Adaptation of this approach, to operate on the graphics card’s GPUs,
initially to provide a textured reconstructed form, presented a significantly
enhanced approach that utilised the GLSL fragment shaders functionality
for projective texturing and logical processing to both carve the spatial form
and apply texture to it in a single pass. Fundamentally, this removed the
need to maintain massive memory structures for both the voxel form, and the
relational linking between voxel data and image pixels, reducing the memory
overhead to @63Mb, for HD resolution images, however, this memory require-
ment needs to be matched on both main system memory and the Graphics
Card’s own local memory. An additional refinement also weights the propor-
tion of one cameras image contribution to the overall texture, by comparing
camera view direction to the viewer’s view direction further improves the im-
age fidelity by providing a view dependent texturing process that enhances
the visual representation further and may also reduce the need for a highly
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refined 3D form. While this approach gives adequate performance, within
our test hardware system, extrapolation of the performance characteristics
and extrapolation to current leading edge hardware suggests that the desired
level of performance and fidelity is now achievable (Figure:4.19). Future
developments seek to integrate the principles investigated here with the oC-
tAVE large scale display and capture facility to attempt a live capture and
reconstruction of a person within an immersive virtual environment. How-
ever, before this adaption to a fully integrated system takes place, further
investigation into the practical implications of real-life issues will need to be
undertaken (Chapter 5).
In terms of visual quality the mapping of high resolution textures and
their integration though a weighted blending process does illicit a significant
improvement to the rendering of the 3D form, sufficient for fine features
such as eye position and lip formation to be easily identified. However, one
purely visual artefact remains. In weighting the images used for texturing
the 3D form based on the matching of the view direction vector to the source
camera direction vector a single dominate image contributes the majority
of the texel contribution for any drawn pixel. Despite this visual artefacts
are evident during the midpoint of the transition from one dominate texture
to another (Figure: 4.20). While this is only a minor anomaly, the effect is
disconcerting when seen. Increasing the number of cameras, thereby reducing
the potential maximum angular camera separation against view direction has
some mitigating effect, but ultimately better blending and composite image
formation is required.
The target performance is to match current high-end video conferencing
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Figure 4.20: Shadow artefact during dominant texture transition. Left im-
age is from a view direction closely aligned to a camera source direction.
Right image is generated with view direction mid way between two camera
directions (expanded view of shadow artefact)
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(ie, HD-1080p resolution updated at 30 fps). While analysis, performed on
current graphics hardware, shows that this has not quite achieved yet, the in-
dications are positive. Using 8 cameras achieves close to the target 30fps, but
only if without updating all of the images for every rendered frame. Reduc-
ing the number of source cameras used has little effect, as the primary issue
is that the graphics hardwares texture bus bandwidth has been swamped by
the image data (Figure: 4.6.1). Reducing the image size has a significant
and dramatic effect on the application performance (Figure: 4.6.1). While
reduced screen occupancy also improved the actual reconstruction and ren-
dering time; when the upload of source images for each frame was included in
the evaluation any performance increases were negated by the upload band-
width limit (Figure: 4.6.1).
However, these results indicate several areas for performance improve-
ment. Cutting a sub image of 10242 or even 5122 pixels from the original
source image should be relatively simple, although the intrinsic matrix for
each camera will need to be updated accordingly. Our figures indicate that
this could improve rendering performance to at least 24fps (Figure: 4.6.1).
All these tests assume that all of the images need to be updated for each
rendered frame. Given that a typical 3D graphics system aims to render at
60+ fps to deliver smooth animation, but this captured source images are
only captured at 30fps, this would also suggest that only half of the source
images need to be updated per frame. While this would mean a slight lack
of synchronization, research indicates that this would not be a problem [62].
This does not immediately suggest a performance gain (Table 1). Further
reduction of the texture bandwidth could also be achieved by reducing the
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colour encoding of the image (currently the system is using a 32bit per pixel
BGRA format) to a format closer to that of MPEG encoded video.
Ultimately, the most significant performance gain may well come from
the ever increasing computational power of graphics hardware. The current
graphics card for this evaluation is a 3 year old nVidia Quadro FX5600,
with 1.5 GB of memory and 76.8 Gb/s bus bandwidth. Current generation
ultra high end graphics cards offer 4 times the memory and double the bus
bandwidth. Extrapolating the figures from the evaluation indicates that this
would be more than adequate.
While this approach would appear technically and visually viable, further
research is required to move this from a simulated approach to a working
prototype. Fundamentally the level of tolerance to the noise and inaccuracy
of real world data, and practical considerations such as network bandwidth
need to be considered. While the tolerance of this type of application to
image synchronization, a network feature, has undergone initial study [62],
this has not considered other potential sources of error, such as inaccuracies in
camera characterization (intrinsic and extrinsic properties) and background
segmentation artifacts. In addition, this approach requires the source images
to be transmitted from the capture system to every rendering node for every
update of the source data. Within a controlled and localized network this
is entirely possible. However, collaborative communication systems rarely
operate within a dedicated local network, and distributing this quantity of
source data over longer range network infrastructures may be a significant
challenge.
Evaluating this generation of approach using representative real-world
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data showed that in terms of raw performance the approach appears favourable
to others. In volume based reconstruction, with tessellation of the form prior
to rendering, Wu quotes 12fps [102], Chueng [13] and Tao [90] both quote
better than 15fps. These publications are contemporary to the graphics hard-
ware used in the evaluation tests conducted here, however, in most cases the
quoted performance is only for the actual reconstruction process, not a com-
bined reconstruction and rendering cycle. In this approach it is impossible to
separate the two, as reconstruction takes place within the rendering pipeline.
However, the result of our first two tests (Figures: 4.17 & 4.18) show the cur-
rent approach is close to matching this even at high sampling density with a
full set of 8 cameras.
Scalability is more difficult to define. From the first two tests it can
be seen that reducing the processing requirements for the technique, by ei-
ther reducing the sampling density (number of slice planes) or reducing the
number of input images, elicits gains in performance (Figures: 4.17 & 4.18).
These factors have relatively little impact on the CPU within the system, but
dramatically reduce the amount of processing required by the GPU. This con-
firms that the vast majority of processing required to enact our technique is
within the graphics hardware.
In the third test the same level of input data to the reconstruction tech-
nique was maintained, but reduce the amount of processing required by re-
ducing the number of fragments that need to be evaluated. This confirms
that either reducing the processing load, which would deliver a reduction
in quality, or increasing the throughput of fragment processing will deliver
faster reconstruction.
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The hardware used to perform the tests comes from the current oCtAVE
display system. Within this, the graphics hardware is a single nVidia Quadro
FX 5600 graphics card with 128 GPU cores running at a clock speed of
600MHz. This has been compared with the performance of this system with
that of a more modest nVidia 8800M GTX based system, and a more ad-
vanced nVidia 580M GTX system. In theory the FX5600 should be some
1.65x faster in processing our reconstruction fragments, than the 8800M GX
and the 580M GTX should be 1.86x faster. This is reflected in the com-
parative trials undertaken (Figure: 4.19) confirming that the approach is
highly scalable with graphics hardware processing power while having lit-
tle dependence on the significantly different CPU provision in each system.
It is very difficult to compare performance between different graphics hard-
ware as manufacturers rarely publish definitive performance figures, and 3rd
party reviews commonly use highly subjective tests based on specific applica-
tion types. However, current generation high-end graphics hardware (nVidia
Quadro 6000) has pixel and texture fill rates of approximately 27GP/s and
32GT/s respectively. Without considering any other improvements to the
main CPU system, or the graphics card architecture, this would suggest a
theoretical increase in throughput of fragment processing of 3.3 times. While
there is not a linear relationship between number of fragments and perfor-
mance of the technique an expected increase of some 2-3 times performance
with current hardware is anticipated. Given the current performance of the
technique (@30fps, using 8 camera sources and 50 slice planes) this would sug-
gest frame rates of 60-90 fps. This is more than adequate for mono-scopic dis-
play of a 3D reconstructed form, matching current high-end tele-conferencing
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systems, and is close to the rate required to support stereo-scopic rendering
required for fully immersive environments.
An alternative to pursing raw performance could be to utilise this in-
creased processing power to add functionality, which would improve the qual-
ity of the reconnection. Current evaluations suggest that 50-100 slice planes
are adequate to present a similar quality of reconstruction to that produced
by a space carving technique; however, increasing the number of slice planes
increases the sampling density resulting in a refinement of the visual quality
of the generated reconstruction. Based on the tests and analysis of perfor-
mance, newer graphics cards could enable similar performance with 70-80
slice planes. However, a better use of extra processing power could be to
refine the evaluation of pixel colour for each fragment.
The current approach uses a simple weighted merging of the source tex-
tures, with the weighting based on the proximity of the viewpoint to the
source cameras. This delivers a smooth, coherent texture across the entire
form, without the visual rips and tears common to many geometry based
approaches. However, the approach does not consider occlusion of a source
camera, such as when a body fragment is blocked from direct line of sight
to a camera by, for example, an arm. In this case a visual bleeding of the
arm texture to the body is noticeable (Figure: 4.21). Testing for occlusions
can be enacted relatively simply by performing a ray-cast operation. In this
the lines of sight between each included fragment and source camera can
be walked and sampled at discrete intervals. Each sample point is evalu-
ated for inclusion in the 3D form, and if identified to be within the form,
the texture contribution for the particular camera being tested is discarded
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Figure 4.21: 3D reconstruction without occlusion testing (left) and with
occlusion texturing, enacted by ray-casting (right)
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(Figure: 4.21) (Appendix B.1.3). This is effective in removing the visual
aberrations caused by the nave approach, but has a significant performance
penalty. This is essentially similar to the approach taken by Orman [66]
who uses the Bresenham Line algorithm to walk through the voxels within
a volumetric set, however, in this approach the sampling process is enacted
for each discrete point instead. Currently it is uncertain whether the impact
of this additional computational overhead can be reduced with more recent,
and more powerful, graphics hardware. However, regardless of whether raw
processing power can help here, a more efficient approach needs to be sought
and this should be the focus of future research, along with other refinements
in image quality.
One significant issue also exists outside of the GPU based part of the
algorithm. In order to define the sampling space, the volume for the po-
tential 3D reconstruction needs to be estimated. To ensure efficiency, and
reduce the need to process additional fragments that do not comprise the
3D reconstruction, this needs to be the minimal bounding volume for the
reconstructed form. The current datasets define one static form (Simulated),
one in which the person’s position is static, only moving the head and upper
torso (Salford), and finally one in which the reconstruction target is a dancer
moving within a restricted space (Inria). In these cases a single specific vol-
ume has been manually estimated and pre-set for each test run. Obviously,
this is effective for the trials we have performed, but will not be satisfactory
for more general purpose 3D reconstruction where the reconstruction target
may move freely within the capture space. However, this is not a significant
problem. Volume estimation already needs to be performed by traditional
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volumetric reconstruction approaches [56]. Potentially this can be enacted
as a CPU based process, as while the approach is heavily GPU intensive, the
CPU is doing very little during rendering and reconstruction (eg, on the Dell
M1730 laptop used for comparative trials, reconstruction and rendering at
@30fps, utilized less than 30% of the available performance of either CPU
core). This could be either as a pre-calculation to rendering a whole dataset,
or, if the approach is sufficiently computationally inexpensive, prior to the
reconstruction and rendering of each frame of the reconstruction.
4.8 Conclusion
This research applies a novel approach to generating 3D reconstructions of
humans by enacting the population of a viewpoint independent volume, with
a viewpoint dependent sampling mechanism, entirely within the highly op-
timized GPU processing pipeline. This removes the need for pre-processing
operations, normally enacted on the CPU, or a cluster of CPUs, to resolve
a volumetric model and formulate a 3D geometric form through computa-
tionally expensive processes of surface forming, tessellation and texturing.
Moving from the previous CPU based, massively brutal, space carving ap-
proach to a more refined GPU based approach, utilizing hardware supported
projective multi-texturing features, has enabled a refined texturing of the
reconstructed 3D form, delivering significant gains in both performance and
visual quality. Visually this is a significant increase on previous iterations.
The inclusion of surface texture on the reconstructed form, while exhibit-
ing a few minor artefacts, has enabled features such as eye direction and lip
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formation to be easily seen. This means that the inclusion of this approach
within a tele-present communication system should enable spatial alignment
of local and remote spaces with relative ease.
In terms of performance, while close to the current aim of matching high
end video conferencing in terms of both resolution and update rate more
work is required. The evaluation of the performance characteristics suggests
several approaches that can potentially deliver these gains, specifically sub-
sampling the source images and matching of screen occupancy to a 1:1 scale
rendition of the form. Surprisingly, reducing the number of source images
for this approach has little effect, although this may become important once
the other enhancements have been made and the curious nature of the per-
formance figures have been more thoroughly investigated.
Performance of the technique has been evaluated with respect to the
two significant factors that affect the approach; magnitude of image data to
be uploaded to the graphics hardware per reconstruction, and the number of
samples points used (controlled by the number of slice planes used), evaluated
per reconstruction. In both cases, these evaluations show that the approach
matches predictions of the performance characteristics, showing near linear
relationships (within the parameters of ’normal’ application; 4-8 cameras,
50-100 slice planes) in both cases. In addition, these evaluations also show
that for a reasonable quality reconstruction, visually similar to that reported
by others, the performance of the approach, on the graphics hardware used,
is close to that reported for conventional techniques.
The third evaluation sought to determine if the goal of scalability had
been achieved. This was assessed by comparing the relative performance dif-
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ferences in 3 graphics card’s pixel and texture fill rates, the critical processes
in the approach, to the relative differences in performance of the approach,
using the same dataset on different graphics hardware. The relationship be-
tween the graphics hardware performance and the evaluated approach per-
formance is remarkably consistent.
These results show that this is an efficiently implemented technique, that
scales in a predictable manner as the computational load is increased, and
which is comparable to the current state of the art. The approach achieves
@28Hz for combined reconstruction and rendering, with significant potential
for much higher frame rates with newer hardware.
4.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter describes a GPU based, projective texturing approach to recon-
structing the human form, from multiple images, at a quality and frame rate
close to high end video conferencing. This is a major conceptual jump in the
development of an integrated reconstruction and rendering technique that
approaches the aims of the research and demonstrates a potential candidate
solution that will, with evaluation and analysis, address the requirements
defined. Further refinement of the approaches for measuring quality and per-
formance of the reconstruction technique, evolved through the work under-
taken in this chapter, contribute to the performance characterisation of the
approach. In evolving, and making a major conceptual leap in approach, for
the integrated reconstruction and rendering technique, this has also demon-
strated the potential of the simulation frame work in both understanding the
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conceptual problem and identifying issues within the reconstruction process.
In effect the research reported by this chapter has combined the initial for-
mative investigations from a naive standpoint (Chapter: 3) with state of the
art context to deliver a platform for addressing the research questions which
will be explored further in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
Validating the Approach
This chapter defines methods for objectively measuring the view synthesis
quality of 3D video algorithms and rendering that isolates evaluation from
the impact of error in the capture pipeline. Unlike previous methods that
did not isolate the reconstruction process, this accounts for both texture and
form. These evaluation methods utilise the simulation framework defined for
this research to leverage an almost infinite number of viewpoints from which
to recreate, texture and evaluate the reconstruction. To achieve this a CGI
source model is captured through virtual cameras, independent of the recon-
struction pipeline, to establish a ’truth’ data set for comparative evaluation.
For a case study this evaluation approach is used to compare the quality of
form and appearance achieved by two sampling approaches within a common
volumetric reconstruction method. While these approaches produce seemingly
similar visual results, the novel analysis highlighted clear differences in qual-
ity not apparent to a human observer. This analysis helped to characterise
the relative view synthesis quality of each sampling and 3D reconstruction
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Figure 5.1: Spot the Difference: Image-based reconstruction of 3D geometric
model (middle) using volumetric approach with sampling by slice planes (left)
and ray-casting (right)
approach. This allows repeatable, quantifiable comparative critical evaluation
of each, complementing subjective human interpretation which steers towards
the ultimate outcome of faithful reconstruction. Ultimately this supported ev-
idence based selection of approaches for application in real-time 3D graphical
collaborative systems, but can additionally be used to objectively compare two
different approaches within a common repeatable experimental situation.
5.1 Introduction
Video Based Reconstruction is becoming an important tool in TV production
and the support of tele-presence. There are numerous approaches to VBR
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yet methods for comparing their visual quality have largely relied upon sub-
jective impression of images (Figure: 5.1). Objective methods are beginning
to emerge but these have not isolated the significant impact of arrangement
and characteristics of cameras, and noise within the capture pipeline. As
where the cameras are placed and how well they are calibrated typically
makes more difference to quality than the algorithms themselves, this is a
major shortcoming. Positioning and calibrating cameras is time consuming,
hard to exactly replicate, and most achievable in lab conditions. Repeating
the movement of sample objects or people is very hard. It is expensive and
impractical to completely surround highly dynamic objects with cameras in
a real world setting and to transmit huge numbers of images (video) across
a network in real time. Thus, it is important to know how reducing the
subset of possible cameras impacts on quality for a given reconstruction/dis-
play method. It is therefore useful to be able to measure the performance
of the algorithm and rendering across various camera arrangements with-
out measuring camera based error sources, such as calibration, and pipeline
characteristics, such as quality of segmentation. The approach taken is to
use a 3D geometric source model captured through virtual cameras. This
is reconstructed from the dataset obtained by the virtual cameras and then
evaluated by comparing the source and reconstructed object from multiple
matched viewpoints that are independent of source cameras. Reconstruction
from a virtual object means this is not constrained by practicalities of camera
size, placement and environment. Additionally this approach is not effected
by inherent camera and pipeline characteristics, such as noise and segmenta-
tion quality. In this simulated environment both set up and moving form are
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easily repeatable. Direct comparison of the pixels within each image pair, is
used to assess localised image space differences in form and surface texture
(appearance) of the graphical form. Resultant maps provide visualisation
of quality, allowing assessment of variations around the entire reconstructed
model, including view-point regions between source camera positions. Nu-
merical analysis of the comparison results provide quantitative measures for
evaluating evolving techniques.
This approach has several uses. In developing an approach test data from
two iterations of an approaches development can be evaluated to determine
whether the later iteration offers improvements in fidelity over it’s predeces-
sor. This complements traditional subjective testing, by user observation,
by offering a finer granularity of testing that can review minor changes with
slight improvement, and parameter optimization that might be used in the
set-up process for subjective experimentation. Additionally, because the re-
construction algorithm is implemented within a plug-in component for the
simulator system, two different approaches could be compared within the
same experimental configuration. This would allow direct comparison of two
different techniques.
In this chapter the objective analysis approach is used to evaluate two
variations within a technique. Chapter 4 presented two variations of the same
GPU aligned approach to reconstruction; slice plane and ray cast sampling
(Algorithm 4.5.2 (Slice plane) & 4.5.4 (ray casting)). The variations are com-
parable in performance, with slice plane sampling offering a slight advantage,
and, subjectively, visually similar. This objective analysis is used as a case
study in which the better variation is selected for further development.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated capture tool configurations. Two modes of capture
shown. Left, capture of images from set camera positions used by recon-
struction algorithms. Right, virtual camera capturing images of the geomet-
ric form from positions on a spherical surface surrounding the form, to be
used in quantitative comparative analysis.
5.2 Approach
In developing approaches for real-time 3D reconstruction, this research started,
not from an array of video feeds drawn from a ’live’ capture system, but with
a software simulator that allowed modelling of the proposed capture environ-
ment. This was created because at the time of starting the research the phys-
ical capture environment (the oCtAVE) was under construction. The use of a
simulated environment allowed prototyping of possible configurations for that
environment and enabled rapid prototyping of 3D reconstruction approaches.
The simulator is an interactive 3D graphical application that allows position-
ing of virtual capture cameras within a simulated 3D space, where both the
camera properties and the units of space match the real world environment.
Within this space a textured and, optionally, animated 3D geometric model
of a person can be loaded and captured as a synchronised sequences of images
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from any set of virtual cameras (Figure: 5.2, left). The position, orientation
and imaging characteristics of the camera are set by the user, and stored
as a fixed, mathematical configuration, while the images are generated as
part of a graphical rendering process against a controlled background. This,
therefore delivers both clean, segmented image and configuration data that
accurately locates the capture source and the camera characteristics. These
relate to the intrinsic and extrinsic matrices that would need to be computed
for each camera, every time the system is re-configured. This approach also
means that a truth data set is maintained; the original 3D model that camera
images were captured against. This can be used as a baseline for compar-
ison with the 3D reconstructed representation. This allows assessment of
both the performance of the reconstruction algorithms and the quality of the
reproduction as computed metrics.
These sequences, along with the camera properties can then be used as
inputs to a real-time 3D reconstruction system to allow stable and repeat-
able trials to be performed. Extending this simulated capture system has
allowed a feature impossible in the real-world; the capture of images of the
source object, from a free-viewpoint camera, which are perfectly segmented
and accurately located in the capture space (Figure: 5.2, right). These can
be paired with images, taken from matching viewpoints around the recon-
structed form, thereby allowing comparative evaluation of the entire recon-
struction against a ’truth’ data set, by means of evaluation of the matching
image pairs (Figure: 5.3).
This analysis approach is to reconstruct an object from one, minimal, set
of cameras and then compare the reconstruction to the source through a sec-
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Figure 5.3: Evaluation images taken from virtual surround camera. Each
column of images taken from the same viewpoint with identical camera char-
acteristics. Top: Images of the source (geometric model). Middle: images
generated using the slice plane sampling approach. Bottom: Images gener-
ated using a ray cast sampling approach.
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ond more extensive set. This is done because it is expensive and impractical
to completely surround a person with cameras in a real world setting, syn-
chronise the capture processes and transmit huge numbers of images across a
network in real time. It is therefore important to know how reducing the min-
imal subset of possible cameras impacts on quality for a given reconstruction
method. To maximise granularity of the test reconstruction is made from a
virtual object because these virtual cameras are not constrained by practi-
calities of camera size and placement. Direct comparison of the pixels within
the resultant image pairs, is used to assess localised differences in form and
surface texture.
Resultant maps, plotting the analysis result of each image pair against a
Mercator projection of the surrounding evaluation camera’s positions, pro-
vide a visualisation of holistic quality, allowing assessment of local variations
around the entire reconstructed model, including view-point regions between
reconstruction source camera positions. These maps are further reduced, by
computation of median values, to give a single metric measure for the quality
of reconstruction of form or appearance.
5.2.1 Analysis
Visual quality of the 3D reconstructed form has been analysed as a purely
mathematical comparison, comparing images acquired from a free-view point
virtual camera rotating round the reconstructed form against images gained
from the original source model, obtained at the same camera positions and
orientations. Two fundamental principles have been tested. Firstly, how
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well the reconstructed form matches that of the original, by comparing the
segmented state of pixels included in the reconstructed form against pixels
included in the source model image. Secondly, comparison of the colour
vector (rgb) value of pixels included in the reconstructed form and the source
form images to assess how well the visual appearance of the reconstruction
replicates that of the original model. In both cases these have been assessed
for a series of images taken from an inward looking virtual camera tracking
across a spherical surface, surrounding the form, at n degree steps (Figure:
5.2, right). In this trial a single capture camera configuration is used. This
matches the anticipated arrangement for a CAVE like capture and display
environment, where 4 capture cameras are located at each of the CAVE
corners, for the bottom edge of the CAVE screens, and at the top centre of
the screens for the remaining 4 (Figure: 5.2, left).
To gain the image sets required for qualitative analysis the simulation
tool is used to first define a capture and reconstruction environment within
the simulation tool. In this a 3D textured, geometric model of the subject
is imported form which reconstruction data captured. This is used in to
created the reconstruction, in the reconConstructor application (Figure: 5.4).
Virtual capture cameras are positioned round the model and their capture
parameters set, these include the lens characteristics (intrinsic matrix) and
the image resolution, size and aspect ratio of each camera. These cameras are
then used to capture the reconstruction data set, a set of images, one for each
camera, depicting the camera’s background segmented image of the subject,
and the calibration data (intrinsic and extrinsic matrix) for each camera.
Before reconstruction a second set of camera images is also captured. In
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this case from a single virtual camera that rotates round the subject model
capturing a set of images for fixed steps in longitude and latitude across a
spherical surface surrounding the subject model (Figure: 5.2, right). These
images are stored, and the camera position for each image is recorded. This
later set of images is used for quality evaluation.
Evaluative image acquisition and preparation
To enact 3D reconstruction, the source images and camera data is input into
the reconstruction system and used to generate a 3D reconstruction of the
subject model using which ever technique is being tested. The virtual camera
positions, and characteristics, used to capture the second surround data set
are then loaded into the reconstruction tool and a matching set of images
are recorded at exactly matching camera positions, delivering an image pair
with perfect pixel alignment.
The result of this process is a set of image pairs taken from a virtual
camera stepping across a spherical surface surrounding the reconstruction
subject (Figure: 5.3). In each pair, one image records the source (’truth’)
geometric model used to generate the simulated reconstruction data, the
second records the reconstructed form generated from the simulated recon-
struction data. Each image in one set has a matching image in the second,
generated from exactly the same position and orientation relative to the re-
construction subject. Therefore, comparative analysis of each image pair can
be used to identify differences between the source model, and the reconstruc-
tion form generated by the process used. These images are captured as 32bpp
RGBA images against a transparent background, therefore, background seg-
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Figure 5.4: Outline of applications and data flows comprising the simulated
capture, reconstruction, and evaluation pipeline
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Figure 5.5: Image pair undergoing evaluation of quality. In each pair the
left image is captured from the source geometric form and the right image
from the reconstructed form. Top left: unprocessed images. Top right:
image pair after grey scaling and colour normalization. Bottom left: Form
analysis, green denotes matching pixels, red indicates that a segmented pixel
is present in the matched image, but cannot be matched in the current image,
blue denotes segmented pixel present in this image, but not in matching one.
Bottom right: Colour (greyscale) analysis, greyscale in left image denotes
level of difference in colours between matching pixels, colouring in right image
denotes bands of error in colour matching, green¡5% error, blue 5%-10% error,
red ¿10% error.
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mentation is inherent in the process and does not need to be enacted as a
pre-processing, image analysis step, which may introduce artefacts. In all
images the 24bpp RGB colour is reduced to a single grey scale 8bpp value,
with whole image colour normalisation of these pixel values enacted to allow
comparative evaluation between the image pairs (Figure: 5.5).
Form Analysis
The form analysis seeks to quantify the relative error between the segmented
pixels within each comparative image pair. To determine this, each pixel
within the segmented form of the reconstruction image was compared against
its matching pixel in the source image. Any segmented pixel within the re-
construction image that does not have a matching pixel within the source
image is, therefore, erroneously generated by the reconstruction technique
and recorded. This count includes both reconstruction artefacts, segmented
pixels that occur within the reconstruction but not the source, and recon-
struction omissions, segmented pixels that occur within the source image
but not the reconstruction. For each image pair, a form reconstruction error
value is calculated as the proportion of erroneously generated pixels, relative
to the total number of segmented subject pixels within the subject image
(Figure: 5.5, bottom left).
Visual Appearance (colour/greyscale) analysis
In assessing the visual appearance of the generated form we are seeking to
determine how well the texture applied to the form generated by the recon-
struction process matches that of that of the original textured source model.
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Figure 5.6: Mercator projected plot of analysis of form errors for each im-
age pair taken at 3 degree steps across the surrounding spherical surface
(slice plane method). X-Axis: longitude of camera position on sphere sur-
face (meridian at front/centre of the geometric model). Y- Axis: latitude of
camera position. Error is calculated as the sum of all erroneous segmented
pixels within each image pair as a percentage of the number of matching
segmented pixels.
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In this case we are not measuring the accuracy of the form reconstruction,
but how well the texture application, onto the reconstructed subject, reflects
the localised colour variations within the original source model.
To assess this we once again evaluate each segmented pixel within the
captured image pair. For each pixel that occurs within the segmented form
in both the source and reconstruction image we record the absolute grey scale
colour value difference between the two matching pixels. The sum of this
absolute error is recorded and divided by the number of segmented pixels
occurring within both images to deliver an average pixel grey scale colour
value error for the entire reconstruction from the image pair’s observation
view point (Figure: 5.5, bottom right).
Reporting
The evaluation of each image pair delivers an expression of relative error,
in terms of form and texture matching, for a single viewpoint. This is use-
ful for evaluating reduction in reconstruction quality when the observation
viewpoint alignment is significantly displaced from one of the capture camera
positions, thereby denoting how effective the reconstruction process is, rather
than when the image pair viewpoint is closely aligned to a capture camera
position, which is simply demonstrating how effective the projection process
is. The quantitative data delivered by this process is most useful when com-
pared to results for all the other image pairs within the captured set as this
characterises the quality reduction exhibited around the entire reconstructed
form. Image pairs are captured for an equal number of points at each latitude
on the spherical surface surrounding the reconstruction subject. These can
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Figure 5.7: Mercator projected plot of analysis of colour (greyscale) dis-
crepancy for each image pair taken at 3 degree steps across the surrounding
spherical surface (slice plane method). X-Axis: longitudinal position of cam-
era (meridian at front/centre of the geometric model). Y- Axis: latitudinal of
position of camera. Colour discrepancy is calculated as the average discrep-
ancy between each segmented pixel pair’s greyscale value (as a percentage of
the colour range) for each image pair.
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then be plotted out to a rectangular table which, in effect gives a Mercator
projected map of the relative errors at each point surrounding the subject
(Figures: 5.6 & 5.7).
Plotting this data as a graph enables a visual comparison of the relative
quality of a reconstruction for the entire free-viewpoint surrounding the sub-
ject. Predictably, lower levels of error are seen for any position on this graph
where the image pair view point is closely aligned with a capture camera
position.
An overall level of error, for both form and appearance can also be gen-
erated by calculating the median error for all of the image pairs in the eval-
uation image sets. However, in the case of 3D reconstruction of people to
support tele-present communications it is highly unlikely that the observer of
a reconstruction will choose to locate themselves directly above or below the
reconstructed person, instead they are more likely to align themselves at eye
level to the reconstructed person to form a more natural conversation config-
uration. These reconstruction systems are more likely to attempt to generate
the highest quality reconstruction for these configurations and position cap-
ture cameras accordingly. Therefore, an error median of the central band
of the spherical analysis, i.e. between +45 degrees and -45 degrees of the
equator, is more likely to reflect the reconstruction characteristics required
for the intended use.
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5.3 Case Study
In this study two approaches for sampling the reconstruction space in the
volumetric reconstruction technique are compared (Figure: 5.8). In this tech-
nique, a 3D location within the reconstruction space (volume) is tested for
inclusion within the 3D form (Form Evaluation) and, if this initial condition
is met, further evaluation is undertaken to determine the actual fragment
colour (Colour Evaluation). Form evaluation tests each sample point against
the segmented, forward projected set of reconstruction images to determine if
that sample point occurs within the silhouette of the form to be reconstructed
for all input images. If this fragment is accepted, it is further evaluated to de-
termine the colour of the fragment by performing a weighted blending (with
the weighting proportional to the angular proximity of reconstruction image
projection to view direction), of the source image’s projected pixel colour
value. If the sample point fails the initial form inclusion test, the fragment
is rejected. This process operates entirely within the GPU processing of the
graphics card, and is implemented using GLSL routines which utilise inbuilt
functionality for multi-texture projective texturing.
Testing the sample points within the sample volume is computationally
expensive. Many points will need to be evaluated, at least one per screen
pixel multiplied by the number of depth samples required to traverse the
sample volume at a similar spatial resolution to the screen image. However,
the reconstruction form occupies a small region within this space, so many
sample points will need to be rejected. In effect we are sampling a 3D vol-
umetric space; this is very similar to the sampling mechanisms required for
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Figure 5.8: Two different variations of volume space sampling. Top: Slice
plane sampling, fragments on orthogonally aligned planes within the sample
volume are tested for inclusion in the segmented projected images (only one
projection image shown). Bottom: alternate approach in which the sample
volume is evaluated at discrete intervals along a ray cast through the screen
pixel.
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3D visualisation of medical data sets. In this case there is not a single 3D
texture, but a set of multiple images that are projected in to the volume
from the capture camera positions. In the medical imaging domain, two
sampling techniques are commonly used for addressing this operation and
both fulfil our requirement for sampling. Slice plane sampling [8] utilises a
set of depth ordered polygons, orthogonally aligned to the viewer orientation,
drawn using the CPU based rendering instructions. When processed within
the hardware graphics pipeline, each fragment of each of these polygons is
evaluated by a GLSL fragment programme, which can be written to perform
the required tests (Figure: 5.8, top). The alternative is to use a GPU based
ray-casting algorithm. In our case this is implemented by the rendering of
a single, orthogonally aligned polygon, drawn in front of the volume space.
Depth sampling is achieved by modifying the slice plane GLSL fragment
programme to include a ray case operation that samples points along a ray
formed by the viewpoint and the target fragment at depth steps equivalent
to the slice plane separation in the previous method.
In this case the ray is ’walked’ along until either the maximum sample
depth has been reached, in which case the fragment is discarded, or until the
first sample point within the reconstruction form is found, in which case the
fragment colour is evaluated and returned as the fragment colour (Figure:
5.8, bottom). These sampling approaches have similar speed performance
(approx 15fps) on our test system, however, the latter imposes a greater load
on the GPU processing pipeline, while the former offsets this by utilising the
CPU rendering functionality to pre-determine sample depths.
The requirement is, therefore, to determine if either of these approaches
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has an advantage in terms of reconstruction/rendering quality. Principally
this is determining if there is any substantial difference between the ray-
casting and, our preferred, slice plane solution, with the latter approach
offering a better system wide load balancing that reduces the complexity of
the GPU activity, in terms of depth of iterative loops processed, thereby free-
ing up GPU resources to add more functionality for additional reconstruction
refinement.
The trial seeks to characterise the quality of output for the two approaches
by controlled manipulation of the input sources and data to gain an under-
standing of the appropriate input parameters for each approach and their
impact on the resultant generated reconstruction. To achieve this recon-
structions are evaluated using the quantitative evaluation process, under 3
different profiles of input; variations in the numbers of source images, vari-
ations in the resolution of the input images, and variations in the sampling
density used within the reconstruction space.
As the two reconstruction processes use the same input data characterisa-
tion using the spherical maps is likely to show similar trends in the variation
of reconstruction quality across the entire form. Instead it is more inter-
esting to consider the overall quality of reconstruction, i.e. how well each
technique’s generation of form and surface texture matches that of the orig-
inal for any view-point. Therefore, numerical analysis of the overall quality
of reconstruction is more important. To generate comparative measures for
the two approaches median error was therefore calculated for the entire set
of image pairs in each analysis. This gives an overall measure of how well the
reconstructed form matches the source object in its entirety, while standard
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deviation shows how much variation in the reconstructed form is likely to
be evident as the observer viewpoint changes. In comparing these two tech-
niques the one showing lower levels of error and lower levels of deviation is
likely to have the better overall reconstruction from any viewpoint. Central
band analysis is also presented. This only considers the median values for
each image pair existing within viewing positions likely to be occupied by
an observer assuming a natural conversation position to the reconstructed
form and is, therefore, a measure that more closely reflects the quality of
reconstruction as it is likely to be perceived by the observer.
5.3.1 Impact of Number of image sources (cameras)
on reconstruction quality
In this case the relationship between the number of cameras used to gather
source imagery and the quality of both the reconstructed form (hull) and
the visual appearance of it as a textured entity is explored. In this the ex-
pectation is that the quality of the generated form will increase as a direct
relationship with the number of source images used. This is broadly the
case, with both approaches showing a similar trend and comparable results.
In the case of the visual quality, this was expected to degrade as the num-
ber of cameras increases due to the blending of greater numbers of source
texels from an increasing set of source images. This is indeed the case with
the ray-casting method, however in the case of the slice plane method an
improvement in noticed. Whilst it is unclear as to what is causing this, the
suspicion is that the graphics hardware’s functionality for projecting a tex-
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4 11.83 5.89 12.37 3.83 14.6 4.96 11.42 2.79
5 11.67 5.49 11.34 3.64 14.66 5 11.42 2.72
6 11.81 5.11 10.73 3.5 14.39 4.83 11.52 2.4
7 11.77 4.83 10.24 3.24 15.93 6.03 12.52 3.7
8 10.98 4.19 8.55 2.4 16.94 6.42 13.33 4.11
Table 5.1: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing numbers of reconstruc-
tion source cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differ-
ences between sets of image pairs. Results quoted for analysis of the median
entire spherical comparison set (Spherical) and central band ( +−45
0 of the
analysis sphere equator) (Central)
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Figure 5.9: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing numbers of recon-
struction source cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging
differences between sets of image pairs across the entire spherical data set
(Table: 5.1).
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Figure 5.10: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing numbers of recon-
struction source cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging
differences between sets of image pairs across the central band ( +−45
0 of the
analysis sphere equator) data set. (Table: 5.1).
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7 16.29 20.69 6.94 7.03 16.25 23.23 6.83 4.62
8 11.43 18.34 3.12 3.15 12.25 20.7 3.86 2.38
Table 5.2: Analysis of form for differing numbers of reconstruction source
cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences be-
tween sets of image pairs. Results quoted for analysis of the entire spherical
comparison set (Spherical) and central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere
equator) (Central)
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Figure 5.11: Analysis of form for differing numbers of reconstruction source
cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences be-
tween sets of image pairs across the entire spherical data set (Table: 5.2)
ture onto a planar primitive, rather than evaluating this on an individual
point basis, as enacted by the ray casting approach, gives better accuracy
within the hardware’s texture minification/magnification filters (Tables: 5.1
& 5.2).
5.3.2 Impact of Texture resolution on reconstruction/ren-
dering performance
In considering the effect of source image resolution on both form generation
and texturing (visual quality) it was fully expected that both would benefit
from higher resolution images (Figures: 5.15 & 5.16). This is certainly the
case for form generation, however rather than the linear relationship expected
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of form for differing numbers of reconstruction source
cameras for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences be-
tween sets of image pairs across the central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere
equator) data set. (Table: 5.2).
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Table 5.3: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing source image resolutions
for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of
image pairs. Results quoted for analysis of the entire spherical comparison set
(Spherical) and central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) (Central)
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2,048 2,048 4,194,304 12.94 18.06 4.77 3.66 16.03 24.49 4.89 3.69
1,024 1,024 1,048,576 11.43 18.34 3.12 3.15 12.25 20.7 3.86 2.38
512 512 262,144 11.95 16.74 5.33 2.74 17.04 9.79 15.82 4.12
256 256 65,536 20.47 11.87 18.67 4.64 39.35 11.13 44.76 3.08
128 128 16,384 44.52 11.15 47.96 2.7 83.07 2.4 84.28 0.98
64 64 4,096 95.51 3.19 97.59 0.76
Table 5.4: Analysis of form for differing source image resolutions for the two
reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of image
pairs. Results quoted for analysis of the entire spherical comparison set
(Spherical) and central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) (Central)
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Figure 5.13: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing source image resolu-
tions for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between
sets of image pairs across the entire spherical data set (Table: 5.3).
a more complex pattern is seen with a slight optimal occurring with the use
of 10242 images. The degradation above this resolution may be to do with
the internal management of textures within the graphics hardware; however
the non-linear increase in form quality with image resolution below this is
a surprise. Coupled with the relatively constant relationship between image
size and visual quality above 5122 pixels this may mean that a image resolu-
tion of 5122 may be acceptable in most cases, offering performance benefits.
However, this may remove some of the key fine detail features, such as eye
pupils, that are required for effective communication.
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Figure 5.14: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing source image resolu-
tions for the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between
sets of image pairs across the central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere
equator) data set. (Table: 5.3).
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Figure 5.15: Analysis of form for differing source image resolutions for the
two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of image
pairs across the entire spherical data set (Table: 5.4).
5.3.3 Impact of sampling interval on reconstruction/ren-
dering quality
The depth sampling process is the key difference between the two approaches
being evaluated in this case study. Both should deliver the same number of
sample points, at the same density within the volumetric sample space, how-
ever the methods for determining these will deliver localized variations in the
actual screen space position of each sample point. In the case of the slice
plane approach a sample point is defined by a screen fragment (effectively a
pixel) occurring on one of the orthogonally aligned planes within the geomet-
ric structure used to intersect the multi-texture projected space. Evaluation
of each projected source image texel is therefore performed as an interpolation
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Figure 5.16: Analysis of form for differing source image resolutions for the
two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of image
pairs across the central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) data set.
(Table: 5.4).
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1.6 · 10−3 11 4.19 8.57 2.4 16.9 6.41 13.27 4.08
1.8 · 10−3 10.98 4.17 8.55 2.38 16.92 6.42 13.28 4.1
2 · 10−3 10.99 4.17 8.56 2.39 16.91 6.41 13.29 4.1
2.3 · 10−3 10.97 4.18 8.54 2.39 16.94 6.41 13.31 4.12
2.7 · 10−3 10.98 4.19 8.55 2.4 16.94 6.42 13.33 4.11
3.2 · 10−3 10.95 4.17 8.53 2.38 16.94 6.41 13.33 4.12
4 · 10−3 10.96 4.19 8.53 2.4 16.97 6.41 13.37 4.12
5.3 · 10−3 10.95 4.17 8.52 2.4 17 6.43 13.42 4.14
8 · 10−3 10.95 4.19 8.51 2.4 17.06 6.44 13.52 4.19
1.6 · 10−2 10.98 4.19 8.58 2.4 17.2 6.47 13.68 4.2
Table 5.5: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing sample intervals for
the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of
image pairs. Results quoted for analysis of the entire spherical comparison set
(Spherical) and central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) (Central)
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1.6 · 10−3 11.52 18.34 3.2 3.18 12.24 20.79 3.81 2.38
1.8 · 10−3 11.5 18.34 3.18 3.17 12.24 20.77 3.81 2.38
2 · 10−3 11.48 18.33 3.16 3.16 12.24 20.76 3.82 2.38
2.3 · 10−3 11.46 18.34 3.14 3.15 12.24 20.73 3.84 2.38
2.7 · 10−3 11.43 18.34 3.12 3.15 12.25 20.7 3.86 2.38
3.2 · 10−3 11.4 18.35 3.09 3.13 12.24 20.64 3.89 2.38
4 · 10−3 11.36 18.35 3.05 3.11 12.24 20.54 3.94 2.38
5.3 · 10−3 11.31 18.38 3.01 3.06 12.24 20.39 4.02 2.39
8 · 10−3 11.24 18.36 2.98 2.96 12.23 20.09 4.19 2.43
1.6 · 10−2 11.2 18.17 3.21 2.61 12.24 19.16 4.78 2.62
Table 5.6: Analysis of form for differing sample intervals for the two recon-
struction approaches by averaging differences between sets of image pairs.
Results quoted for analysis of the entire spherical comparison set (Spherical)
and central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) (Central)
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Figure 5.17: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing sample intervals for
the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of
image pairs across the entire spherical data set (Table: 5.5).
of the polygon vertices texture coordinate for each source image projection.
In the case of the ray casting approach the sample point is determined by
stepping along a cast ray denoted by the viewpoint and the current fragment
under evaluation on the surface of a single orthogonally aligned polygon. In
this case the projected source image texel is determined by a back projection
from the sample point to the projected image without any minification/mag-
nification inherent in the interpolated texel determination. Given this, it
would be expected the more mathematically accurate ray-casting approach
to deliver a more precise matching of projected texels. This should deliver a
more accurate form reconstruction, but also potentially a sharper blending
of projected texel colour values, giving a harsher representation of visual ap-
pearance. However, given that both processes are inherently delivering the
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Figure 5.18: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing sample intervals for
the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of
image pairs across the central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator)
data set. (Table: 5.5).
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Figure 5.19: Analysis of colour (greyscale) for differing sample intervals for
the two reconstruction approaches by averaging differences between sets of
image pairs across the entire spherical data set (Table: 5.6).
same sample points, these variations could be expected to be insignificant or
slightly favouring the ray-casting approach.
Analysis (Tables 5.5 & 5.6), however, suggests a different outcome. In the
case of form evaluation the slice plane sampling approach performs slightly
better, possibly due to the min/mag filter providing an element of smoothing
at the projected image silhouette edges that reduces the possibility of sample
points erroneously being determined as within the reconstruction subject. In
terms of visual appearance the slice plane method shows significant benefits
over the ray-casting approach. This is most likely due to a combination of
factors. As this method delivers a more accurate depiction of the reconstruc-
tion subject’s form, sample points for which the fragment colour is evaluated
as a blending of the projected source image pixels are more representative
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Figure 5.20: Analysis of form for differing sample intervals for the two re-
construction approaches by averaging differences between sets of image pairs
across the central band ( +−45
0 of the analysis sphere equator) data set. (Ta-
ble: 5.6).
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of the actual surface of the subject. In addition the interpolation of these
projected texels is delivering an inherent smoothing of colour values that is
likely to deliver a better blended fragment colour value.
5.4 Discussion
This process for evaluating the quality of the reconstructed form and ap-
pearance is made possible through the use of the simulated capture system.
This was originally developed to allow rapid experimentation with camera
positioning and configuration prior to our physical system being fully opera-
tional. However, by extending this to enable a second independent capture of
images, from many viewpoints surrounding the reconstruction subject model,
is introduced. This gives the ability to enact assessment of view synthesises
in a manner that is consistent with the approach taken by Kilner [39], which
is identified as suitable for measuring the quality of 3D reconstruction in
image space [9] and therefore appropriate for our reconstruction techniques.
The use of a simulated capture and reconstruction system also enables
us to remove pipeline error, such as suboptimal camera calibration and noise
within the video streams. This removes the need for assessment of PSNR
and VQM, which Kilner argues as inappropriate for assessing shape and
appearance. The inherently perfect segmentation that the simulated process
delivers also removes the need for Kilner’s ’Completeness’ measure which
assesses foreground matting error. Therefore, this approach targets objective
assessment of the reconstruction and display processes’ generation of shape
and appearance by isolating these from the potential sources of error within
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a live capture pipeline. This is in agreement with Kilner’s classification of
shape and appearance error and the approach delivers assessment values
consistent with those previously presented for Visual Hull based methods.
The elimination of potential error inherent in the capture pipeline is ad-
vantageous in this case. By concentrating on detailed objective measures of
the reconstruction/display process a methodology is defined that provides
fine grained evaluation of the view synthesis. During iterative refinement
of a technique, or group of techniques, for reconstruction, small changes to
technique will deliver slight improvements in shape and appearance. This
approach then enables differentiation between these iterations as part of a
targeted continually refined process, that may be steered by traditional sub-
jective analysis operating at more infrequent intervals.
The ability of the approach to deliver multi-viewpoint view synthesis as-
sessment, to potentially infinite granularity, extends the approach taken by
Kilner. In this was delivered both a global mapping of the viewing field sur-
rounding the reconstructed subject (Figures 6 & 7) and an objective measure
of the overall multi-viewpoint quality of shape and appearance likely to be
experienced by an observer within a real-time free navigation environment
(Tables 1-6). This bridges the potential application domain, 3D TV through
to Tele-Presence, of such techniques, unlike previous approaches which target
a single viewpoint which is relevant to 3DTV applications only.
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5.4.1 Case Study
The case study presented here is used to illustrate how the evaluation pro-
cess can be used to inform the development of reconstruction. An evaluation
of two variants of an approach is presented. These are essentially the same
in principle, but have a minor variation in implementation. Both variants
deliver similar reconstruction time performance (in the order of 25fps on the
test systems) and, from the perception of an observer, deliver a similar visual
quality (Figure: 7.1). However, one, the slice plan sampling approach, has
the potential to release processing resources in the GPU system which could
be used to further refine the visual quality of the reconstruction. To evaluate
both we have sought to characterise each technique’s performance against
variations in how the input source images are configured (number of capture
cameras used and resolution of the source images) and against their sus-
ceptibility to differing sampling densities within the reconstruction volume.
This both allows tuning of the speed performance of the techniques, and also
understanding of the relative merits and limitations for each approach.
In terms of form quality, the slice plane sampling approach appears to
have an advantage. In all three of the tests this approach shows less overall
error in the form generated and also less variation in the levels of error
reported across the multi-viewpoint data set. While this advantage is slight
in the cases where the input data configuration (number of cameras and
image resolution) is varied, it is more marked in the case of the sampling
density.
When the evaluation of visual quality (ie, texturing) is considered there
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is a more significant bias in favour of the slice plane sampling approach.
This is particularly noticeable in the tests that consider numbers of capture
cameras used and variations in sampling density. This may be symptomatic
of the use of linear minification/magnification filters, used within the graphics
hardware texel interpolation process. These deliver a more refined projected
source texel value from the input images, than the ray-casting approach
which is limited to a ’nearest’ texel evaluation. Another factor may well be
related to the quality of the reconstruction form. The new process evaluates a
view-point weighted blending of the projected texel values for each evaluated
fragment on the surface of the determined reconstruction form. If this surface
is inherently inaccurate due to a miscalculation of which fragments constitute
the surface, typically placing the reconstruction surface outside the original
subject surface, then the evaluation of surface colour will be inaccurately
selecting projected texel values for blending into a surface fragment colour,
resulting in distortions to the final textured surface.
Given these considerations, adopting the slice plane sampling approach
both delivers a better visual quality, and also frees GPU processing resources
for inclusion of more refined evaluation of both form and surface texture.
The process described here delivers a repeatable and dependable evalu-
ation tool for measuring the relative quality performance of multiple tech-
niques for 3D person reconstruction. This in itself is useful and enables
objective metrics to be used in the evolution of techniques. Future work is
needed to connect the ability to analyse the simulated capture and recon-
struction pipeline to real-world live capture data which would enable a link
to be established between the quantitative analysis of reconstruction quality
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and the human user’s perception of the reconstructed forms. Some of this
could be achieved by using a similar analysis approach to compare the orig-
inal captured images, used for reconstruction, against images taken, from
the same viewpoints, of the reconstructed form. In this case the smaller
subset of image pairs could be used to establish a linkage between key view-
points within the analysis that would explain how the simulated capture and
reconstruction pipeline, which has perfectly calibrated capture cameras gen-
erating perfectly segmented images, compares to a real-world situation with
less precise characteristics for both.
5.4.2 Wider impact of the objective analysis approach
The use of this approach for objective evaluation of the quality of recon-
structed form against a truth data model, enacted by analytical comparison
of imagery from matched view points offers a useful tools for detailed in-
vestigation of technique. In the case study, presented, this is demonstrated
as a method for evaluating design/implementation choices within an itera-
tive development cycle. The use of a simulated capture and reconstruction
pipeline to achieve this also offers another important mode of evaluation;
direct comparison of two different techniques.
Currently subjective evaluation of a 3D reconstruction is the common
approach to evaluation of reconstruction quality. Typically this is enacted
within an experimental framework that allows the evaluation to ’objectify’
the trial through assessment of conditions such as eye-gaze [72]. However,
the nature of the reconstruction challenge is such that it is typically lined
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to a physical configuration and, therefore, location, with the subjects of the
experimentation being specific to that region or institution; because of this
comparative evaluation of techniques is rare.
The use of the simulated capture and reconstruction environment devel-
oped to support his research potentially addresses this. As well as enabling
the creation of standard data sets, some of which do exist (e.g Inria’s [35]),
the simulator provides a consistent and repeatable tools for evaluation that
is not constrained by location or time. Expansion and distribution of the
simulator is possible. In this researchers would be able to implement their
own approaches to the 3D reconstruction problem, as plug-in components
using the same common interface, and evaluate these within the same ex-
perimentation framework and datasets as others. This would allow direct
comparison of techniques and build up a resource for researchers.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a method of analysis which enables characterisation of
quality of form and appearance in video based 3D reconstruction by evalu-
ation of the quality of multiple view synthesises to potentially infinite levels
of granularity. The development of this approach within a simulated cap-
ture and reconstruction pipeline has also enabled isolated evaluation of the
reconstruction process with sources of error inherent in a live video capture
and data preparation process removed. These features of the objective as-
sessment approach therefore deliver a reliable and repeatable framework for
evaluation of evolving reconstruction techniques, and comparative evalua-
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tion of alternate techniques, with a level of precision sufficient to differenti-
ate improvements in reconstruction outputs within the iterative refinement
processes of technique development. This enables targeted refinement of
technique towards an overall quality objective. In addition, the extension to
multi-viewpoint evaluation of view synthesis, with an unlimited number of
viewpoints, has also extended the scope of previous assessment approaches
to cover the full range of video based reconstruction applications, ranging
from 3DTV through to Tele-presence.
The case study presented uses the assessment approach to differentiate
between two, visually similar, variations of the same 3D volumetric rendering
technique. The overall results of the view synthesis analysis align reasonably
well with those of previous assessments of visual hull-based approaches [39], of
which the techniques developed here are a variation. However, the results also
demonstrate a clear distinction between the two variations, something that is
not visually apparent, which provides quantifiable evidence for selecting one
variation of the technique (slice plane sampling) over the other. To be able to
objectively differentiate between such subtle refinements is clear validation
of the assessment approach.
5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter concludes the contributions of the research. It presents, and
illustrates though the use of a case study, how the tools developed to support
the research undertaken can be extended to support objective analysis for
evaluating reconstruction technique(s). This offers repeatable, dependable
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experimentation and quantifiable metrics for comparison of techniques that
potentially offer, to the related research community, standardised approaches
to comparison and selection of techniques.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion
This chapter presents a summary of the research undertaken and reviews
the aim, objectives and research questions with respect to the work done.
The methodology is reviewed and its impact on the research discussed. The
key contribution chapters are considered and reviewed against the hypotheses
presented. The chapter, and thesis, are then completed with a statement of
the conclusions and identification of potential future research directions
6.1 Summary of Work Done
The approach taken was to develop research informed tools and techniques
for understanding the capture environment characteristics and enable repeat-
able, quantifiable, objective analysis of the reconstruction/rendering tech-
niques evolution towards the goals of performance and fidelity established by
the current state of the art.
The research undertaken is presented in 3 key chapters:
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• Chapter 3: An Initial Study in Voxel Based Evaluation and
Rendering of 3D Reconstructed, Human-like Forms. In this
previous understanding of 3D medical visualisation techniques was used
to rapidly produce a proof of concept approach to 3D reconstruc-
tion and rendering in which brute force processing was applied to
populate a volumetric description of the reconstruction space and an
adapted slice plane algorithm used to render this without surface form-
ing. This enabled basic understanding of the challenge to be devel-
oped and seeded the formulation and implementation of a simulation
platform that would enable rapid experimentation with capture space
configuration to determine how this impacted on reconstruction form.
Parameters and requirements for the simulation platform were informed
by literature review.
• Chapter 4: An Approach for GPU Aligned Integrated Ren-
dering and Reconstruction. In this, the findings of the initial re-
search were used to specify, design and develop an evolved version of the
simulation platform that enabled repeatable experimentation with cap-
ture space configuration and reconstruction subject to deliver standard-
ised test data sets and consistent performance (speed) measurement.
Evolution of the reconstruction technique was informed by literature
review to enact a transition from a volumetric solution to one utilising
GPU features for projective multi-texturing which offered potential for
meeting the aim of the research. The performance of this approach was
characterised with respect to configurations of input data and demon-
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strated the potential of the approach as a scalable solution that would
gain performance in a defined relationship with improvements in graph-
ics hardware.
• Chapter 5: Validating the Approach. In this a case study pre-
senting objective analysis of performance (speed) and fidelity(quality),
comparing two variations in sampling techniques within the recon-
struction/rendering process, is used to demonstrate how the simulation
framework developed, supports decision making for iterative refinement
of technique. This demonstrates how the understanding gained through
the research has been applied to define repeatable, reliable evaluation.
In achieving this it introduces the concept of holistic evaluation of the
3D reconstructed form as a way to fully evaluate free-viewpoint qual-
ity and that end-to-end performance timing is essential for evaluating
latency in a combined reconstruction/rendering technique.
6.2 Point of Departure
This work builds on previous work investigating 3D reconstruction of people
from multiple, synchronised images that enabled an actor within a multi-
camera space to be recorded and reconstructed within a virtual image space
[1, 25, 26, 93]. In that research recorded capture data from real-world envi-
ronments was used to enact reconstructions and enable subjective evaluation
of the resultant form. Various approaches to reconstruction were reported
with free-view point surfaced, volume based reconstruction (’space carving’)
[56, 24, 44, 25] and Depth Based Image Rendering [16, 18]. This research
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sought to combine the attractive features of each of these approaches to
achieve fast, efficient, free-view point 3D reconstruction without the compu-
tational over head of traditional surface based approach and view constraint
limitations of DBIR. Whilst this work demonstrated a reconstruction ap-
proach that combined the volumetric starting form of polyhedral approaches
with image projection techniques, inspired by DBIR, [3] to deliver both static
and dynamic reconstructions, a key weakness was that this was not achieved
in a real-time capture/display environment.
6.3 Review of Aim and Objectives
This research aimed to improve and study the combined visual, spatial and
temporal qualities of video based reconstruction. In particular it was seek-
ing a lightweight solution to the video based 3D reconstruction and ren-
dering problem that would allow balancing of visual, spatial and temporal
qualities to achieve targeted solutions. As such, a significant part of the
research sought approaches to aiding the development of such techniques
through rapid prototyping supported by repeatable, objective assessment of
the holistic form created by the reconstruction/rendering technique.
Specifically the objectives for this research are:
• O1: Develop a novel approach to holistically measure the balance of
visual, spatial and temporal qualities of video based reconstruction
while varying key impacting factors.
• O2: Develop a novel reconstruction/rendering technique that improves
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upon the balance of visual, spatial and temporal qualities of video based
reconstruction.
• O3: Assess the novel technique to improving the balance of qualities
by applying the novel approach and objectively measuring its holistic
performance.
These were formulated into a single research question: Can 3D video
based reconstruction and rendering be combined and reduced to remove com-
putationally expensive processes and deliver a GPU aligned approach that
matches current state of the art performance and quality metrics within a
componentisable form suitable for future consumer type systems.
The parallel evolution of the simulation tools and the reconstruction/ren-
dering technique have blurred the boundaries for these objectives. Initial
work undertaken to conceptualise the problem (Chapter 3) delivered a crude
approach to reconstruction and rendering, but did demonstrate that a simu-
lation framework was possible and could support evaluation of technique and
aid understanding of the impacts of the capture environment on reconstruc-
tion outcome. Initially, refinement of this technique was sought, however,
research suggested a significant change in approach and a new technique for
reconstruction was identified that better matched the GPU architecture, of-
fering improved performance and scalability (Chapter 4). Supporting this
change of approach, was also a significant evolution in the form and struc-
ture of the evaluation tools and simulation framework that supported the
research. This enabled dependable characterisation of performance (Chapter
4) with useful objective measures for fidelity and performance, required sig-
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nificant development of understanding and experiential research before this
could be demonstrated (Chapter 5). The use of this simulation framework,
both in the work presented here, and in support of the work of others [19, 61]
shows that such an approach is a positive aid to development of technique,
and potentially a useful tool for the wider research community).
The initial approach to reconstruction and rendering (Chapter 3) did little
to address the question of addressing an algorithm that utilised the potential
computational power of the graphics hardware (Q2). However, the change
in approach (Chapter 4), informed by literature review while seeking ways
of texturing the crude volumetric form, presented an algorithmic technique
with features that potentially addressed these. Further refinement of this
technique, which demonstrated scalability (Chapter 4) and fidelity (Chapter
5) demonstrate how the technique, developed, utilises GPU processing power
by embedding the majority of the process into the reprogrammable graphics
pipeline.
Determination of quantifiable, objective measurements that could estab-
lish confidence in matching technique to current state of the art performance
and quality proved a significant challenge. Little established literature ex-
isted in this area. Reported performance commonly only concerned the recon-
struction process [56, 58, 102, 13, 90] and did not consider latency introduced
through the rendering process of the model generated. In adopting an ap-
proach in which reconstruction and rendering were implemented within the
graphics pipeline meant that reconstruction timings could not be isolated.
However this work argues (Chapter 4) that in evaluating the speed perfor-
mance of a real-time process latency introduced within the rendering pipeline
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is equally likely to affect end user perception of the reconstruction and that
end-to-end cycle time is a more appropriate measure. Subjective analysis
of visual quality remains the norm within the field where user perception of
the presented reconstruction form is evaluated through user trials. However
in depth image based rendering techniques measures such as Peak-Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio (PSNR) and Video Quality Metric (VQM) are commonly used
to assess the resultant representation, from a single viewpoint, of 3D video
delivery [22] and form the basis for identifying quality improving techniques
[18]. Kilner [39] argues against subjective analysis and conventional pixel-
wise evaluation, suggesting that these measures do not reflect the quality
of view synthesis as perceived by the user. In this model an evaluation of
image pairs, based on a leave-one-out test, is used to measure reconstruction
quality rather than fidelity, presenting measures in quality of reproduction
of shape and appearance rather than PSNR and VQM. It suggests that this
framework is more suited to the measurement of quality of 3D reconstruction
in image space, pointing out that this is only applicable to geometry based
3D reconstruction techniques [9]. The approach to holistic objective analysis
presented in this research (Chapter 5) potentially addresses this by offer-
ing a overall assessment of the reconstruction quality independent of view
point. This makes the approach potentially applicable to both model form-
ing processes and image based rendering approaches. The evaluation metrics
presented by this research offer a direct comparison to ’truth’ models which
establish quantifiable data for comparison against any technique and estab-
lish the performance of the technique as matching current state of the art
techniques for performance and fidelity.
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6.4 Review of Methodology
The methodology applied sought to address the aim by pursuing the activ-
ities of doing, developing and measuring 3D video based reconstructions as
a holistic framework for bettering understanding and new technique devel-
opment. In this the methodology applied was used to manage a transition
from known techniques and naive application of these, through established
knowledge and understanding to the discovery of new approaches and under-
standing.
Aim, Objectives, and Research Question were identified at the start of the
research. These formed the basis of research, which was conducted through
iterative development of approach to reconstruction supported by evolution
of simulation frameworks and evaluation tool kits to continually assess the
performance and fidelity of the reconstruction achieved.
In this a basic prototype system for both reconstruction and simulation
of the capture/reconstruction pipeline was built using initial understand-
ing as a platform for development and refinement. This prototype proved
highly valuable in that whilst the approach created was deeply flawed, it
identified the need for a platform for experimentation that could then drive
a further review of literature and refinement of approach. As the research
developed the tools that this simulation platform provided became increas-
ingly useful, both as their sophistication improved and as the techniques for
reconstruction became more refined. In this the ability to measure within a
dependable and repeatable experimental platform enabled identification of
specific research/developmental tasks, such as the way finding approaches to
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texturing the initial volume model lead to a step change in the approach to
remove the volume construction. In effect, the model for research became
integrated with each of the three objective areas being progressed together as
the research question was undertaken. This meant that rather than having
multiple iterations through the research with each refining the understanding
of the problem, three distinct investigations (naive investigation (Chapter:
3), informed prototyping (Chapter: 4) and assessment of quality (Chapter:
5)) were made.
6.5 Contributions of Research to Literature
The work presented in the initial study (Chapter 3) was presented at CVMP
2010 [2]. This sought to demonstrate that an approach which directly ren-
dered the volumetric ’space carved’ volume was possible without the need to
generate tessellated geometric topology common in other approaches [100,
30, 58, 6, 27]. The rational for this approach to direct rendering of the re-
construction volume description was that this would offer greater potential
for improved performance and scalability than evolutions of these common
approaches towards the utilisation of GPU processing for the resolving of
Visual Hulls [43].
The research undertaken for the GPU aligned approach (Chapter 4) was
presented at CSCW 2011 [3]. This builds on principles of projective textur-
ing [73] and multi-texturing [23] within a modified version of a plane based
volume intersection algorithm [47, 49]. This sought to demonstrate that the
approach taken could replicate the fidelity and speed performance of alter-
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nate approaches to directly capture and reconstruct an animated human form
[80], within a free-viewpoint video system [28]. The key feature of this solu-
tion was a mapping of the entire pipeline process into the graphics rendering
pipeline, thereby addressing issues of scalability and increased system cost
common to other approaches which utilised computational clusters and/or
GPU processing to accelerate sections of the reconstruction process within a
more traditional sequential pipeline [56, 93, 102]. This final reconstruction
approach also built on the principles of ’Floating Textures’ [20] for weighting
texture blending contributions, based on observer position, by applying them
within the 3D reconstruction process itself, rather than using this approach
to texture the 3D reconstruction surface.
Chapter 5 (Validating the Approach), presents work which utilises the
advantages of a simulated capture/reconstruction environment in positioning,
and matching the position of, many virtual cameras to develop an enhanced
platform for objective analysis of the fidelity of 3D reconstruction. This
builds on more constrained objective analysis, based on real world capture,
[39] that sought to address concerns that single viewpoint 3D video analysis
techniques, such as Peek-Signal-To-Noise and Video Quality Metric [22] were
not ideally suited to measurement of quality of 3D reconstruction in image
space [9]. This work is currently under review (2014) for acceptance in a
special issue on Interactive Media Processing for Immersive Communication
in the IEEE Journal on Selected Topics in Signal Processing. The work also
contributes to a second complementary article, in the same special issue,
reviewing approaches to 3D video based reconstruction.
Additional contributions to published works include articles in IEEE
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Transactions in Visualisation and Computer Graphics [72] which described
experimentation to assess how users perceived eye-gaze in 3D reconstruction.
In this the experimental platform was based on a derivation of the simulation
platform used in this research adapted to use both live capture data and pre-
computed 3D reconstruction from other techniques. This was an extended
study of work originally presented at IEEE VR 2009 [71]. The simulation
platform for this research also provided an experimental and developmen-
tal framework for exploring the capture and synchronisation of image data
suitable for 3D reconstruction presented at DS-RT 2010 [62].
6.6 Conclusion
The aim of this research was to improve upon the temporal and visual qual-
ity of 3D video based reconstruction through new approaches to developing,
doing and measuring it. This started with an assumption: that it was unnec-
essary to enact the time consuming and resource heavy stages of surfacing
and texturing to deliver high speed, high fidelity 3D video based reconstruc-
tion.
The work itself has generated three substantial contributions. The most
obvious of these is the reconstruction approach itself; a hybrid approach com-
bining the advantageous features of polyhedral and image based reconstruc-
tion to deliver a fast, effective and scalable approach that matches similar
state of the art approaches. However, in achieving this two additional con-
tributions were made; a robust simulation platform for exploring a 3D video
based reconstruction that offers reliable, dependable experimentation, and
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an objective approach to iterative, and potentially comparative, evaluation
of 3D reconstruction techniques.
In addition to these substantive contributions, there is also a methodolog-
ical contribution in approach to the creation and evolution of 3D reconstruc-
tion technique. This utilises the facilities of the simulation framework and
the modes of analysis it offers to enable iterative refinement of an evolving
reconstruction approach in which evidence based selection can be used to
guide technique development based on specific criteria.
By creating a framework for simulation of the capture and reconstruc-
tion pipeline repeatable, dependable experimentation could be performed.
This created a flexible tool that extend the objective quality assessment ap-
proaches drawn from real world data capture [39], with dynamic virtual space
configuration and the introduction of additional virtual camera systems. The
features of this simulation tool enabled rapid experimentation with camera
position, configuration and imaging parameters enabling many trials to be
performed without the need for physical reconfiguration of devices and sys-
tems.
In the early stages of the simulation framework (Chapter: 3) the tools
allowed rapid positioning of cameras based on navigation of a 3D scene, with
the camera position recorded for multiple view points. The reconstruction
method used at this time was a crude process that delivered a low resolution
(blocky) form. However this was sufficient to review the impact of camera
positioning on the reconstructed form, and to a certain extent highlighted
the impact of poor camera positioning (Figure 3.4). From this it could be
seen that an initial concept for camera configuration in which cameras were
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located at the vertices of a box surrounding the construction subject, anal-
ogous to the sort of configuration that might be used in a CAVE system,
generated elongation of features (colloquially described as ’pointy head syn-
drome’). Positioning cameras around the subject in a uniform ring improved
the reconstruction but still introduced horizontal linear artefacts that ex-
tended protuberances round the reconstruction. With the use of a simulated
capture reconstruction pipeline it was possible to demonstrate a ’ideal’ cam-
era configuration in which a uniform ring was used, complemented with a
single camera located under the chin of the subject to remove horizontal fea-
tures on the face. This demonstrated that for the space carving approaches
that this research used, practical real world capture configurations would al-
ways have some compromise due to the logistical challenges of positioning
cameras against both a cluttered physical environment and dynamic subject.
With the re-development of the simulation framework in the mid stages
of the research (Chapter: 4) a more precise approach to camera configuration
was introduced in which the simulation environment could be controlled and
manipulated in a manner more analogous to 3D modelling packages. This
enabled precise positioning of cameras and individual definition of character-
istics (image resolution, lens type etc) which were recordable and reusable.
This allowed more detailed review of the form generation and also intro-
duced the ability to import real-world camera configuration data drawn from
a physical capture system. This both extended understanding of the impact
of camera configuration on reconstruction and also enabled prototyping of
the physical environment before implementing time consuming changes to
the devices within the capture space.
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The later stages of the research introduced objective measurement of the
reconstruction form against ’truth’ data drawn from an independent holis-
tic capture process enacted by introducing a second set of virtual capture
cameras into the simulated space. This process is only possible within a sim-
ulated capture environment (Chapter 5: Validating the Approach). Detailed
analysis of data sets of image pairs (a source image and a reconstruction
image) could then be used to generate maps detailing the profile of matching
between source form and reconstruction from any viewpoint (Figures 5.6 &
5.7). These enabled objective review of the holistic nature of reconstruction
against a constance source subject, thereby allowing direct comparison of
multiple camera configurations.
The initial reconstruction approach implemented enacted reconstruction
within the CPU processing units to deliver a volumetric texture which was
evaluated and rendered within the graphics pipeline (Chapter: 3). This was
based on an adaptation of previous work [4] which utilised medical volumetric
rendering approaches [8] to display a pre calculated volume image.
Following attempts to apply surface texture to this form [16] and a realisa-
tion that multiple projected images could be evaluated against a 3D sample
space (Chapter: 4) a more refined technique for reconstruction started to
emerge. In this all of the core processing for the reconstruction and render-
ing was migrated to the graphics pipeline. CPU processes were then reduced
to managing the sample space definition and delivery of image sets and con-
figurations.
A further refinement of this process introduced view-point dependent
weighting of images within the texturing process [20] which gave greater
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emphasis to the source image closest to the observation viewpoint, thereby
providing a smooth blending of texture as the view-point moved round the
reconstruction form. This imposed a small load on the CPU section of the
approach in which the rendering viewpoint needed to be evaluated against
the capture camera positions to generate a normalised weighting vector for
each rendered frame.
Overall this reconstruction technique defines a highly componentised so-
lution which can sit within a single system resources without requiring ad-
ditional infrastructure in the form of processing clusters or computational
load. As such the approach is relatively light-weight with little impact on
the main CPU thereby lending itself to potential end user systems [3].
The use of a simulated capture and reconstruction pipeline has devel-
oped through the research undertaken. As the work developed these tools
became more sophisticated as the understanding of the problem domain de-
veloped. With the final version of the simulation tools this enabled objective
analyse of both end-to-end performance (speed) of reconstruction and ren-
dering and fidelity (visual quality) of the reconstructed form against stable
data sets drawn from a truth model. By using these complementary analysis
techniques objective decision making over features to adopt during iterative
refinement of technique could be made. This is demonstrated with a case
study (Chapter: 5) in which two variations of space sampling approach are
assessed. In this the review of the fidelity metrics show that there is little dif-
ference in the visual quality of the approaches, while one offers a measurable
performance benefit. Adopting this approach therefore reduced the compu-
tational overhead of the approach, thereby freeing more processing cycles for
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additional features, without negative impact on the resultant reconstruction
form. It has been argued that adequate approaches for robust subjective
assessment of such free viewpoint video techniques is lacking and more needs
to be done to define the quality influencing factors that might formulate a
framework for evaluation [38].
Visual presentation of images of the reconstruction forms (Figures 4.2,
4.3, 4.16, & 5.3) show strong correspondence with those reported in published
literature [87, 56, 102], which is a common mode of comparison in this field.
Objective analysis of the reconstruction forms broadly agrees with the one
other objective analysis technique identified [39].
The performance characteristics of the reconstruction approach devel-
oped were evaluated against differing input data configurations against a
range of different graphics hardware systems (Chapter: 4). This sought to
profile the performance of the technique with the aim of testing to see if
the goal of scalability had been achieved. This showed that the relation-
ship between graphics hardware performance and reconstruction/rendering
cycle time was highly consistent, enabling a conclusion to be drawn that the
technique will scale in performance. This is an important finding. Utilising
the graphics hardware effectively by matching a technique for reconstruction
to the parallelism of the architecture means that each screen pixel can be
considered independently without cross referencing to other data segments.
Therefore as graphics hardware continues to gain performance through in-
creased parallelism the technique will gain speed and potentially consume
less of the available resource thereby freeing up computational load for ad-
ditional refinement. This is in contrast to approaches that seek performance
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gain without matching of process to architecture, typically those that at-
tempt parallelism of sub processes within a sequential framework, such as
traditional space carving/surfacing and epipolar approaches.
Kilner [39] presents a framework for objective quality assessment in free-
viewpoint video production. In this dissatisfaction with subjective analysis
and conventional pixel-wise evaluation is expressed, arguing that these mea-
sures do not reflect the quality of view synthesis as perceived by the user.
In this model an evaluation of image pairs, based on a leave-one-out test, is
used to measure reconstruction quality rather than fidelity, presenting mea-
sures in quality of reproduction of shape and appearance rather than PSNR
and VQM. Berger [9], identifies this framework as being more suited to the
measurement of quality of 3D reconstruction in image space, pointing out
that this is only applicable to geometry based 3D reconstruction techniques
of the type presented by the research.
6.6.1 Short Comings of the Research
This research has undertaken a highly technically focused approach to the
problem of 3D video based reconstruction. It has taken an objective stand-
point to the process of doing, developing and measuring techniques for 3D
reconstruction that both develops understanding of the domain and enables
targeted development of reconstruction technique. Against this it could be
argued that the standard domain approach for user based subjective testing
is under represented [18, 22] and that the direction the development of the
reconstruction technique took differed from the common approaches at the
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time of starting the research [24, 44, 56, 60].
Rapid prototyping of the capture and reconstruction pipeline allowed in-
vestigation of camera positioning and its impact on reconstruction [2]. This
allows exploration of the 3D reconstruction environment and enables identi-
fication of artefacts inherent in the reconstruction due to poor camera place-
ment. This can inform camera positioning in a capture space. However, other
approaches seek to define probabilistic models that analysis the camera con-
figuration as suitable for achieving the reconstruction goal [34]. While the
tools developed within this research enables exploration and development of
understanding, they do not directly support explicit improvement to capture
quality and thereby improved 3D reconstruction quality.
The reconstruction approach chosen [3] related to other approaches [13,
16, 44] but sought to gain efficiency through direct visualisation of the space
carved volume without surfacing and tessellation. While the analysis of
this approach shows good correlation with reported fidelity of alternate ap-
proaches [90, 57, 89], direct comparison has not been undertaken within the
research presented here. Image texturing of the resultant form and the res-
olution of obscured regions has been addressed in the approach taken, with
a texturing implementation that partially implements the ’floating textures’
approach [20], but which only offers a basic demonstration of how the occlu-
sion problem could be resolved (Chapter: 5).
The introduction of a second set of virtual cameras into the synthetic
capture, and reconstruction, spaces has enabled direct objective comparison
of the resultant reconstruction within a free viewpoint context. This is a
unique approach that extends a previous approach in which a single view-
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point could be evaluated using real world data [39]. However, in recent years,
several other approaches to object quality assessment have been presented
which consider view assessment [11, 46] and the quality fo the reconstructed
surface mesh[45, 95]. There are in addition to approaches which assess the
quality of representation in a sequence of reconstruction images from a 3D
delivery perspective [22]. Each of these approaches assess different features
of the reconstruction and rendering with some addressing user perception
and others assessing quality of aspects of the reconstruction and there is
some debate over the relevance of the differing analysis techniques against
reconstruction types [9].
During the course of the research the introduction of cheap, commodity
depth cameras, in the form of Microsoft’s Kinect device (Nov 2010) had a
significant impact on approaches to 3D reconstruction of dynamic human
forms [88, 97, 98]. The line of investigation was already well established
at this point in time and the approaches to reconstruction, simulation and
evaluation were reaching a stable state to start delivering results. However,
this is a significant disruptive technology in domain and while an major in-
fluence on future developments, this has not been considered by the research
enacted as the impact of these devices was only becoming apparent during
the development of the research.
6.6.2 Future Research Directions
The processes for objective analysis presented here support the technical de-
velopment of understanding and method. These have been used within a
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process steered by subject user testing, enacted by others in complemen-
tary research [72]. However, it should be possible to more tightly integrate
the objective and subjective aspects of this. Objective analysis techniques,
demonstrated in this research, give precise measures of the matching be-
tween reconstruction and ’truth’ source object. This is useful for testing for
absolute difference, but does not consider the user perception difference [11]
or metrics derived from image quality. This would suggest that further re-
search could be enacted to investigate the point at which measured difference
becomes critical from a user perspective [95].
The platform for simulation of the capture/reconstruction pipeline that
has supported this work, and enabled objective analysis of reconstruction
quality, is a robust and reliable experimental platform. While the approaches
for evaluation are similar to others [39], many alternate approaches to recon-
struction quality evaluation exist that are both objective [11, 22, 9], and
subjective [72, 38, 46]. What is evident from the reporting of research into
similar reconstruction techniques is a lack of consistency in evaluation ap-
proaches. This makes critical, comparative evaluation of technique difficult
and suggests a significant research opportunity in aligning and resolving the
disparate evaluation techniques that would update existing understanding
[74].
The reconstruction process developed by this research does show compa-
rable performance to alternate techniques and has several potential advan-
tages, specifically in terms of alignment with current hardware evolution and
future scalability. However, several issues still remain, specifically with oc-
clusion artefacts and texture blending. The analysis of the technique shows
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that future generations of graphics device will exceed the computational re-
quirements for the current form of the approach, thereby releasing spare
computational capacity to address these. Future research could then build
on this work to further refine the approach.
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Appendix A
First Generation: Code samples
A.1 Volume Rendering: GLSL Vertex Shader
Code
varying vec4 d i f f u s e 0 , d i f f u s e 1 , d i f f u s e 2 , d i f f u s e 3 , ambient ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 0 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 1 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 2 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 3 ;
vary ing vec3 vStep ;
void main ( )
{
vec4 v ;
vStep [ 0 ] = 5 . 0 / 5 1 2 . 0 ;
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vStep [ 1 ] = 5 . 0 / 5 1 2 . 0 ;
vStep [ 2 ] = 5 . 0 / 2 2 3 . 0 ;
v = vec4 (−10.0 , −5.0 f , −20.0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
l i g h t D i r 0=normal ize ( vec3 ( v [ 0 ] , v [ 1 ] , v [ 2 ] ) ) ;
v = gl ModelViewMatrix∗ g l L i gh tSourc e [ 1 ] . p o s i t i o n ;
l i g h t D i r 1=normal ize ( vec3 ( v [ 0 ] , v [ 1 ] , v [ 2 ] ) ) ;
v = gl ModelViewMatrix∗ g l L i gh tSourc e [ 2 ] . p o s i t i o n ;
l i g h t D i r 2=normal ize ( vec3 ( v [ 0 ] , v [ 1 ] , v [ 2 ] ) ) ;
v = gl ModelViewMatrix∗ g l L i gh tSourc e [ 3 ] . p o s i t i o n ;
l i g h t D i r 3=normal ize ( vec3 ( v [ 0 ] , v [ 1 ] , v [ 2 ] ) ) ;
d i f f u s e 0 = g l FrontMate r i a l . d i f f u s e ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 0 ] . d i f f u s e ;
d i f f u s e 1 = g l FrontMate r i a l . d i f f u s e ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 1 ] . d i f f u s e ;
d i f f u s e 2 = g l FrontMate r i a l . d i f f u s e ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 2 ] . d i f f u s e ;
d i f f u s e 3 = g l FrontMate r i a l . d i f f u s e ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 3 ] . d i f f u s e ;
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ambient = gl LightModel . ambient ∗
g l FrontMate r i a l . ambient ;
ambient += g l FrontMate r i a l . ambient ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 0 ] . ambient ;
ambient += g l FrontMate r i a l . ambient ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 1 ] . ambient ;
ambient += g l FrontMate r i a l . ambient ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 2 ] . ambient ;
ambient += g l FrontMate r i a l . ambient ∗
g l L i gh tSourc e [ 3 ] . ambient ;
gl TexCoord [ 0 ] = gl MultiTexCoord0 ;
g l P o s i t i o n = f t rans fo rm ( ) ;
}
A.2 Volume Rendering: GLSL Fragment Shader
Code
varying vec4 d i f f u s e 0 , d i f f u s e 1 , d i f f u s e 2 , d i f f u s e 3 , ambient ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 0 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 1 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 2 ;
vary ing vec3 l i g h t D i r 3 ;
uniform sampler3D tex ;
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varying vec3 vNormal ;
vary ing vec3 vStep ;
bool isEdge2 ( int iChannel , f loat fMin )
{
bool bEdge=f a l s e ;
vNormal=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
vec3 vPos ;
vec4 vCol ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
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vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3(−vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
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vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , −vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
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vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , vStep [ 1 ] , −vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
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vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( vStep [ 0 ] , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , vStep [ 1 ] , 0 . 0 ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , −vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
vPos=vec3 ( 0 . 0 , vStep [ 1 ] , vStep [ 2 ] ) ;
vCol=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [0 ] )+ vPos ) ;
i f ( vCol [ iChannel ]> fMin ) vNormal+=vPos ; else bEdge=true ;
i f ( bEdge ) vNormal=normal ize ( vNormal ) ;
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return bEdge ;
}
void main ( )
{
vec4 vColour=texture3D ( tex , vec3 ( gl TexCoord [ 0 ] ) ) ;
i f ( vColour [3 ] >0 .001)
{
vColour = ambient ;
i f ( isEdge2 (3 , 0 . 1 ) )
{
f loat NdotL = max( dot ( vNormal , l i g h t D i r 0 ) , 0 . 0 ) ;
i f (NdotL > 0 . 0 )
vColour += d i f f u s e 0 ∗dot ( l i gh tD i r0 , vNormal ) ;
NdotL = max( dot ( vNormal , l i g h t D i r 1 ) , 0 . 0 ) ;
i f (NdotL > 0 . 0 )
vColour += d i f f u s e 1 ∗dot ( l i gh tD i r1 , vNormal ) ;
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NdotL = max( dot ( vNormal , l i g h t D i r 2 ) , 0 . 0 ) ;
i f (NdotL > 0 . 0 )
vColour += d i f f u s e 2 ∗dot ( l i gh tD i r2 , vNormal ) ;
}
g l FragCo lor = vColour ;
}
else
d i s ca rd ;
}
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Appendix B
Third Generation: Code
samples
B.1 Slice Plane Sampling GLSL Code
B.1.1 Slice Plane Sampling Vertex Shader
uniform mat4 osg ViewMatr ixInverse ;
vary ing vec4 vPos ;
void main ( )
{
vPos=osg ViewMatr ixInverse ∗gl ModelViewMatrix∗ g l Ver t ex ;
gl TexCoord [0 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 0 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [1 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 1 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [2 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 2 ] ∗ vPos ;
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gl TexCoord [3 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 3 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [4 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 4 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [5 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 5 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [6 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 6 ] ∗ vPos ;
gl TexCoord [7 ]= gl TextureMatr ix [ 7 ] ∗ vPos ;
g l P o s i t i o n=f t rans fo rm ( ) ;
}
B.1.2 Slice Plane Sampling Fragment Shader
uniform sampler2D CamTex0 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex1 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex2 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex3 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex4 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex5 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex6 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex7 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos0 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos1 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos2 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos3 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos4 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos5 ;
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uniform vec4 vCamPos6 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos7 ;
uniform mat4 camWeights ;
uniform int NumCams;
vary ing vec4 vPos ;
vec4 vCols [ 8 ] ;
f loat fWeights [ 8 ] ;
vec4 avCamPos [ 8 ] ;
int iMaxWeight ;
int iSecWeight ;
int aiAct iveWeights [ 8 ] ;
int iNumActiveWeights=0;
vec4 texLookup ( int i , vec4 vCoord )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex0 , vCoord ) ;
case 1 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex1 , vCoord ) ;
case 2 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex2 , vCoord ) ;
case 3 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex3 , vCoord ) ;
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case 4 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex4 , vCoord ) ;
case 5 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex5 , vCoord ) ;
case 6 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex6 , vCoord ) ;
case 7 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex7 , vCoord ) ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
f loat weightLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 1 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 2 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 3 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 3 ] ;
case 4 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 5 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 6 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 7 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 3 ] ;
}
return 0 . 0 ;
}
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vec4 camLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return vCamPos0 ;
case 1 : return vCamPos1 ;
case 2 : return vCamPos2 ;
case 3 : return vCamPos3 ;
case 4 : return vCamPos4 ;
case 5 : return vCamPos5 ;
case 6 : return vCamPos6 ;
case 7 : return vCamPos7 ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
f loat checkOccupancy ( )
{
f loat fAlpha =1.0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
{
vCols [ i ]=texLookup ( i , gl TexCoord [ i ] ) ;
fAlpha∗=vCols [ i ] [ 3 ] ;
}
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return fAlpha ;
}
vec4 calcColWeighted ( )
{
vec4 v=vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
{
v+=vCols [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ∗
weightLookup ( aiAct iveWeights [ i ] ) ;
}
v [ 3 ] = 1 . 0 ;
return v ;
}
void checkWeights ( )
{
iNumActiveWeights=0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
i f ( fWeights [ i ]>0.0)
a iAct iveWeights [ iNumActiveWeights++]=i ;
}
void normWeights ( )
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{
f loat fLen =0.0 ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
fLen+=fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ∗
fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ;
fLen=s q r t ( fLen ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ]/= fLen ;
}
void main ( )
{
g l FragCo lor=vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
i f ( occupancyTest ( g l P o s i t i o n )<0.5)
{
d i s ca rd ;
return ;
}
checkWeights ( ) ;
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normWeights ( ) ;
g l FragCo lor=calcColWeighted ( ) ;
}
B.1.3 Slice Plane Sampling Fragment Shader with Oc-
clusion Testing
uniform sampler2D CamTex0 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex1 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex2 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex3 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex4 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex5 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex6 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex7 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos0 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos1 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos2 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos3 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos4 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos5 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos6 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos7 ;
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uniform mat4 camWeights ;
uniform int NumCams;
vary ing vec4 vPos ;
vec4 vCols [ 8 ] ;
f loat fWeights [ 8 ] ;
vec4 avCamPos [ 8 ] ;
int aiAct iveWeights [ 8 ] ;
int iNumActiveWeights=0;
vec4 texLookup ( int i , vec4 vCoord )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex0 , vCoord ) ;
case 1 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex1 , vCoord ) ;
case 2 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex2 , vCoord ) ;
case 3 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex3 , vCoord ) ;
case 4 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex4 , vCoord ) ;
case 5 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex5 , vCoord ) ;
case 6 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex6 , vCoord ) ;
case 7 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex7 , vCoord ) ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
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}f loat weightLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 1 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 2 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 3 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 3 ] ;
case 4 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 5 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 6 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 7 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 3 ] ;
}
return 0 . 0 ;
}
vec4 camLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return vCamPos0 ;
case 1 : return vCamPos1 ;
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case 2 : return vCamPos2 ;
case 3 : return vCamPos3 ;
case 4 : return vCamPos4 ;
case 5 : return vCamPos5 ;
case 6 : return vCamPos6 ;
case 7 : return vCamPos7 ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
f loat checkOccupancy ( )
{
f loat fAlpha =1.0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
{
vCols [ i ]=texLookup ( i , gl TexCoord [ i ] ) ;
fAlpha∗=vCols [ i ] [ 3 ] ;
vCols [ i ] [ 3 ] = 1 . 0 ;
}
return fAlpha ;
}
void checkWeights ( )
{
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iNumActiveWeights=0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
i f ( fWeights [ i ]>0.0)
a iAct iveWeights [ iNumActiveWeights++]=i ;
}
bool occTest ( vec4 vStart , vec4 vEnd ,
f loat f S t epS i ze , f loat fLen , f loat f S t a r t )
{
f loat fPos=f S t a r t ;
vec4 vDir=normal ize (vEnd−vStart ) ;
vec4 vPos ;
f loat fAlpha =1.0;
while ( fPos<fLen )
{
vPos=vStart+(vDir∗ fPos ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
fAlpha∗=texLookup ( i , g l TextureMatr ix [ i ]∗ vPos ) [ 3 ] ;
i f ( fAlpha >0.9) return t rue ;
fPos+=f S t e p S i z e ;
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}
return f a l s e ;
}
void occTestWeights ( vec4 vFragPos , f loat fStep , f loat fRange ,
f loat f S t a r t )
{
int iAW [ 8 ] ;
int iNW=0;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
i f ( ! occTest ( vFragPos , avCamPos [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ,
fStep , fRange , f S t a r t ) )
iAW[iNW++]=aiAct iveWeights [ i ] ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNW; i++) aiAct iveWeights [ i ]=iAW[ i ] ;
iNumActiveWeights=iNW;
}
void normWeights ( )
{
f loat fLen =0.0 ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
fLen+=fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ∗
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fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ;
fLen=s q r t ( fLen ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
fWeights [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ]/= fLen ;
}
vec4 calcColWeighted ( )
{
vec4 v=vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
{
v+=vCols [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ∗
weightLookup ( aiAct iveWeights [ i ] ) ;
}
v [ 3 ] = 1 . 0 ;
return v ;
}
void main ( )
{
g l FragCo lor=vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
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i f ( checkOccupancy ()<0.5)
{
d i s ca rd ;
return ;
}
checkWeights ( ) ;
occTestWeights ( vPos , 0 . 01 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 1 ) ;
normWeights ( ) ;
g l FragCo lor=calcColWeighted ( ) ;
return ;
}
B.2 Ray Cast Sampling GLSL Code
B.2.1 Ray Cast Sampling Vertex Shader
uniform mat4 osg ViewMatr ixInverse ;
uniform mat4 osg ModelViewMatrix ;
vary ing vec4 vVertPos ;
vary ing vec4 vEyePos ;
void main ( )
{
vVertPos=osg ViewMatr ixInverse ∗gl ModelViewMatrix∗ g l Ver t ex ;
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vEyePos=osg ViewMatr ixInverse ∗vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ;
g l P o s i t i o n=f t rans fo rm ( ) ;
}
B.2.2 Ray Cast Sampling Fragment Shader
uniform sampler2D CamTex0 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex1 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex2 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex3 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex4 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex5 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex6 ;
uniform sampler2D CamTex7 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos0 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos1 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos2 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos3 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos4 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos5 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos6 ;
uniform vec4 vCamPos7 ;
uniform mat4 osg ViewMatr ixInverse ;
uniform mat4 osg ViewMatrix ;
uniform int iHigh ;
uniform f loat fHigh ;
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uniform mat4 camWeights ;
uniform int i1RelCam ;
uniform int i2RelCam ;
uniform int i3RelCam ;
varying vec4 vVertPos ;
vary ing vec4 vEyePos ;
uniform mat4 camBright ;
uniform int NumCams;
vec4 vCols [ 8 ] ;
f loat fWeights [ 8 ] ;
vec4 avCamPos [ 8 ] ;
int iMaxWeight ;
int iSecWeight ;
int aiAct iveWeights [ 8 ] ;
int iNumActiveWeights=0;
vec4 texLookup ( int i , vec4 vCoord )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex0 , vCoord ) ;
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case 1 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex1 , vCoord ) ;
case 2 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex2 , vCoord ) ;
case 3 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex3 , vCoord ) ;
case 4 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex4 , vCoord ) ;
case 5 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex5 , vCoord ) ;
case 6 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex6 , vCoord ) ;
case 7 : return t ex turePro j (CamTex7 , vCoord ) ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
f loat weightLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 1 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 2 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 3 : return camWeights [ 0 ] [ 3 ] ;
case 4 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 5 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 6 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 7 : return camWeights [ 1 ] [ 3 ] ;
}
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return 0 . 0 ;
}
f loat brightLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return camBright [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 1 : return camBright [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 2 : return camBright [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 3 : return camBright [ 0 ] [ 3 ] ;
case 4 : return camBright [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
case 5 : return camBright [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
case 6 : return camBright [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ;
case 7 : return camBright [ 1 ] [ 3 ] ;
}
return 0 . 0 ;
}
vec4 camLookup ( int i )
{
switch ( i )
{
case 0 : return vCamPos0 ;
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case 1 : return vCamPos1 ;
case 2 : return vCamPos2 ;
case 3 : return vCamPos3 ;
case 4 : return vCamPos4 ;
case 5 : return vCamPos5 ;
case 6 : return vCamPos6 ;
case 7 : return vCamPos7 ;
}
return vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
f loat checkOccupancy ( vec4 vPos )
{
f loat fAlpha =1.0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
{
vCols [ i ]=texLookup ( i , g l TextureMatr ix [ i ]∗ vPos ) ;
fAlpha∗=vCols [ i ] [ 3 ] ;
}
return fAlpha ;
}
vec4 calcColWeighted ( )
{
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vec4 v=vec4 ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
for ( int i =0; i<iNumActiveWeights ; i++)
{
v+=vCols [ a iAct iveWeights [ i ] ] ∗
weightLookup ( aiAct iveWeights [ i ] ) ;
}
v [ 3 ] = 1 . 0 ;
return v ;
}
void checkWeights ( )
{
iNumActiveWeights=0;
for ( int i =0; i<NumCams; i++)
i f ( fWeights [ i ]>0.0)
a iAct iveWeights [ iNumActiveWeights++]=i ;
}
void main ( )
{
vec4 d i r=vVertPos−vEyePos ;
d i r=normal ize ( d i r ) ;
d i r ∗=0.9;
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vec4 vStart=vVertPos−d i r ;
vec4 vStep=d i r / fStepLen ;
for ( int i =0; i<fStepLen ; i++)
{
i f ( checkOccupancy ( vStart )>0.9)
{
populate2 ( ) ;
checkWeights ( ) ;
normWeights ( ) ;
g l FragCo lor=calcColWeighted ( ) ;
return ;
}
else vStart+=vStep ;
}
d i s ca rd ;
}
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